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ABSTRACT
The use of Information Technology to meet the information needs of senior business
executives has been the focus of research effort for many years. Some years ago the
emergence of Executive Information Systems (EISs) was seen as the panacea for the
information needs of senior executives. More recently, Data Warehouses have been
lauded as the ideal technology for providing an integrated view of an organisation's data,
while allowing analysis to be performed on this data. Data Warehouses are seen as the
ideal vehicle for decision support and the provision of executive information. However,
research studies have shown that the failure rate of both EISs and Data Warehouses are
very high.
This. research identifies, from a theoretical and practical business perspective, those
critical factors that contribute to the successful implementation of EISs based on Data
Warehouses. This research is aimed primarily at senior business managers and
executives, IS/IT managers, and Data Warehouse practitioners, but is also relevant to
researchers. The Critical Success Factors (CSFs) can serve as indicators of potential risk,
as variables for consideration during planning and management, as a basis for judging the
suitability of EISs based on Data Warehouses in particular situations, and as a basis for
justifying an invesLnent in Data Warehousing.
Chapter one introduces the concepts ofEISs and Data Warehousing. It also discusses the
high rate of failure or EIS and Data Warehouse implementations, the need for
understanding the CSFs for implementing EI8s based on Data Warehouses, and accounts
for the justification of this research. Chapter two critically examines recent literature on
EISs and Data Warehouses, and the critical issues surrounding the implementation of
EISs based on Data Warehouses. The results of the literature review are presented as a
narrative description that is synthesised to develop the theoretical conjecture and
associated empirical generalisations for the research. Chapter three develops an
argument for the research approach adopted, and presents the research methodology, or
procedural framework, within which the research was conducted. Research evidence was
gathered by conducting eighteen semi-structured interviews with senior business and
18fT managers, and Data Warehouse practitioners. Chapter four presents the results of
the content and interpretive analysis that was conducted on the research evidence.
Chapter five reviews the research results against the aim and objectives of the research,
and against the theoretical conjecture and empirical generalisations. Based on the results
of the review a refined theoretical conjecture is proposed. Chapter six highlights some of
the limitations of the research, and provides suggestions for further research.
Keywords: critical success factors, executive information systems, data warehouse, data
warehousing
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction
The destiny of organisations in the 1990s is being shaped by a number of significant
business forces that include pressure to continuously improve productivity and efficiency,
a rapidly increasing growth in globalisation and associated worldwide competition, and a
volatile business environment (Madnick, 1991). Drucker (1995) observes that the
majority of businesses potentially face global competition from places they have not even
heard of before.
Relevant, timely access to information to sense changes in the external environment and
stay in close touch with the organisation and its members is crucial to the organisational
direction setting process (Scott Morton, 1991). The effectiveness of this direction setting
will determine whether senior executives can ensure sustainable competitiveness in the
face of'the various business forces (Young and Watson, 1995).
The use of Information Technology (IT)l to meet the information needs or assist and
guide the strategic decisions of senior business executives has been the focus of research
effort for many years (Ackoff, 1967; Rockart and Treacy, 1982; Watson et al., 1991;
Fitzgerald and Murphy, 1994; Nord and Nord, 1995). Despite this research effort and the
development of numerous computerised Information Systems (iSf aimed specifically at
the perceived needs of senior executives, these executives have remained largely
untouched (and unimpressed) by these initiatives (Mintzberg, 1975; Gorry and Scott
Morton, 1989; Rees-Evans, 1989; Watson and Kelly Rainer, 1991; Fitzgerald and
Murphy, 1994; Ward and Griffiths, 1996). This is because these information systems do
not meet executive needs for quick, easy access to relevant, timely, and accurate
information (Watson and Kelly Rainer, 1991; Wetherbe, 1991). Researchers and
developers alike have regarded the emergence of Executive Information Systems (BIBs)
as the latest panacea for the information and decision-making needs of senior executives.
This is because the fundamental motivation for developing this type of information
system is to provide executives with only the information they need (Watson and Kelly
Rainer, 1991). However, research studies have shown that more than fifty percent of
BIS implementations are regarded as failures (Fitzgerald and Murphy, 1994).
The last few years have also seen the emergence of the Data Warehouse. Data
Warehouses have been widely lauded as the ideal technology for providing an integrated
view of an organisation's data, while allowing various analyses to be performed without
placing the data or their underlying operational systems at risk. Vendors have lost no
I Information Technology represents tile supply of technology products and services and their application
in tile delivery of information and systems, in response to business information needs (Butler Cox
Foundation, 1991; Ward and Griffiths, 1996).
2 Information Systems represent tile demand for Information, systems, and technology and the
management of applications from a business perspective, in support of business information needs (Butler
Cox Foundation, 1991; Ward and Griffiths, 1996).
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time extolling the virtues of using Data Warehouses and their associated tools as an
architecture for decision support and the provision of executive information (Mcfilreath,
1995). There has been rapid and widespread adoption of the technology, and most
organisations that have not yet implemented a Data Warehouse are considering doing so
(McElreath, 1995; Chang and Fergusen, 1996; Kelley, 1(97). Despite unprecedented
business value being achieved by some implementations, Kelley (1997) reports. that:
" ... sixty percent of all Data Warehouse projects in Europe fail."
This research is aimed at obtaining a greater understanding of the factors that contribute
to the success ofEISs based on Data Warehouses.
'-.-Hapterone introduces the concepts ofEISs and Data Warehousing. It also discusses the
high rate of failure of EIS and Data Warehouse implementations, the need for
understanding the CSFs for implementing EISs based on Data Warehouses, ,...ct accounts
for the justification of this research. Chapter two critically examines recent literature on
EISs and Data Warehouses, and the critical issues surrounding the implementation of
EISs based on Data Warehouses. The results of the literature review are presented as a
narrative description that is synthesised to develop the theoretical conjecture and
associated empirical generalisations for the research. Chapter three develops an
argument for the research approach adopted, and pres-» ~ the research methodology.
Research evidence was gathered by conducting eighteen semi-structured interviews with
senior business and milT managers, and Data Warehouse practitioners. Chapter four
presents the results of the content and interpretive analysis that was conducted on the
research evidence. Chapter five reviews the research results against the aim and
objectives of the research, and against the theoretical conjecture and empirical
generalisations. Chapter six highlights some of the limitations of the research, and
provides suggestions for further research.
1.2 Executive Information Systems and Data Warehousing in Context
1.2.1 The evolvinguse ofIS/IT
The use of computers in business started in the early 19501:but only became significant in
the mid-1960s with the development of mainframes (Ward and Griffiths, 1996). This use
has 'evolved' from the automation of repetitive tasks to the strategic use of ISIIT for
competitive advantage.
Various models have been used to describe the role ofISIIT and their past and expected
future evolution. However, early models such as the one developed by Gibson and Nolan
(1974) and Nolan (1979) were based strongly on the centralised integrated concept
derived from the mainframe paradigm (Anthony, 1965; Gibson and "Nolan, 1974; Nolan
1979; Ward and Griffiths, 1996). As the practical limitations of tile early models became
apparent researchers challenged their simplicity and underlying assumptions (Drury,
19&3; King and Kraemer, 1984). Ward and Griffiths (1996) observe that although the
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Nolan model is useful it doea not adequately describe the evolution oflSfIT since the mid
1970s. It also does not cater for the identification or explanation of opportunities for the
strategic P~fl of IS/IT. However. despite their weaknesses the models significantly
influenced management thinking until recently. Based on these findings a 'three era
model' has more recently been proposed to describe the evolution of the use of ISfIT in
organisations (Wiseman, 1985; Galliers and Somogyi, 1987; Ward and Griffiths, 1(96)
(Figure 1.1). The model divides the evolution (lflS/IT into three distinct but overlapping
eras: The Data Processing (DP) era, the Management Information System (MIS) era, and
the Strategic Information System (SIS) era. The model shows the three eras as separate
and distinct but this is a conceptual simplification, Although the objectives of using
IS/IT differ for each era, SISs depend on a good foundation of MISs and DP systems for
success, Therefore, an organisation that has evolved through the eras and 111,8 a portfolio
of srss will also have a good foundation ofDP and MISs, The DP era is f.,if; very much
with us and as Ward and Griffiths (1996) put it:
"Many organisations have yet to emerge successfully from the problems
of the first two eras [and] a considerable part of future investment will be
in DP and MISs,"
Automate Informate Transformate
~ ~ ~
Use ~ Automate Satisfy Affect Business(objective) Basic Informatiou Strategy
Function Processes Needs
....f§1L (efficiency ) (effectiveness) (competitiveness)
Transaction and DATA
exception PROCESSING STRATEGICreporting
--- fNFORMATION
Information MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Enquityand INFORMATION
Analysis SYSTEMS
FOCUS m$ Operational PlanningControl
Time scale El$ 1196~Sonwards 1197~~onwards 1198~Sonwards
t____ __ -- __ ---------._j
Figure 1.1 The 'three eras' in the evolution of the use ofIS/IT (adapted from
Ward and Griffiths, 1996)
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1.2.2 The Data Processing em
The UP era, or 'automate' stage ofISIIT usage started in the 1960s. Systems in this stage
of evolution focus on improving operational efficiency and improving performance by
automating information based processes, and their use is directed primarily at operators
and clerical staff (Zuboff, 1988; Ward and Griffiths, 1996; Orr, 1997). Although these
types of systems often generate information HS a by-product little or no use is made of
this information beyond direct control of the existing process (Scott Morton, 1991).
Systems in this era represent the less glamorous use of ISIIT but they still remain
important and continually improving hardware and software technology is being used
extensively to improve the automation of processes. Ward and Griffiths (1996) predict
that:
"Even in the future perhaps more than fifty percent of all IS/IT
investments will be about improving efficiency."
1.2.3 The Management Information Systems era
By the mid 197(Js ways of developing successful operational systems were well
established. The data stored in computers and the technology available to access it made
improved decisions possible through the availability of management information" the
MIS era, or 'informate' stage of IS/IT usage had started (Zuboff, 1988; Scott Morton,
1991; Ward and Griffiths, 1996; 01'1',1997). Systems in this stage of evolution focus On
increasing management effectiveness by satisfying their information requirements with
the objective of allowing effective problem resolution and support for decision making,
and their use is directed at professlonals and middle to senior managers. ISiIT had now
evolved to include enquiry and analysis functionality and tended to be characteristic of
control and planning systems rather than operational systems (Ward and Griffiths, 1996).
Together with new opportunities this era b.ought with it a number of significant issues.
Managers were now required to understand the value and potential use of the information
now available to them (Scott Morton, 1991). Furthermore, traditional requirements
gathering approaches were no longer valid as the decision making processes of managers
tend to be unstructured and unpredictable (Mi ntzb erg, 1975; Gerry and Scott Morton,
1989; Watson and Frolick, 1993; Nord and Nord, 1995). Also, since the benefits from
these systems, such as the effectiveness improvement of managers resulting from
improved access to information, tend to be intangible they are difficult to measure,
aggregate, and value (Brynjolfsson, 1994a; Brynjolfsscn, 1994b; Wagner, 1996).
1.2.4 The Strategic Information Systems era
The 1980s saw the beginning of the SIS era or 'transformate' stage of ISIIT usage, the
third in the evolution of the use ofIS/IT (Scott Morton, 1991; Ward and Griffiths, 1996).
Systems in this stage of evolution focus on improved competitiveness by fundamentally
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changing the nature or conduct of business. These systems are not intrinsically different
from DP or MISs, but their impact on the business is (Ward and Griffiths, 1996).
Based on a research base of over 150 examples, Ward and Griffiths (1996) found that
there appear to be four types of strategic systems:
1. Those that share information with their customers and or suppliers and change the
nature of the relationship;
2. Those that produce more effective integration of the use of information in the
organisation's value adding process;
3. Those that enable the organisation to develop, produce, market and deliver new or
enhanced products or services based on information; and
4. EISs that provide executive management with information to support the
development and implementation of strategy. This type of application represents the
smallest number of examples and has only been made possible by recent
developments in external business databases and the potential offered by knowledge
based systems,
1.2.5 Where do Executive Information Systems fit in'!
EISs are computerised systems that provide top management with easy access to internal
and external information that is relevant to their Critical Success Factors (CSfs) or Key
Performance Indicators (Rees-Evans, 1989; Watson and Kelly Rainer, 1991; Watson et
al., 1991; Millet and Mawhinney, 1992; Fitzgerald and Murphy, 1994; Nord and Nord,
1995; Ward and Griffiths, 1996). Millet and Mawhi:nney (l992) define an EIS to be:
" ... a system that integrates information from internal and external data
sources enabling executives to monitor t..,d request information of key
importance to them via customised presentation formats."
Walstrom and Wilson (1997) and Young and Watson (1995) broadly define an EIS to be
a computerised system that provides executives with information that is relevant to their
work, while Overton, et al. (1996) define it to be a system that provides access to high-
level strategic information about a firm's current status.
EISs have the defining characteristics listed below. They (Watson and Kelly Rainer,
1991; Watson et al., 1991; Matthews and Shoebridge, 1992; Fitzgerald and Murphy,
1994; Kelly, 1994; Young and Watson, 1995; Haley and Watson, 1996; Walstrom and
\v'ilson, 1997):
• Are tailored to executives' information needs;
• Extract, :filter, compress, and track critical data;
• Report exception conditions to highlight variances;
• Provide on-line access, trend analysis, exception reporting and drill down;
• Access and integrate a broad range of internal and external data;
.. Incorporate hard and soft data;
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~ Are user-friendly and require minimal or no training to use;
• Are ur.ed directly by executives; and
• Present graphical, tabular, and/or textual information.
The growth in usage ofEISs has been attributed, 011 the one hand, to the diminishing cost
of computer hardware and software (Rockart and Treacy, 1982; Watson et al., 1991); the
claim that executives are better informed of the availability and capabilities of new
technologies (Rockart and Treacy, 1982); and the assertion that the volatile competitive
business environment is fuelling the need for more timely access to better quality
information (Rockart and Treacy, 1982; Watson et al., 1991; Nord and Nord, 1995).
Fitzgerald and Murphy (1994), on the other hand, argue that contrary to popular belief,
EISs are being introduced into organisations based on IS department push and the
availability of appropriate enabling technology, rather than due to the increased readiness
of executives to make use of computers or the increasingly competitive nature of the
business environment. They also found that executives were willing to support an EIS
development out of fear that they may become marginalised if the use of an EIS became
important and they did not have access to it.
]i.I the context of the three era model discussed above EISs do not focus on improving
operational efficiency and are not in them elves DP systems. However, to provide good
quality information to executives for decision making purposes they draw strongly on a
good infrastructure of DP systems and external data sources (Millet and Mawhinney,
1992). There is a strong overlap between the objectives of an EIS and the objectives of
systems in the MIS era (Millet and Mawhinney, 1992). Furthermore, depending on what
information is provided by an EIS and how managers use it, there is significant potential
for it to influence strategy development. This in turn can lead to improved
competitiveness by changing the nature or conduct of business. Therefore, an EIS may in
some instances also be a SIS. The relat've position ofEISs in the continuum of evolution
depicted by the three era model is shown in figure 1.2.
• The Difference Between, "'IISs, EISs, Decision Support Systems, and Executive
Support Systems
Although the terms are somc-imes used interchangeably EISs are distinct from MISs,
Decision Support S:;.,tems, and Executive Support Systems. The difference between
MISs, EISs, and Decision Support Systems in terms of their primary purpose, users,
output, operations and time orientation is shown in table 1.1. Decision Support Systems
provide modeling capabilities as well as information retrieval capabilities (Fitzgerald and
Murphy, 1994). Furthermore, they are designed for specific decision-making tasks and
are most commonly used by operational staff and middle and lower managers, rather
than by senior executives (Watson et al., 1991). Table 1.1 serves to provide a high level
overview and to illustrate the key distinguishing features of these systems rather than to
define mutually exclusive domains (Millet and Mawhinney, 1992).
An Executive Support System has a broader set of capabilities than an EIS and is seen to
be a combination of an EIS with electronic communications and other executive work
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station services, such as data analysis capabilities ana organising tools (Watson and Kelly
Rainer, 1991; Watson et al., 1991; Millet and Mawhinney, 1992).
Use mmA
(objective) ~
Function
---
Automate
Basic
Processes
(efficiency)
Satisfy
Information
Needs
(effectiveness)
Affect Business
Strategy
(competitiveness)
Table 1.l The difference between MISs, EISs and Decision Support Systems (Millet and
Mawhinney, 1992)
Primary Primary users Primary Primary Time
Jlurpose Output Ol)eratious Orientation
MIS Internal All Levels of Pre-defined Summarise Past
Monitoring Managers Periodic Information
Re orts
EIS Internal and Executives Pre-defined Integrate, Past to Present
External Customised Present, Track
Monitoring Presentations CSFs
DSSI Support Clerical or Decisions Solve, Model, Present to
Structured Automated Automate, Future
Decisions Suggest
DSSn Scmi/ Staff and Suggestions, Model, Solve, Future to
Unstructured Managers Analytic Suggest, Present
Decisions Reporis Anal~se
Transaction and
exception
reporting
DP SIS
Information
Enquiry and
Analysis
MIS
Figure 1.2 Executive Information Systems in relation to the three era model
(adapted from Ward and Griffiths, 1996)
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1.2.6 Where does Data Warehousing fit in?
William Inmon is credited with having coined the phrase Data Warehouse in 1990.
Inmon, who is recognised as the 'father' of the Data Warehouse concept, defined it to be a
managed database in which the data is subject-oriented, integrated, time variant, and non-
volatile (Hackathorn, 1995, Lambert 1995a). According to Lambert (1995a) the goal of a
Data Warehouse is to provide a single view of business reality for an organisation while
Hackathorn (1995) believes a Data Warehouse is where business mar- 's can find the
information they need to steer the business correctly. McElreath (199. .scribes a Data
Warehouse as an EIS and/or Decision Support System with the express purpose of
providing the information and tools to allow strategic analysis of information. Orr (1997)
claims that a Data Warehouse can be described as an enterprise-wide framework for
managing informational data within an organisation.
There are probably as many different definitions of a Data Warehouse as there are
practitioners and authors on the subject and each definition depends on the background
and perspective of the author. In general, however, most practitioners agree that a Data
Warehouse, in its broadest sense, consists of three 'views' (Ely, 1997; Gaigher, l 997;
Orr, 1997; Stone, 1997; Worseman, 1997) (Figure 1.3.):
• The IT or Operational View;
• The Heart of the Data Warehouse; and
• The Business View.
'" The IT 01' Operational View
Data Processing or operational systems and external data sources provide the, data that is
used to 'populate' the Data Warehouse (Hackathorn, 1995; Orr, 1997). Since these
operational systems have historically been designed to improve the efficiency of specific
functional areas such as order processing, they are often not integrated with other
organisational systems and also often do not share a common or compatible architecture
(NWlet and Mawhinney, 1992). This makes a Data Warehouse a very attractive solution
for solving the need for information that spans functional boundaries. However, the data
structures of each of the external and operational systems may differ from one another
and are usually optimised for transaction processing (Radding, 1996; Orr, 1997; Sahin,
1997). Therefore, the data from each of the source systems must be consolidated and
'transformed' into a format and structure that is optimised for ad hoc reporting and
analysis, before it can be loaded into the Data Warehouse (McElreath, 1995; Hackathorn,
1995; Radding 1996). In the process of transformation the definition of each of the data
elements must be clarified and the data elements must be loaned into the Data Warehouse
in the format and level of detail required for the types of analysis and access likely to be
performed (Hackathorn, 1995). The IT or operational view includes all the processes and
procedures that must be performed to keep the data in the Data Warehouse up to date
(Orr, 1997). These processes and procedures ensure that the required data is manually or
automatically retrieved from source systems, transformed, and loaded into the Data
Warehouse (Orr, 1997). The difference between operational or transactional data and
Data Warehouse data is shown in table 1.2.
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Table 1.2. The difference between operational data and Data Warehouse data (Porter and
Rome, 1994; McElreath, 1995)
o ieratioaal Data Data Warehouse Data
Continually updated
Short-lived, rapidly changing
Requires record level access
Repetitive standard transactions and access patterns
- serves operational user&
Updated ill real time
Event-driven: process generates data
Read only
Long-living, static
Data is aggregated into sets
Ad hoc queries with some periodic reporting -
serves management
Updated periodically with mass loads
Data driven: data governs process
• The Heart of the Data Warehouse
Logically, the heart of the Data Warehouse is a store of the required views of operational
data, optimised for flexible ad hoc reporting and analysis. Physically, the Data
Warehouse can be made up from a variety of architectural configurations, from a
dedicated database designed specifically for the purpose, to virtual functionally-oriented
'data marts' based on multidimensional databases (Orr, 1997). Whatever configuration is
ultimately chosen normally depends on the type of reporting and analysis li1.:elyto be
performed by the business as well as the volume of data to be stored (Orr, 1997). Each
has its advantages and disadvantages and cost considerations. The underlying
architecture should never be of any concern to the business, provided it can achieve the
stated objectives within practical cost constraints.
• The Business View
The business view is also referred to as the information access layer. This is the layer
that the end user interacts with directly (Orr, 1997). It includes all the tools and
techniques used by the end user to access, analyse and report on the data in the Data
Warehouse (Hackathorn, 1995; Orr, 1997). Since the Data Warehouse can potentially
contain very detaiied good quality enterprise-wide data, as well as external data, it is well
suited to a multitude of uses, including, but not limited to data mining, multidimensional
analysis, data visualisation, the provision of executive information, and for decision
support. A Data Warehouse is structured around data, rather than analytical queries so
that the system can respond rapidly 'to unforeseeable queries (McElreath, 1995; Fisher,
1996). This is because analytical queries are rarely defined in advance and, as Fisher
(1996) puts it:
"The first question an analyst asks is rarely the right one to get the answer
desired."
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Figure 1.3 The three Data Warehouse 'views'
• All Architectural Concept
Although a comprehensive Data Warehouse solution consists of a number of technical
and business components its value resides in how the business uses the data it makes
available. It can potentially provide summarised and detailed data on all aspects of the
organisation, its competitors, and its marketplace, to staff at all levels of the organisation
(Hackathorn, 1995). Furthermore, it can provide flexible access to current and historical
data to senior executives so that they can keep track of the key performance areas and
indicators of the business, with the ability to drill down into the required supporting detail
when L!'-ey need to.
A Data Warei.nuse is therefore a holistic architectural concept rather than a product or a
specific solution to a specific information need (Freeman, 1997). It is a tool that can be
an asset to an organisation that has the ability to manage its information resource. It can
also be a liability to an organisation that has yet to embrace the importance of its
information and how to manage it. As Worseman (1997) puts it:
"A Data Warehouse is NOT a solution to the demand for information, it is
merely an enabling technology"
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• Metadata
An important component of a Data Warehouse is one that spans the three views discussed
above. This is the data directory or metadata layer. A Data Warehouse is only complete
if it contains definitions and descriptions of where the data is located, what is represents,
and where it carne from, from both user and ISIIT perspectives (Mclslreath, 1S,95;
De1esus, 1995; Hackathorn, 1995; Orr, 1997).
1.3 The Need for Understanding the Critical Success Factors
1.3.1 What is a Critical Success Factor?
CSFs are those few key areas where 'things must go right' to ensure success (Guynes and
Vanecek, 1996; Ward and Griffiths, 1996).
1.3.2 The need for understanding the Critical Success Factors
With the transition from the industrial age to the information age organisations are
leveraging information about their processes, products, services, customers and markets
to exploit opportunities and gain advantage over their competitors. There is an increasing
realisation that information has value, that it is an asset, and that it must be managed as a
resource (Earl, 1996). To realise its value, information must be collected, recorded,
stored, processed, manipulated, transmitted, delivered, and presented. Information also
has a life expectancy, usually depreciates and can become obsolete (Glazer, 1993).
EISs have emerged as a favoured solution for providing executives and senior managers
with the information they require for decision making, and are being implemented in a
growing number of organisations (Watson et al, 1991; Matthews and Shoebridge, 1992;
Millet and Mawhinney, 1992; Watson and Fralick 1993; Fitzgerald and Murphy, 1994).
Overton, et al. (1996) claims that:
"One of the most significant trends in the field of information systems is the
increasing prevalence of Executive Information Systems."
According to Wetherbe (1991) one of the reasons for this is that failure to get executives
the information they need in a timely manner can result in lost opportunities or in a
problem not being solved in time.
EISs are expensive to develop and maintain. A study in 1988 of large organisations in the
USA and Canada by Watson and Kelly Rainer (1991) found that the average cost of
developing an EIS at that time was $US 365,000 and the average annual cost of
maintaining one was $US 208,000. Despite the costs involved there is a growing interest
in EISs. In 1992 the EIS market was estimated to be worth more than $100 million world
wide, was growing at over thirty percent per annum, and was expected to continue
growing at forty percent per annum (Matthews and Shoebridge, 1992). Watson et al.,
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(1991) quote International Data Corporation (IDC) as predicting that the US market for
EISs was growing at a compound annual rate of nearly forty percent in 1991. According
to Nord and Nord (1995) IDC also predicted that EIS software sales would reach $230
million in 1995 and that the US market would still be growing at a compound annual rate
of nearly forty percent.
EISs are challenging to develop. Although there is a growing body of knowledge about
EISs and there have been some successful implementations, there are still a large number
of failures and they remain high risk, expensive systems (Watson et al.; 1991; Matthews
and Shoebridge 1992; Millet and Mawhinney, 1992; Watson and Frolick, 1993;
Fitzgerald and Murphy, 1994; Young and Watson, 1995; Walstrom and Wilson, 1997).
According to Walstrom and Wilson (1997):
" ... because an EIS is a top management tool, its development is It high profile,
high-risk endeavor."
In one study forty two percent of the respondents reported an EIS failure prior to the
development of a successful system (Watson and Frolick, 1993). Millet and Mawhinney
(1992) report that experts claim that almost twenty five percent of the EIS installations
they were aware of were failures.
Data Warehouses contain the data that form the information base for decision making,
and most organ sations expect them to provide the following benefits (Chang and
Fergusen, 1996):
• The ability to understand trends in the business;
• The ability to deliver relevant information for timely decisions; and
* The ability to use information for more intelligent marketing and targeting.
However, the ealisation of these specific business benefits has fallen short of
expectations. Instead, organisations are realising other unexpected benefits in the form of
the ability to obtain a competitive edge, and the ability to improve the quality of the
products or services they offer (Chang and Fergusen, 1996).
Data Warehouse projects are not easy or predictable (r! 'ler, 1996; Griffin, 1998). Most
initial Data Warehouse implementations fail and 0.1 litJl_:h exact figures are not readily
available it is estimated that these figures ar b -tween forty and seventy percent
(Hackney, 1997). Since enterprise Data Warehouses cross functional, empire, political,
process and ownership boundaries they are inherently high risk and have a low
probability for success (Hackney, 1997). This is also why their success is less dependent
on technology than it is on the cultural and political issues surrounding information
management and information ownership (Hackathorn, 1995; Horrocks, 1995; Cafasso,
1996; Fisher, 1996). Hackney (1997) supports this view by claiming that the
overwhelming cause of failure is the result of human, rather than technology issues. This
view is further supported by Griffin (1998) and Madsen (1997) who claim that Data
Warehouses are business projects, not technology projects and that technology alone, no
matter how sophisticated, will not ensure success. McElreath (1995) cautions that with
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Data Warehousing, especially for large volumes of data, the pitfalls and opportunities for
disappointment are substantial.
Demarest (1997) claims that the Data Warehousing marketplace understates actual cases
of Data Warehouse failures. He also observes that there is a lack of normative and
prescriptive information on techniques to help practitioners avoid project failure.
According to Demarest (1997) practitioners are not s•.aring their experiences regarding
the type of complexity involved in Data Warehousing, why Data Warehouse projects fail,
and what can be done to prevent failures.
Despite the low success rate, high risk and vast differences in returns reported, most large
companies have installed Data Warehouses, or are in the process of doing so (Fisher,
1996). Fisher (1996) and McElreath (1995) claim that according to the Meta Group,
ninety percent of all large companies are implementing Data Warehouses. Chang and
Fergusen (1996) claim that sixty percent of larger organisations are considering
implementing Data Warehouses or have already done so. The market for Data
Warehousing is estimated to be between $US 8 billion and SUS 12 billion in size
(Hackney, 1997).
The high cost, high risk, and high failure rate of both EISs and Data Warehouses points to
a compelling need for a critical perspective and better understanding of the factors that
contribute to the successful implementation of EISs based on Data Warehouses.
1.4 Statement of the Problem
A research problem is the center around which the research effort turns. It must be
clearly and concisely expressed and be divided into manageable sub-problems. it so
doing it provides clarity on the goal and direction of the entire research effort (Leedy,
1997).
1.4.1 The research problem and research question
In the context of the significant interest in EISs and Data Warehouses, and the high risk
and high costs associated with these types of projects, this research is centered on the
research problem stated below:
This research will analyse Data Warehouse implementations in South Africa that have
been used for executive information purposes, to establish those factors that must be
achieved, as an absolute minimum, to ensure the successful implementation of EISs
based on Data Warehouses.
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The research problem translates into the following research ques ion:
What are the factors that must be achieved, as an absolute minimum, to ensure the
successful implementation ofEISs based on Data Warehouses?
1.4.2 Sub problems
The research problem is broken up into the following five sub-problems:
1. To what extent are EIS and Data Warehouse implementations in South Africa
successful and hew is this success measured?
2. What are those minimum factors that must be achieved to ensure the successful
implementation ofEISs, regardless of the technical infrastructure they are based on?
3. What are the additional factors for success when EISs are based on Data
Warehouses?
4. What are the minimum factors that must be achieved to ensure the successful
implementation of Data Warehouses, regardless of what they are ultimately going to
be used for?
5. What are the additional factors for success of Data Warehouses when their purpose is
to satisfy the information needs of senior executives?
1.4.3 Assumptions
The following assumptions have been made:
1. The term 'implementation' used in the research question includes all phases in the
lifecycle of a Data Warehouse project, not just design, development, and installation.
2. The perceived success of a Data Warehouse implementatio I > adequate to describe
whether it is in fact successful, and additional measures of success are therefore not
necessary. For example, if an implementation is perceived to be a failure, even if
there have been benefits, the implementation is effectively still a failure.
1.5 Aim and Objecti ves of the Research
This research is aimed at identifying, from a practical business perspective, those critical
factors that contribute to the successful implementation of EISs based on Data
Warehouses. These factors can serve as indicators of potential risks, as variables for
consideration during planning and management, as a basis for judging the suitability of
EISs based on Data Warehouses in particular situations, and as a basis for justifying an
investment in Data Warehousing. Furthermore, these factors may provide an increased
understanding of the reasons for the high failure rate of EISs and Data Warehouses and
may reveal the measure" that can be taken to improve the likelihood of success.
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1.6 Importance of the Research
The high failure rate of EISs and Data Warehouses points to the need for a better
understanding of what is required for success. This need increases as the interest and
investment in these types of systems increases. Although there is a growing body of
knowledge on EISs and Data Warehouses as subject areas on their own, this body of
knowledge is not comprehensive. Furthermore, little work has been done to understand
the factor' success when Data Warehouses are specifically used for executive
information -rposes.
This research brings together and tests the factors reported as critical in the literature and
puts forward practical guidelines for consideration when implementing EISs based on
Data Warehouses, and in so doing will increase the current understanding,
1.7 Summary
The potential of EISs and Data Warehouses to meet the information needs of senior
executives has generated considerable interest. However, the high risk, high cost, and
high failure rate of both EISs and Data Warehouses indicates a lack of understanding of
thoce factors that are critical to their success. This research is aimed at improving this
understanding and at making a signiflcant contribution to the growing body of
knowledge.
A literature review was conducted to establish what are regarded as the CSFs for
implementing EISs, Data Warehouses, and EISs based on Data Warehouses, The results
of this review are discussed in chapter two,
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CHAPTER Two: LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Introduction
A comprehensive literature review has several important purposes (Leedy, 1997):
II It can reveal investigations focused on research problems similar to the one under
consideration;
.. It can reveal new Sources of data;
.. It can introduce the important research personalities in the field of research under
consideration;
ill It can show the current research in context from a historical and associational
perspective;
• It can reveal new ideas and approaches; and
II It can serve as a comparison of similar research efforts.
In this chapter the results of a comprehensive literature review of the critical issues
surrounding the implementation of Executive Information Systems (EISs) and Data
Warehouses are examined. The objectives of the literature review are to gain an
understanding of the following:
• What practitioners and researchers report to be the Critical Success Factors (CSFs)
for implementing an EIS. This part of the literature review concentrates on those
factors that must be achieved regardless of the specific technical infrastructure
deployed to implement or support the EIS.
• What practitioners and researchers report to be the CSFs for implementing a Data
Warehouse. This part of the literature review concentrates on those factors that
must be achieved regardless of the ultimate purpose of the Data Warehouse, i.e.
whether it is ultimately going to be used for reporting purposes, data mining
purposes, decision support purposes, executive information purposes, or all of
these.
• What practitioners and researchers report to be the CSFs that result from the
unique marriage of EISs and Data Warehousing. These are the CSFs that would
not exist if an EIS were not based on a Data Warehouse, or if a Data Warehouse
were not used as the basis for an EIS.
The results of the literature review are presented in two major sections. The first
covel'S the CSFs for implementing BISs and the second covers the CSFs for
implementing Data Warehouses. These are then synthesised to develop the
theoretical conjecture and associated empirical generalisations for this research. The
results of the literature review also form the basis of the interview guide developed for
collecting the primary research data. The interview guide is included as Appendix A.
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2.2 The Critical Success Factors for Implementing Executive
Information Systems
2.2.1 There must be a clear link between 1..heinformation provided by an
Executive Information System and the objectives of the business
Many executives have difficulty with Information Technology (IT) because they have
no convincing picture of how IT relates to their business and information needs
(Matthews and Shoebridge, 1992). According to Kelly (1994):
" ... one of the major difficulties with EIS implementations is that the
information contained in the EIS fails to guide the organisation to its
objectives."
A clear link, therefore, between the information provided by an EIS and the objectives
of the business is critical to the success of an EIS (Watson and Frolick, 1993). An
EIS should provide senior executives with the ability to track those key indicators
they use to monitor the achievement of their strategic business goals (Watson and
Fralick, 1992). Young and Watson (1995) and Walstrom and Wilson (1997) argue
that if an EIS is not focused on a serious business purpose, it should not be developed.
To ensure that an EIS meets the stated business objectives, members of the project
team should have an understanding or business issues and should be able to discuss
these with executives (Matthews and Shoebridge, 1992).
2.2.2 The correct approach must be used to establish the system objectives and
information requirements
One of the most important tasks of an executive is making decisions and one of ~he
key resources available to them to allow them do this is information. Unfortunately,
although executives spend most of their time trying to obtain the information they
need, they tend to be overloaded with irrelevant, out of date and generally useless
information (Wetherbe, 1991). As far back as 1967 Ackoff observed that managers
appear to suffer more from an over abundance of irrelevant information rather than a
lack of relevant information (Ackoff, 1967). Therefore, to be successful an EIS must
provide the information needed by the senior executives it is designed to serve
(Watson et al., ]991).
A common problem associated with EISs is correctly determining the system's
objectives and information requirements to allow the right system to be designed
(Wetherbe, 1991; Watson and Frolick, 1993; Fitzgerald and Murphy, 1994; Walstrom
and Wilson, 1997), However, the correct identification of these is critical to the
success of an EIS (Houdeshel and Watson, 1987; Watson et CIt., 1991). Ignorance of
these, particularly the information requirements, can directly cause the failure of an
EIS (Young and Watson, 1995).
A complicating factor is that managers often don't know what information they need
(Wetherbe, 1991: Walstrom and Wilson, 1997) and if they do know what they need
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they find it difficult to articulate this need (Watson and Frolick, 1993). As Watson
and Frolick (1993) put it:
"Simply asking the executive what information is wanted is unlikely to
result in a comprehensive description of information needs."
It is also difficult for executives to easily define their system requirements because
they are often not aware of the technology options available to assist them.
Furthermore it is often not possible or appropriate to formally train executives on the
details of technological capabilities. According to Watson and Frolick (1993), instead
of relying on executives to identify what can be done for them, a better approach is to
gain a better understanding of their work.
Unfortunately, system developers often don't understand the nature of executive work
(Watson and Frolick, 1993; Fitzgerald and Murphy, 1994). Executive work is usually
diverse, brief, and fragmented and is more unstructured, non-routine, and long range
in nature than other managerial work (Gerry and Scott Morton, 1989; Watson and
Frolick, 1993; Nord and Nord, 1995). Mintzberg (1975) observes that the activities of
senior managers are characterised by brevity, variety, and discontinuity, and are
strongly action oriented. According to Nord and Nord (1995):
"Executive decisions are generally broad and are based, to a large extent, on
intuition. "
Executives also prefer verbal communications because they like to exchange 'soft'
information! (Mintzberg, 1972; Mintzberg, 1975; Watson and Frolick, 1993). As
Mintzberg (1975) puts it:
" ... today's gossip may be tommorrow's fact."
Therefore, it is critically important to understand the decision making environment
and personal style of the executives for which an EIS is being designed. According to
Gorry and Scott Morton (1989):
" .. an understanding of managerial activity is a prerequisite for effective
[management information] system design and implementation."
Mintzberg (1975) observes that the work of a manager is communication. He also
observes that managers can be described as sophisticated information processing
systems as they seem to spend about half their time moving information (Mintzberg,
1972). According to Rockart and Treacy (1982), 'classic' research shows executives
not only to be verbally oriented, but that they have little use for 'hard' information.
Furthermore, executives require external as well as internal information to be
effective (Mintzberg, 1972; Mintzberg, 1975; Watson and Frolick, 1993). Mintzberg
(1975) claim, that two of the primary uses a manager has for information is to identify
problems and opportunities, and to build mental models of things around him.
1 Soft information is gossip, hearsay, speculation, ideas, opinions, predictions and explanations
(Mintzberg, 1975; Watson and Frolick, 1993)
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• Information Gathering Strategies
Many strategies can be used for determining the system objectives and information
requirements of senior executives but the most appropriate strategy depends on the
users, the potential uses of the system, and the environment in which the system will
be used (Watson and Frolick, 1992). The management style of the organisation will
also playa significant role in the strategy used to determine these requirements. For
example, it will be easier to link the information contained in an EIS to organisational
objectives if the organisation IS comfortable with establishing and working towards
specific, measurable, achievable and consistent objectives. According to Watson and
Frolick (1993) no single requirements gathering strategy is adequate and more than
one should be used to triangulate on system and information requirements. This is
because EISs evolve as executive information needs change in response to market and
organisational changes (Watson and Frohck, 1993).
One requirements gathering strategy is to focus on the critical business issues or
problems facing executives and the role that information plays in the solution of these
problems (Wetherbe, 1991; Watson and Frolick, 1992; Watson and Frolick, 1993;
Nord and Nord, 1995). This information is often used as the basis for developing
decision support capabilities which are then included in EISs (Matthews and
Shoebridge, 1992; Walstrom and Wilson, 1997). The lack of focus on a significant
business problem is claimed to be a factor that often contributes to the failure of an
EIS (Young and Watson, 1995).
A second strategy is to focus on the major decisions associated with an executive's
area of responsibility, and the information that coul.: result in better decisions
(Ackoff 1967; Wetherbe, 1~)1; Watson and Fro lick, 1993').
A third strategy is to focus on the CSFs of the organisational unit/s of the executive
under consideration, and the information needed to track the achievement of these
(Houdeshel and Watson, 1981; Wetherbe, 1991; Watson and Frolick, 1992; Watson
and Fro lick, 1993; Nord and Nord, 1995; Walstrom and Wilson, 1997). This strategy
requires considerable executive involvement and a skilled leader (Watson and Frolick,
1993). Furthermore, it should not be the only strategy used as executives require
more than just CSF information (Watson and Frolick, 1993; Kelly, 1994). Kelly
(1994) reports that some practitioners found the CSF approach to be useful during the
initial development of an EIS but that after a while executives become almost as
bored with the new information as they were with the old.
A fourth strategy is to focus on the organisation's strategic business objectives and the
business processes required to accomplish these objectives (Watson and Fro lick,
1993). Stein (1995) proposed the Information Success Facto!' (ISF) method which
closely mirrors this strategy. His method starts with defining and prioritising ten
business goals of the organisation. The top ranked goal is used to ascertain and
prioritise business strategies. The top strategy is used to establish the personal tasks
that the executive will perform to achieve the business g. .als. These tasks are related
to the ISFs which are used as the basis of tile EIS.
A fifth strategy focuses on determining the information needed to evaluate how
effective goods or services provided by the organisation are to it's customers, and the
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information needed to assess the efficiency with which these are produced/provided
(Wetherbe, 1991).
• Ill/ormation Gathering Techniques
A variety of different techniques should be used to pursue the strategies discussed
above. The suitability of a specific technique depends on the stage of development of
the EIS. Furthermore, since it is unlikely that anyone technique will be adequate it is
important to apply the combination of techniques most suitable to an organisation.
These techniques include (Watson et al., 1991; Watson and Frolick, 1993):
• Discussions with executives;
.. Examinations of computer generated information;
o Discussions with support personnel;
• Recording of volunteered i.nformation;
• Examination of other organisations' EISs;
• Examination of non-computer generated information;
• Participation in strategic planning sessions;
• Attendance at executive meetings;
• Examination of the organisation'S strategic plan; and
.. Tracking of executive activity.
In determining the information requirements, Wetherbe (1991) argues that the EIS
should be viewed as cross-functional, requirements should be gathered in group
forums such as Joint Application Design sessions, and indirect questioning techniques
should be used,
Since so much of the information used by executives in their decision making process
comes from a network of contacts outside the organisation it is important to consider
how .hese information sources can be included in the EIS (Watson and Frolick, 1993).
2.2.3 A partlcipative, iterative, pretotyping approach must be used to
.mplement an Executive Information System
According to Wetherbe (1991) a common mistake made in the development ofEISs is
that managers are not given the opportunity to refine their detail requirements through
trial and error. If no provision is made for executives to communicate their ideas and
insights the EIS is likely to fail (Young and Watson, 1995). In many cases
Information Systems (IS) personnel do not adequately involve executives in the
process of identifying their information requirements with the result that information
is included in an EIS based on the extent to which it lends itself to capture, rather than
on its value to executives (Fitzgerald and Murphy, 1994), Alavi (1982) observes
that:
" .. , it is only through the active and meaningful participation of the
executive users in the design process that the designers can develop an
understanding and appreciation for the executives' decision environments
and requirements."
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Since an EIS should be developed in response to a legitimate business need, the time
taken to develop it is important (Watson et al., 1991). Kelly (1994) claims that fast,
cheap, incremental approaches to developing an EIS increase the chance of success.
According to Young and Watson (1995) and Watson et al. (1996) an EIS must be
developed and rolled out quickly while the need and executive interest is high.
Matthews and Shoebridge (1992) also highlight the importance of quick results and
argue that EIS implementations should show definite results within six weeks. Nord
and Nord (1995) quote Snyder as saying that a key to the success of an EIS is that an
initial version should be implemented and working within three to six months. In
their 1988 study of large organisations in the USA and Canada, Watson and Kelly
Rainer (1991) found that about eighty percent of initial versions of Executive Support
Systems were complete within six months. In most instances this means that the
development methodology for an EIS will differ from the rigid approach needed for
Transaction Processing Systems (TPSs) (Watson and Kelly Rainer, 1991).
An ideal mechanism for allowing these objectives to be met is prototyping (Watson
and Kelly Rainer, 1991; Watson et al., 1991; Wetherbe, 1991; Young and Watson,
1995). Prototyping requires a high degree of user participation and in so doing
improves the users' ability to clarify their requirements in an evolutionary fashion
(Guimaraes and Saraph, 19.,,1;Watson and Kelly Rainer, 1991). Prototyping is likely
to be more useful to develop Decision Support Systems based on semi-structured or
unstructured business problems, and is an effective vehicle to address poorly defined
system requirements (Alavi, 1982; Guimaraes and Saraph, 1991). Wetherbe (1991)
argues that prototyping is effective provided managers can interact with a prototype
within days of discussing their requirements. Prototyping can help maintain executive
interest and confidence in the project and help clarify screen presentation contents and
formats (Watson and Kelly Rainer, 1991). Prototyping is therefore also a good
mechanism for improving the useability of an EIS (Kelly, 1994). Guimaraes and
Saraph (1991) claim the following additional benefits of proto typing:
• Reduction of lead times for requested information;
• Improved quality of reports;
o Development of systems that can easily be changed;
• Better definition of information requirements;
• Better problem specification;
• More timely systems development; and
• Better user/developer communication.
2.2.4 There must be active, demonstrated executive support and commitment
For the success of EIS projects, executive sponsorship is consistently found to be
important (Houdeshel and Watson, 1987; Watson et al., 1991; Watson and Kelly
Rainer, 1991; Nord and Nord, 1995). Watson and Frolick (1993) and Young and
Watson (1995) observe that lack of executive support and commitment is a major
reason for EIS failure. According to Kelly (1994) this support should come from:
" ... a strong and vocal executive champion who consistently reinforces the
purpose of the system and directs the attention of the executive group
away from unproductive and punitive behaviours."
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Watson et al. (1991) and Watson and Kelly Rainer (1991) claim that the most critical
role with regards to executive commitment is that of the executive sponsor. This role
involves making the initial request for the system, keeping abreast of it:,.development,
providing +$!edbackand direction during development, and communicating strong and
continuing interest to stakeholders.
Executive commitment is not only important to ensure that an EIS has the required
support, but also to ensure that the objectives, priorities and needs of the executives
for whom the systems is being developed, are reflected in it (Matthews and
Shoebridge, 1992). According to Fitzgerald and Murphy (1994) a paradox for EIS
success has emerged in that:
" ... executives will not use EISs until they (EISs) become an essential part
of the executive management process, but this will not happen unless
executives commit adequate time to the process of developing EISs."
For executives to be committed to an EIS they should have clarity regarding its
purpose (Young and Watson. 1995). According to Kelly (1994) implementation of an
effective EIS requires clear consensus on the objectives of the system. This clarity is
also important to ensure that project responsibilities are clear (Overton et al., 1996).
In most Cases commitment will involve the personal involvement of the executive in
the development of an EIS (Rockart and Treacy, 1982; Matthews and Shoebridge,
1992; Kelly, 1994). Watson and Kelly Rainer (1991) claim that the realisation of the
benefits of an EIS requires more executive involvement than any other kind of
computer system. Executives must spend time with developers to discuss their
information requirements and to provide feedback on the information provided by the
EIS and the format in which it is presented (Watson and Kelly Rainer, 1991; Watson
and Frolick, 1993; Kelly, 1994). Executives must be actively involved in the design
of the user interface to ensure that the system is easy to use, and to provide input on
the importance of screen content and design (Watson and Satzinger, 1994).
It is highly likely that the development of an EIS without executive participation will
result in failure of the system (Watson and Kelly Rainer, 1991; Watson and Frolick,
1993). However, since executive time is so scarce it is important to ensure that it is
used effectively (Watson et al., 1991; Watson and Fro lick, 1993). The level of
personal involvement will also depend on the management style of the organisation
and personality of the senior executive involved (Matthews and Shoebridge, 1992).
The credibility of the developers and support staff in the eyes of the executives plays
an important part in how committed the executives are likely to be to an EIS project.
In a multi-stage study of the issues associated with identifying the information
requirements for EISs, Watson and Frolick (1993) found that the amount of time an
analyst gets is often related to how well the analyst knows the business. Inadequate
business knowledge amongst EIS development and support staff can directly
contribute to the failure of an EIS (Watson et al., 1991; Young and Watson, 1995).
Watson and Kelly Rainer (1991) argue that designers and support staff of systems for
ei.ccutives must be knowledgeable about business and management as well as
information technology. Interpersonal and business skills are considered to be more
important than technical skills. Watson et al. (1991) found that the ability to work
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with executives is the most necessary skill for an EIS development team member,
followed by knowledge of the business and interpersonal skills. According to
Fitzgerald and Murphy (1994) while IS personnel may recognise the need for a more
business-focused approach, this does not resolve the deficiency in business focused
skills that currently exists.
Executive commitment is also required to ensure that the necessary data from the
executive domain is made available to the EIS (Watson and Kelly Rainer, 1991).
2.2.5 The expectations of the end users must be managed
During the development of an EIS is it easy to fall into the trap of creating unrealistic
expectations with regards to the type and usefulness of the information that will be
provided by the ElS, the ease of use of the system, and the extent of the decision
support capabilities that will be available. It is important to ensure that senior
managers' expectations regarding the practical limitations of an EIS are managed,
especially when there is no data available from any source to support the stated needs
(Kelly, 1994). In cases where data is not readily available, collection mechanisms
will have to be constructed (Kelly, 1994).
2.2.6 The politics must be managed
According to Glazer (1993) organisations that manage their information as a critical
resource are truly information intensive. The mechanisms through which an
organisation becomes information intensive is by measuring its information use,
information share, information infrastructure, information operations, and information
economies (Glazer, 1993; Earl, 1996). One of the primary difficulties of becoming an
information intensive organisation is the management of information politics
(Davenport et al., 1992; Davenport, 1994). For example, I110stof the information
needed to improve decision making within a particular functional area comes from
outside that functional area (Wetherbe, 1991), However, users are often unwilling to
participate in a system that will share information because information represents
power, and most people are not interested in sharing power (Wetherbe, 1991; Kelly,
1994). Therefore, as knowledge and information replace capital as the primary source
of wealth creation, who owns this knowledge and information or who has access to it
will become increasingly political (Davenport et al., 1992; Strassmann, 1996). Only
when information politics are viewed as a natural aspect of organisational life and are
consciously managed will true information intensive organisations emerge (Davenport
et al., 1992). Kelly (1994) claims that a key to the SliCCESS of an EIS is an
organisation that is comfortable with sharing information.
According to Overton et al. (1996) powerful members of an organisation often feel
threatened by the implementation of an EIS because of the impact that such a system
has on the upward flow of information in the organisation. Watson et al. (1991) claim
that resistance to EISs comes from two major areas: organisational staff who are
threatened by the possibility of a diminishing role; and subordinate managers who feel
that their activities may be too transparent to senior executives.
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Political resistance is a significant barrier that must be overcome as it often
contributes to the failure ofan EIS (Young and Watson, 1995). Overton et al. (1996)
claim that organisational politics is considered to be the biggest problem encountered
in an EIS project, and observe that political responses manifest th +tselves in a
number of significant ways. These include initiatives to divert pnjc resources,
deflect project goals, dissipate project energies, and disconcert project administration.
To overcome political resistance, top management must use its influence and
leadership to allow cross functional design to be achieved (Wetherbe, 1991). Overton
et al. (1996) suggest that the active involvement of a powerful, influential executive
sponsor is key to overcoming organisational politics, by demonstrating commitment,
empowering EIS development staff> providing clear project specifications, and
maintaining political. wareness. They also suggest that EIS developers have a role to
play by:
" ... securing the cooperation of key individuals, negotiating effectively,
and recognising politics."
2.2.7 Information and data security issues must be addressed
To ensure transparency, EIS information should be available to everyone in the
organisation (Kelly, 1994). According to Kelly (1994):
" .. .information that must remain confidential should not be part of the EIS
orthe management system of the organisation."
This is because the performance of staff should not be managed using information that
is not available to the staff themselves as this can result in, or encourage defensive,
unproductive and generally destructive behaviour (Kelly, 1994).
Although EIS information should be available to all affected stakeholders within the
organisation it can still be company confidential. For example, it may not be
desireable to disclose this information outside the organisation to suppliers, customers
and competitors.
2.2.8 There must be demonstrated value and benefit to the business
According to Overton et al. (1996) seventy percent of all EISs fail to provide
significant value in excess of their costs. While this may seem to indicate a
significant problem it is often not easy or appropriate to use traditional cost/benefit
analyses all an EIS because of the difficulty in quantifying its benefits (Houdeshel and
Watson, 1987; Watson et al., 1991; Nc .nd Nord, 1995), Watson and Kelly Rainer
(1991) claim that systems that support decision making are difficult to justify using
standard economic evaluation methods, and that while costs can be estimated, a value
cannot be assigned to the benefits. Rockart and Treacy (1982) support this view and
assert that:
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"EISs provide no clear, easily defined cost savings. In fact, we know of no
system that a traditional cost-benefit study would justify in straight labour
saving terms."
Senior executives are oft ,repared to invest in an EIS based on an intuitive feeling
that the system will justif cs cost (Watson et al., 1991) According to Walstrom and
Wilson (1997):
"CEOs may be willing to accept and support the development of an EIS for
reasons other than direct impact on the bottom line."
In their study ofEIS usage in Fortune 500 companies, Nord and Nord (1995) found
that eighty eight percent of the Chief Executive Officers (CEOs) believed that the
usage of their EIS improved communication; sixty three percent of the CEOs
indicated increased confidence in their decision making and greater access to
previously unavailable information; and only twenty percent of the CEOs attributed
increased profits directly to their EIS. In their case study of the Management
Information and Decision Support System (MIDS) at Lockheed-Georgia, Houdeshel
and Watson (1987) found that the benefits of the system include better information,
improved communications, an evolving understanding of information requirements, a
test bed for system evolution, and cost reductions. In the case of MIDS the cost
reductions were associated with the reduced load on personnel to produce and
distribute the various reports replaced b_rMIDS.
The true value of an EIS lies in the quality of the information it provides to
executives. Therefore, the information cc ntent of the EIS is critically important to its
success (Watson et al., 1991; Fitzgerald and Murphy, 1994). If the information
provided by an EIS does not have any context or relevancy in the decision making
environment of the executive, there will be no incentive for the executive to use the
system, Just as it is important to correctly establish the information requirements of
executives it is .aiportant to ensure that the right information is presented back to
executives, at the right time and in the right format (Fitzgerald and Murphy, 1994),
Nord and Nord (1995) claim that according to Snyder a CSF for an EIS is that it
should:
" ... contain exactly the information that its users most want a vI need to
see,"
2.2.<) The Executive Information System must provide good quality external
and internal information
For success, the quality, relevancy and availability of information provided to
executives by EISs are consistently found to be important CReesEvans, 1989; Watson
et al, 1991; Watson and Frolick, 1992; Nord and Nord, 1995; Young and Watson,
1995), One of the reasons why executives are concerned about adopting and using
EISs is the potential for poor quality information in the system (Alavi, 1982),
According to Rees-Evans (1989) the quality of information provided by an EIS is
paramount to gaining and maintaining the end user's conr 'ence and:
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"As soon as an executive starts to believe that the information he or she is
seemg is wrong, the EIS is effectively dead."
To this end it is argued that a good MIS infrastructure is important to the Success of an
EIS, as it makes data collection for an EIS possible (Millet and Mawhinney, 1992)
Although a great deal of information is available from an organisation's TPSs and
MISs, it is often not available to executives in a meaningful, focused, and customised
fashion, and these systems seldom contain external data (Walstrom and \vi!son,
1997). According to Kelly (1994):
" ... integrating data from a wide range of data sources both inside and
outside the organisation is one of the most critical issues for EIS users."
One of the attractions ofEISs is that it focuses on transforming large amounts of data
into controlled and understandable information relevant to decision making. EISs are
therefore designed to overcome the 'data overload' problem that threatens the ability
of executives to function (Matthews and Shoebridge, 1992).
Many of the decisions taken by senior executives focus on the external competitive
environment of the orgamsation. A significant proportion of the information required
by executives therefore comes from outside the organisation. To ensure that the
information in an EIS is of value to the executives served by the system, it is critically
important to provide access to relevant external information (Gorry and Scott Morton
1989; Watson et al., 1991; MilI't and Mawhinney, 1992). According to Drucker
(1995):
" ... the need for information on the environment where the major threats and
opportunities are likei, to arise will become increasingly urgent."
In their 1988 study of large organisations in the USA and Canada, Watson and Kelly
Rainer (1991) found that sixty five percent of Executive Support Systems in these
organisations had access to external news services and fifty seven percent had access
to other external databases.
A critical component of the quality of information is the speed at which it can be
accessed (Houdeshel and Watson, 1987; Watson et al., 1991). The speed at which
information is retrieved is important to ensure that the context of the business question
being asked is not lost by the executive having to wait for the system to respond. If
the response time is too long the learning cycle will be interrupted and will stop, as
will the usage of the EIS by the executive (Kelly, 1994).
To minimise the risk that executives base their decisions on information that is no
longer relevant, it is important to ensure that the information provided by the EIS is
up-to-date, Rees-Evans (1989) and Watson et al. (1991) claim that currency of
information is one of the critical issues that an EIS must face. Mintzberg (1972) and
Gorry and Scott Morton (1989) claim that the value of information in tl,.~"ontext of
strategic decision making often resides in its currency rather than its accuracy.
Haley and Watson (1996) claim that successful EISs often include soft information.
Predictions, opinions, news, ideas, and even rumours influence the actions of
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executives and often much of their decision making is based on this type of soft
information (Watson et al., 1996). It is therefore important that at least certain types
of soft information are included in an EIS (Mintzberg, 1972; Watson et al., 1991;
Watson et al., 1996). Based on a study of thirty two EIS developers Watson et al.
(1996) determined that of all the various types of soft information, rumours, gossip,
and hearsy are least likely to be included in an EIS while predications, forecasts and
estimates are the most likely.
2.2.10 Adequate education and training must be provided
Although it is often not appropriate to formally train executive users, particularly with
regards to technology issues, it is important to emphasise the merits of how EISs can
assist the executive decision making process (Walstrom and Wilson, 1997).
According to Walstrom and Wilson (1997) educating executives on basic EIS
functionality and long term capabilities will help ensure the success of proposed EISs.
If training is needed it should be done on a one-on-one basis (Watson et al., 1991).
Rockart and Treacy (1982) observe that EISs often require a high level of personal
support to executive users. This support comes from the EIS support staff but seldom
involves formal training. It normally involves a continuous process of helping or
coaching executive users to use an EIS.
2.2.11 The Executive Information System must be flexible
Since the critical issues facing the business change rapidly, the continued usage of an
EIS depends on how flexible ani adaptable it is to accommodate these changes (Rees-
Evans, 1989; Millet and Mawhmney, 1992). Not keeping up with the changes in
users' information requirements is a factor that contributes to the failure of EISs
(Young and Watson, 1995). Kelly (1994) argues that:
" ... EISs must continually be updated to address the strategic' issues of the
day."
Kelly (1994) further argues that systems that are technical masterpieces tend to be
inflexible and discourage innovation and experimentation, and that the time required
to create them may mean that thev are out of date before they are implemented.
The underlying architecture of an EIS should also be sufficiently flexible 1O allow the
system to be tailored to the specific needs of more than one executive user (Walstrom
and Wilson, 1997).
2.2.12 The Executive Information System must be easy to use
The user interface of ,ltl EIS is what the executive sees and interacts with. As
Houdeshel and Watson (1987) put it:
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"An executive typically has little interest in the hardware or software used in
a system. Rather, the dialog between the executive and the system is what
matters."
Therefore, to ensure the succes, af an EIS it is critical that this interface is easy to use
(Houdeshel and Watson, 1987; Watson et al., 1991; Watson and Frolick, 1993;
Watson and Satzinger, 1994; Nord and Nord, 1995; Young and Watson, 1995).
Watson et al. (1991) claim that:
" ... the EIS must be So easy to use that it might be considered to be
'intuitive' or 'user seductive'."
To this end good graphical capabilities are important for presentation purposes
(Watson and Kelly Rainer, 1991; Walstrom and Wilson, 1997). Watson and Kelly
Rainer (1991), Young and Watson (1995), and Watson and Satzinger (1994) have
found that not only graphical but tabular and textual information should be provided
by EISs to make the information displayed more useful. Textual information adds
insight and interpretation to data, and colour can also be useful to highlight exceptions
and variances (Watson and Kelly Rainer, 1991). As much information as possible
should be combined to appear on a single screen. Houdeshel and Watson (1987)
claim that:
" ... executives prefer as much information as possible on a single display,
even if it appears 'busy', rather than having the same information spread
over several displays."
Millet and Mawhinney (1992) have found that EIS usage is generally limited to pre-
specified options tb.,· data retrieval, status and exception reporting, and graphical
presentations.
Ease of use not only refers to how the output is given to the user but also how the user
directs the operation of the system, and the system must be design' .d to make both as
easy as possible (Watson and Satz.nger, 1994). If advanced analysis functionality
were to be included in an EIS, it is unlikely that this would be used because
executives usually do not have the skills, time or inclination to perform in-depth data
analysis (Millet and Mawhinney, 1992). Due to the considerable time pressure senior
executives are under it is unlikely that they w!tt use a system that requires extensive
training and regular use to be learnt and remembered (Watson et al., 1991).
According to Young and Watson (1995) complicated interfaces or extensive menus
are frequently a factor contributing to EIS failure, and difficult to use technology
generally results in user resistance. Watson and Satzinger (1994) claim that an
executive should be able to use an EIS without training, and that systems that require
more than fifteen minutes of instruction are unlikely to be used. Nord and Nord
(1995) quote Snyder as saying that an executive should be able to use an EIS within
approximately thirty minutes or less of instruction, Kelly (1994) argues that since
managers have :ittle time, a low tolerance for errol'S, and may initially have little
incentive to use an EIS, they should be able to access its benefits without having to
waste time learning how to use it. Furthermore, an EIS should be sufficiently
intuitive to make instruction manuals unnecessary (Watson et al., 1991; Watson and
Satzlr . 1994).
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Watson and Satzinger (1994) provide the following guidelines for designing a
successful EIS user interface:
• Involve executives in the design of the interface;
• Set standards for screen layout, format and colour;
.. Ensure that the use of the system is intuitive;
• Ensure that all terms used are defined;
• Design the main menu as a gateway to all computer use;
• Design the system for ease of navigation;
~ Make the response time as fast as possible; and
• Expect preferences in user interfaces to change.
Furthermore, Watson et al. (1991) claim that an EIS should provide:
to Context dependent on-line help; and
" Menus and keyword index for locating screens and helping executives find
information.
2.3 The Critical Success Factors for Implementing Data Warehouses
2.3.1 The data in a Data Warehouse must be relevant to the goals and
performance measures of the business
Although a Data Warehouse has a. variety of applications, in the context of supporting
strategic business decisions its success and value depends on whether the data it
contains is relevant to business goals and performance measures (Horrocks, 1995;
Lambert, 1995b; Chang and Fergusen, 1996), Without understanding the business
requirements, the Data Warehouse is not going to pay off (Fisher, 1996).
Technical architecture is only a. small component of successful Data
Warehouse implementations tChang and Fergusen, 1996). According to Chang and
Fergusen (1996) the most serious danger with an IT led Data Warehousing initiative is
that the architecture is not likely to meet corporate objectives because the information
is not mapped to the measurement, action and plannir • rocesses of the organisation.
2.3.2 The correct approach must be used to understand the business
requirements
In Data Warehousing, as in the development of any computerised information system,
it is critical to properly identify the correct business requirements. Some researchers
claim that understanding and analysing what the users "ctua;,) require is the biggest
obstacle to the success of a Data Warehouse (Chang and Fergusen, 1996). According
to Demarest (1997) one of the problems that causes the high failure rate of Data
Warehouses is that no consistent business-oriented design method is used, or no
method is used at all. In the case of Data Warehousing the understanding of the
business requirements can be one of the most difficult tasks because decision support
requirements are indeterminate and unpredictable (Lambert, 1995b; Madsen, 1997).
Orr (1997) claims that one of the reasons for this is that:
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" ... Data Warehouse users typically don't know nearly as much about their
wants and needs as operational users."
According to Lambert (1995b) this is because:
" ... different people want different information, information needs
naturally change over time, and getting information generates the demand
for more information."
There are a variety of approaches to establishing the business and information
requirements for a Data Warehouse. Although there is general agreement that the
approach used is critical to the success of a Data Warehouse project there is not the
same level of agreement on what the best approach is. There appear to be three
categories of approaches for establishing the requirements for a Data Warehouse,
The first approach is based on a top down strategic management approach. This
involves identifying the information needed to track and support the goals, CSFs and
performance measures of the business. Some researchers are finding that successful
Data Warehouses are built on the information identified in this way (Welch, 1998;
Horrocks, 1995; Lambert, 1995a; Lambert, 1995b; Chang and Fergusen, 1996).
Defining requirements in this way puts them into context for the development team
and highlights the value of the Data Warehouse to users (Lambert, 1995b). What is
required, however, is an approach to the development of a Data Warehouse that
differs fundamentally from the traditional Systems Development Life Cycle approach
since the data. requirements are fluid and unstructured and are meant to change in
response to an ever increasing competitive landscape (Lambert, 1995b; Chang and
Fergusen, 1996).
The second approach focuses on identifying and solving critical business problems
(Kimball, 1996; Freeman, 1997). These problems should be relatively small and
easily managed; have executive priority; be measurable with quantifiable benefits that
exceed the cost of the solution; should be information based; should integrate data
across systems; and should yield results in a short period of time (Kight, 1996,
Kimball, 1996). Ideally the problems should be important enough that senior business
managers participate in their solution. Furthermore, the required data should be
available from source systems to allow the problems to be solved (Kimball, 1996). In
his discussion of the Data Warehouse at Stanford University, Mundy (1995) observes
that the greatest value of their Decision Support System is to illuminate business
problems and point to their solutions. According to Madsen (1997) a Data Warehouse
should be designed as a solution to specific problems within the business and should
be focused on the right problem. Furthermore, the business must drive the selection
of the problems to be solved (Madsen, 1997).
The final approach is the 'classical' view that Data Warehouses should be constructed
in a bottom-up fashion, around an enterprise data model (Mundy, 1995; Welch, 1998).
This approach addresses the supply side of Data Warehousing and allows for an
understanding of what data is available to the organisation. However, by itself the
approach is flawed as it does not consider the need" of the decision makers for whom
the Data Warehouse is intended (Welch, 1998). In addition to lacking business
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involvement, this approach is not likely to bear fruit as the data model will always
change.
Implicit in the first two approaches is the need to simultaneously understand what data
sources can reliably be used for the Data Warehouse (bottom-up view), both in terms
of availability of data and support for the source systems (Kimball, 1996).
In much the same way as the approach to establishing the business requirements
differs from the traditional Systems Development Lifecycle approach, the approach to
data modelling differs from that for online TPSs. For example, the data in a Data
Warehouse must be modelled to include the required level of detail and appropriate
table structures. As Laberis (1997) puts it:
" ... Data Warehousing and online transaction processing are
fundamentally very different approaches by IT to database technology"
2.3.3 A phased, iterative approach must be used to implement a Data
Warehouse
Researchers and practitioners cite the importance of delivering a.Data Warehouse in
small, manageable, iterative phases rather than attempting to provide all the benetIts
at once (Radding, 1996; Foster, 1997; Freeman, 1997; Gomes, 1997; Scharl and
Centric, 1997). Mundy (1995) advises that management should be impressed early
and often to gain high visibility. According to Foster (1997) it is better to establish
several phases that include short term, tangible deliverables based on subject areas
rather than functional areas. In this way users can be provided with benefits they can
see and touch in the short term (Foster, 1997; Gomes, 1997; Orr, 1997) Without this
it is likely that the Data Warehouse initiative will lose support (Cafasso, 1996).
However, the Data Warehouse should be extended by subject area, not functional
area, within the framework of all overall architecture to ensure that the ultimate
benefit of an enterprise-wide view of the data is still achieved (Kimball, 1996; Foster,
1997). According to Chang and Fergusen (1996):
" ... unless Data Warehousing solutions are implemented with a corporate-
wide perspective, it is extremely difficult to identify business trends which
are applicable to the business as a whole."
According to Fisher (1996) some experts disagree with the incremental approach.
They argue that such an approach ril,I~~leaving out data that may produce unexpected
results in the organisation.
2.3.4 There must be active, demonstrated executive and project team support
and commitment
• Executive support
The success of a Data Warehouse depends on strong, active support from end users,
business management and executives (Horrocks, 1995; Lambert, 1995b; Cafasso,
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1996; Fisher, 1996; Chang and Fergusen, 1996; Kight, 1996; Foster, 1997; Madsen,
1997; Wellbrock, 1997). According to Cranford (1998):
"Without strong commitment from management, the Data Warehouse is
likely to fail."
Demonstrated support and commitment from senior executives should span the
lifetime of the project, from inception to ongoing maintenance and support (Griffin,
1998).
Sponsorship ofthe Data Warehouse and making it a priority in the organisation is the
responsibility of business leadership. Business lead.ership should include an executive
sponsor who can convince business users that there is value in the Data Warehouse
initiative, resolve business issues that arise during development, and give it the
credibility needed for success (Cafasso, 1996; Madsen, 1997; Griffin, 1998). A senior
executive who mandates the initiation of a Data Warehouse project is not necessarily
a good sponsor (Madsen, 1997). An executive sponsor is typically a high level
business executive who visibly supports, provides guidance, is actively involved, and
shows faith in the project (Madsen, 1997; Griffin, 1998). According to Lambert
(1 "ll).'ib)strong executive sunport will help overcome management resistance.
A critical aspect of obtaining executive support is ensuring that there is clarity of
purpose for the Data Warehousing initiative. For business management and
executives to have the required faith in the benefits of a Data Warehouse and to fully
appreciate its value they must have clear, defined, explicit and achievable goals on
what they want the Data Warehouse to achieve from a business perspective (Lambert,
1995b; Demarest, 1997; Freeman, 1997; Welbrock, 1997). To be successful the Data
Warehouse team must focus on the objectives of the Data Warehouse (Kight, 1996).
As Scharl and Centric (1997) put it:
"Understand your problem before you try to define the system."
Clearly defined goals will provide the project team with focus and will provide a basis
for the post implementation measurement of the success of the project (Kight, 1996).
These goals are also an important aspect of keeping user's expectations in line
(Cafasso, 1996).
At inception it is important for executives to provide managerial and financial
support, and to become actively involved in defining requirements (Foster, 1997).
There must be commitment to ensuring that there is an adequate staffing structure in
place to support the building, management, and maintenance of a Data Warehouse
(Porter ,1I1dRome, 1951<+;Gomes, 1997; Griffin, 1998). To ensure that a Data
Warehouse continues to add value there must be continued commitment to a support
infrastructure, especially to retaining and developing good quality staff. According to
Griffin (1998):
"Commitment to long term staffing, which must meet or exceed the
original commitment to actually building the Data Warehouse, is
essential to success."
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Senior management must also be committed to maintaining the quality of corporate
data (Lambert, 1995a). A key activity in a Data Warehouse initiative is the sourcing,
cleansing and loading of all the data elements required from the various operational
systems into the Data Warehouse. For an enterprise-wide Data Warehouse, in
particular, it is impossible for the Data Warehouse team to be responsible for this.
Cooperation from the business to provide accurate, timely and current data for the
Data Warehouse on an ongoing basis is critical to its success (Lambert, 1995a).
" Project team commitment
A Data Warehouse project is not a part-time job (Porter and Rome, 1994; Gomes,
1997). Full time commitment from the project team is just as crucial to the success of
a Data Warehouse as the commitment from users and sponsors, and can make or
break the project (Griffin, 1998). In her case study of Mastercard's Data
Warehousing initiative, Freeman (1997) reports:
"It takes a commitment from a wide range of contributors, and if you don't
have that, you are not going to be successful."
At face value Data Warehousing is attractive to IT staff who want to become involved
in 'leading edge' technologies. Since Data Warehousing initiatives are often based on
emerging technologies this is partially true. However, the majority of the work does
110tinvolve technology but focuses on extracting, cleansing and loading data into the
Data Warehouse (Fisher, 1996). Even though tools do exist to automatically parse
and analyse incoming data, break it into discrete elements, and to identify duplicate
data, a considerable amount of manual work is still required (Radding, 1996).
According to Laberis (1997) the Datu Warehouse Institute estimates that seventy
percent or more of the work involved in a warehouse is in the data transformation
stage. Fisher (1996) puts this figure at sixty percent while Greenfield (1996) puts it as
high as eighty percent. This work is usually tedious and boring but requir. s
dedication and commitment from the project team because it is critical to ensuring,
that good quality data is fed into the Data Warehouse,
An important aspect of obtaining the required commitment from the project team is to
clarify their roles and responsibilities. Because a Data Warehouse is not as structured
as an operational system, it requires different approaches and skills to ensure success.
These approaches and skills need to be oriented around providing data that has been
optimised for decision support rather than transactional efficiency. Therefore, while
the technological concepts may be well established they are different, and this often
makes project team members uncomfortable (Fisher, 1996). According to Fisher
(1996):
"There's a lot of ambiguity in the roles of the information systems people
when you start giving end users Data Warehouse tools."
• Project management
Effective project management is the glue that holds everything together, including:
managing cost and time deadlines, managing project team members, taking
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responsibility for project deliverables, and facilitating communication and issue
resolution. According to Griffin (1998):
" ... effective project leadership and management can make the warehouse
project a success or doom it to failure."
According to Hackney (1997) the project team should be managed by a business
person, not a technologist.
2.3.5 There must be effective communication
Effective and ongoing communication is critically important to the success of a Data
Warehousing initiative (Foster, 1997; Gomes, 1997). This is to establish a feedback
loop to the implementation team to ensure that user concerns and preferences are
accommodated. It also ensures that users do not think that the project has slowed
down (Foster, 1997). According to Kight (1996):
"The more you communicate with your users, the more they will feel a
part of the team, and the more understanding, patient, ;,nd proactive they
will be in exploiting the technology. By keeping them in the
communications loop, you make it easier to manage their expectations."
2.3.6 The political and cultural issues must be managed
Some authors argue that people and political issues outweigh technical issues as the
cause of Data Warehouse failure (Demarest, 1997). It is felt that the management of
political issues is potentially more difficult than the technology decisions that have to
be made (Fisher, 1996). According to Cafasso (1996):
" ... the road to Data Warehousing is littered with as many people and
political land mines as it is with technology obstacles."
Data Warehousing has an empowering effect by providing datil. to those who need it
and in so doing affects the work practices of autonomous user communities in the
organisation (Demarest, 1997). If this empowerment is seen as a threat then
resistance will surface, especially from empire builders and information hoarders
within the organisation (Cafasso, 1996).
According to Cafasso (1996) and Demarest (1997) Data Warehousing can create
controversy and is potentially political because it spans functional areas and
departments, which do not necessarily share the same goals. With Data Warehousing
there is a need to change from a functional orientation to ail analytical, subject based
orientation to make it possible for users to become analytical and proactive. The
necessary cultural shift requires a great deal of effort and is fairly painful to achieve
(Fisher, 1996).
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A potentially explosive issue in Data Warehousing is that of data ownership
(Demarest, 1997). According to Cafasso (1996):
" ...it is critical to figure out who owns the data and who is responsible for
the Data Warehouse before any steps are taken."
Often managers are reluctant to share their data for fear of losing their autonomy or
perceived power. Furthermore, a Data Warehouse initiative often exposes poor data
and information management practices as it begins to draw on the various data
sources throughout the organisation (Demarest, 1997). To prevent this from
becoming a politically sensitive issue the Data Warehouse team should openly
acknowledge that they are expecting to find dirty, inconsistent and incomplete data
(Demarest, ] 997).
2.3.7 Information and data security issues must be correctly approached
One of the primary benefits of a Data Warehouse is that it can allow access to data
previously not available, and it can allow this data to be viewed across the
organisation. Therefore, in situations where there has historically been a 'need to
know' philosophy to data access, it may be necessary to shift to a 'right to know'
philosophy for the benefits to materialse (Greenfield, 1996). According to Porter and
Rome (1994) security and privacy issues may stall or limit development of a Data
Warehouse.
2.3.8 There must be demonstrated value and benefit to the business
Some researchers and practitioners claim significant Return On Investment (ROI)
figures for Data Warehousing (Laberis, 1997; Cranford, 1998). Others report poor
payback for the huge investments that have been made (Hackathorn, 1995). Fisher
(1996) observes that it is interesting to note the wide range of returns reported, from
gains of sixteen thousand percent to minus one thousand nine hundred percent.
According to Cranford (1998), International Data Corporation (IDC) in Canada
predicts a thirty eight percent annual compound rate of growth through the year 2000.
A 1996 study by IDC of sixty two Data Warehouse implementations in organisations
around the world showed an average three year ROI of four hundred and one percent
(Fisher, 1996; International Data Corporation, 1996; Laberis, 1997). The IDC study
found that over ninety percent of the organisations in the study reported ROI returns
of over forty percent, half reported returns greater than one hundred and sixty percent,
and one quarter showed returns greater than six hundred percent. The study also
found that the average payback for a Data Warehouse is 2.3 years on costs averaging
$US 2.2 million (International Data Corporation, 1996).
Demonstrated value is critical to the success of a Data Warehousing initiative
(Laberis, 1997). This value can be both tangible and intangible, and cannot easily or
always be measured or justified in traditional financial terms (Horrocks, 1995;
Lambert, 1995b; Chang and Fergusen, 1996; Fisher, 1996; Cranford, 1998).
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However, it is still important that there are clear, realistic expectations of the benefits
of a Data Warehousing initiative (Horrocks, 1995; Lambert, 1995b; Chang and
Fergusen, 1996; Fisher, 1996) and these should be defined at the outset (Cranford,
1998).
There appear to be three main schools of thought regarding demonstrated benefit from
Data Warehousing. The first school argues that quantitative cost/benefit type
measures should be avoided in justifying a Data Warehouse because ascertaining the
tangible benefits from improved decision making is difficult (Porter and Rome, 1994).
Examples of intangible benefits include a more efficient decision support
infrastructure, better quality data, competitive advantage, and the ability to make
faster decisions (Cranford, 1998).
The second school argues that quantitative benefits have to be proven to secure
support and to demonstrate value in terms that the business will underst..nd and
appreciate (Demarest, 1997).
The third school argues that both tangible and intangible measures are important. For
example, ROI evaluates tangible benefits against costs which is inadequate as the only
measure of success of a Data Warehouse implementation. Therefore, additional
measures should be sought to augment or even replace ROJ, such as Net Present
Value, Cost Displacement, Business Value-Add, and other measures that consider the
intangible benefits (Cranford, 1998). Cranford (1998) argues that the tangible
component of the measures are important because they provide statistical evidence of
success as well as a mechanism for managing and retaining benefits.
2.3.9 The Data Warehouse must provide good quality data / information
The provision of good quality datal and good quality information' by the Data
Warehouse is a CSF (Demarest, 1997; Laberis, 1997). In this context the term
'quality' encompasses availability, accuracy, timeliness, completeness, currency, and
relevancy.
A significant aspect of providing good quality data is the consistent definition of each
of the data elements in the Data Warehouse (Lambert, 1995a; Foster, 1997). For
example, data elements with the same name may be defined differently (Lambert,
1995a). According to Laberis (1997):
" ... users can lose faith ill the quality of data when there is no consistency
in definitions across the enterprise ... "
Hackathorn (1995) claims that:
", .. the essence of' a Data Warehouse is that it provides a single image of
business reality."
1 Data is a series of observations, measurements, or facts (Hanks, 1991)
2 Information is the meaning given to data by the way it is interpreted (Hanks. 1991)
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Since decision support data should be drawn from the Data Warehouse, multiple
definitions of data elements can undermine the ability of a Data Warehouse to be the
'single source of truth' throughout the organisation (Lambert, 1995a). Furthermore,
the accuracy and validity of the data elements themselves must also be beyond
question (Porter and Rome, 1994). It is also important to record the time at which the
definitions for the various data elements were created to ensure that any changes in
the decision support environment are reflected in the Data Warehouse (Lambert,
1995a).
The definition of each of the data elements used to populate the Data Warehouse
should be encompassed in a data model (Radding, 1996). According to Radding
(1996) the data model should be built up by the subject areas included in the Data
Warehouse. An enterprise-wide data model is often inappropriate because of the
effort involved in its development and because data is always being reorganised and
redefined in a Data Warehouse (Radding, 1996).
In addition to consistent data definitions there is also a need to develop consistent
business rules (Greenfield, 1996). These business rules will dictate how various
mathematical manipulation', will be performed on data elements in the Data
Warehouse, and how the results will be presented. !nconsistent application of
calculations will quickly lead to a proliferation of different interpretations of the
information elements.
If the data provided by a Data Warehouse is not relevant to the business problems
under consideration, or to the spheres of responsibility of the users, there is no reason
or incentive for the users to look at the data or to use the Data Warehouse (Madsen,
1997).
Another aspect of good quality data is the level of detail provided for decision making
(Lambert, 1995a). Typically executives require highly summarised data / information
to support the types of decisions they make (Radding, 1996). Furthermore, absolute
accuracy is seldom necessary (Mintzberg, 1972; Gorry and Scott Morton, 1989). In
the context of Data Warehousing, however, it is often necessary to load the individual
data elements that make up the summary figures into the Data Warehouse (Lambert,
1995a). This allows 'drill down' where necessary, to permit access to the detail
behind the summary figures, and to establish the root cause of areas of concern
(Radding, 1996; Lambert, 1995a). The provision of detail also allows summaries to
be made in different ways depending on the business problem under consideration
(Lambert, 1995a). It also removes ambiguity and interpretation from the way in
which the summarised figures were obtained.
In a decision support environment it is also important to record the time for which
data or information elements are applicable. This is because decision support tends to
deal with trends rather than single points in time (Lambert, 1995a).
2.3.10 There must be active participation by end users
The participation of users is important to ensure that they appreciate the benefits of
the Data Warehouse and take full ownership for the project (Demarest, 199. 'jght,
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19C 6). Although it is possibly only feasible for executive users to be actively
involved in defining their information requirements and to attend feedback and
progress meetings, other users such as business analysts should become involved in
data quality assurance and testing (Radding, 1996; Foster, 1997). If the Data
Warehouse is used to solve significant business problems then end users should also
be actively involved in the solution of these problems (Radding, 1996).
2.3.11 Adequate education, training and end user support must be provided
Business users should be empowered to C011ectand analyse their own data. However,
they need to be coached, mentored and trained to use the front-end tools associated
with Data Warehousing (porter and Rome, 1994' Griffin, 1998). This training will
give the user community the required confidence to effectively access and analyse the
data in a Data Warehouse, and focus on gaining a better understanding of business
issues. According to Griffin (1998):
"A confident user community and properly trained warehousing team
greatly enhance an organisation's Return On lnvestrnent."
According to Kight (1996), education of end users and making them aware of the
technology and the benefits of their active participation is key to current and future
success of a Data Warehouse initiative. However, even though end user training
reduces the number of questions that may arise, there is still a need to provide a
support infrastructure to deal with ongoing support needs and queries (Porter and
Rome, 1994).
Data Warehousing encompasses a variety of technologies and approaches that differ
significantly from those used in 'traditional' online TPSs. Therefore, it is necessary to
invest not only in the training of end users but also training of technical staff such as
designer's, implementors, and database administrators (Demarest, 1997). The training
of technical staff may be significant due to the new technologies and concepts
involved, and due to the unstructured nature of the decision support environment
(Mundy, 1995).
2.3.12 Cood quality front-end tools must be provided with the Data Warehouse
The success of a Data Warehouse often depends on the quality of front-end tools
(Demarest, 1997). Unfortunately, there is not a consistent definition of what a 'good
quality' front-end tool is. Since these tools are the interface between the user and the
Data Warehouse their ease of use, performance, flexibility to be tailored to individual
needs, and functional richness can, and often does, dictate the usage and ultimate
success of the Data Warehouse (Welbrock. 1.)97). Of these characteristics the most
critical is ease of lise (Mclilreath, 1995; Radding, 1996; Schar! and Centric, 1997;
Welbrock, 1997). Performance is another characteristic that is regarded as wry
important (Horrocks, 1995; Lambert, 1995b; Chang and Fergusen, 1996). The
performance of a front-end tool refers to the speed at which it can provide access to
data and the results of analysis, to decision makers (Radding, 1996).
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There are two schools of t:lOught on front-end tools. The first, which is supported by
most vendors, argues for an integrated toolset with a common look and feel. It is
based on the assertion .hat the toolset should be flexible enough to span the spectrum
of access features nee. zd by users (Laberis, 1997).
The second school argues for a range of dedicated tools depending on the
functionality requirements of users. In this case it is argued that dedicated tools are
better for performing specialist functions and that an integrated toolset is too much of
a compromise. There are, however, obvious cost, training, support, maintenance, and
integration issues associated with deploying a variety of tools within an organisation
Logically, users should see a common interface for all the available functionality and
this interface should encompass all the information and functionclity needs of each
user, particularly where these users are executives. From the perspective of the
executive user there should be a common look and feel to minimise or avoid training,
but the exact technology or tool supporting the interface should be transparent to hin1
or her.
2.3.13 The Data Warehouse must IJt: flexible
The flexibility of a Data Warehouse and its associated tools is important to easily and
quickly accommodate advances in technology, changing user needs, changes in
demand for access to data, changes in the business environment, or changes in the
organisational environment (McElreath, 1995; Greenfield, 1996; Kight, 1996;
Cranford, 1998). In the context of Data Warehousing the need for flexibility
encompasses the technology architecture (openness, scalability), the data/information
architecture, and the support infrastructure.
Technical flexibility is important in the context of scalability (Demarest, 1997; Foster,
1997; Laberis, 1997; Orr, 1997). It is claimed that a successful, well constructed Data
Warehouse is one that sees a dramatic increase in users and usage (Lambert, 1995b;
Laberis, 1997; Orr, 1997). According to Laberis (1997) a study by the Data
Warehousing Institute of !Itsuser members found that demand typically doubles after
three months, doubles again after another six months, and doubles again a year after
that. For this reason it is advisable to overestimate for size, performance, c..pacity,
and costs (Foster, 1997),
2.4 Theoretical Conjecture
It is now possible to postulate a theoretical conjecture based on the research problem
at hand and the results of tile literature review.
A theoretical conjecture provides a consistent story that describes the essential
features of the problem under investigation (Remenyi and Williams, J 993b). It is a
narrative articulaticn of a theory, where the theory is based on concepts found in the
literature (Heafield, 1995). According to Heafield (1995):
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" ... there is no formal methodology tor developing a theoretical conjecture
and it is primarily a creative process."
Therefore, the following theoretical conjecture is posited for this research:
The CSFs for implementing an EIS based on a Data Warehouse are:
.. A clear link between the data I information provided and the goals and
performance measures of the business;
• The use of an appropriate approach for establishing the system objectives and
business information requirements;
o The use of an iterative, prototyping approach for implementation;
• Active, demonstrated support and commitment from executives and the project
team;
• Appropriate management of end user expectations;
.. Appropriate management of political and cultural issues;
• The resolution of data and information security issues;
.. Demonstrated value and benefit to the business;
• The provision of good quality external and internal information to end users;
• The active participation of end users;
• The provision of adequate education and training;
• Adequate flexibility to meet the specific needs of executive users, and to allow
changes to be made in response to changes in the user base and their information
requirements; and
• Ease of use.
2.5 Empirical Generalisations
The theoretical conjecture, in itself, is not sufficient to allow the theory encompassed
in it to be operationalised or tested against a sample population, It needs to be further
developed into a set of empirical generalisations which can be tested against primary
data to examine the validity and usefulness of the theory (Steer, 1995; Heafield,
1995), The following erupirical generalisations were developed from the theoretical
conjecture:
• There must be a clear link between the data I information provided by an EIS
based on a Da'a Warehouse and the goals and performance measures of the
business;
• An approach, which is best suited to the specific circumstances of the business,
should b used to establish the system objectives and business information
requirements of an BIS based 011 a Data Warehouse;
• An iterative, prototyping approach must be used to implement an EIS based on a
Data Warehouse;
• There must be active, demonstrated support and commitment from both
executives and the project team when implementing an EIS based on a Data
Warehouse;
II The expectations of the end users of an EIS based On a Data Warehouse must be
managed;
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• The political and cultural issues surrounding the implementation of an EIS based
on a Data Warehouse must be managed;
• The issue of the security of data and information must be resolved when
implementing an EIS based on a Data Warehouse;
• There must be demonstrated value and benefit to the business when implementing
an EIS based on a Data Warehouse;
• An EIS based on a Data Warehouse must provide good quality external and
internal information to end users;
• There must be active participation by end users when an EIS based on a Data
Warehouse is implemented;
LJ End users must be provided with adequate education and training when
implementing an EIS based on a Data Warehouse;
• The EIS and Data Warehouse must be flexible enough to be tailored to the
specific needs of executive users, and to be changed in response to changes in the
user base and their information requirements; and
• An EIS based on a Data Warehouse must be easy to use.
For the purposes of this research the level of support for the theoretical conjecture and
empirical generalisations was based on the results of semi-structured interviews. The
interview guide used was therefore based on the empirical generalisations, and is
attached as Appendix A.
2.6 Summary
This chapter examined the literature to establish the CSFs for implementing EISs
based on Data Warehouses. Most of the literature reviewed dealt either with EISs or
Data Warehouses as subject areas on their own. The literature review was presented
as a narrative description and was synthesised to develop the theoretical conjecture
and empirical generalisations for this research. The empirical generalisations form
the basis of the interview guide used to collect the primary research data. Chapter
three presents the research methodology within which the research was conducted.
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CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
3,1 Introduction
In the previous chapter an extensive literature review of the issues surrounding the
implementation of Executive Information Systems (EIS) based on Data Warehouses, was
presented. The literature review was presented as a narrative description, which was used
as the basis for developing the theoretical conjecture. The theoretical conjecture was then
developed into empirical generalisations, which are testable against the research evidence
that has been collected.
This chapter develops an argument for the research approach adopted, and presents the
research methodology, or procedural framework, within which the research was
conducted. This proce 'cral framework is broken down into various processes or steps
and t'ie specific research methods used in each step, and how they were applied, are
discussed in greater detail.
3.2 Research Approach and Methodology
The aim of research is to add to the body of established knowledge in the chosen subject
area, by addressing some of the myriad unanswered questions (Remenyi and Williams,
1993a; Remenyi and Williams, 1993b).
Leedy (1997) defines research to be:
II ••• the systematic process of collecting and analysing information (data) in
order to increase our understanding of the phenomenon with which we are
concerned or interested. II
Leedy (1997) goes on to say that research is a process through which we attempt to
achieve systematically, and with the support of data, the answer to a question, the
resolution of a problem, or a greater understanding of a p'renomenon, This process is
broadly referred to as the research methodology. Remenyi and Williams (1993a) define a
research methodology to be the procedural framework within which the research is
conducted. According to Leedy (1997) the researc methodology has two primary
functions:
e To control and dictate the acquisition c:data; and
• To correlate the data after acquisition and extract meaningfulness from them.
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3.2.1 Linking data and research methodologies
Leedy (1997) argues that data and methodology are inextricably interdependent and for
this reason the research methodology to be adopted for a particular problem must
recognise the nature of the data that will be collected in the resolution of the problem.
Leedy (1997) cautions that the research methodology is merely an operational framework
within which the data are placed so that their meaning may be seen more clearly and that
depending on the types of questions to be answered, different research designs and
methods will be more or less appropriate. The many methodologies in existence resolve
into two major approaches for collecting and analysing data (Leedy, 1997):
8 Quantitative approaches; and
• Qualitative approaches,
Some refer to the quantitative approaches as the traaitional, the positivist, the
experimental, or the empiricist approaches, and some refer to the qualitative approaches
as the interpretative, the naturalistic, the constructivist, or the postpositivist approaches
(Leedy, 1997).
It is within these two main approaches that a number of research methodologies are used
to gather data appropriate for answering different research questions (Leedy, 1997).
Remenyi and Williams (l993b) stress the importance, especially in information systems
research, of deciding if the data one collects will be of an essentially qualitative or
quantitative nature. This is because it is the data that dictates the research methodology
(Leedy, 1997).
Creswell (1994) defines a quantitative study as:
II. , •an inquiry into a social or human problem based on testing a theory
composed of variables, measured with numbers and analysed with
statistical procedures, in order to determine whether the predictive
generalisations of the theory hold true."
Furthermore, Creswell (1994) defines a qualitative study as an:
II ... inquiry process of understanding a social or human problem based on
building a complex, holistic picture, formed with words, reporting detailed
views of informants, and conducted in a natural setting. II
According to Leedy 0997) a quantitative study usually ends with confirmation or
dlsconfirmation of the hypotheses that were tested, On the other hand a qualitative study
may conclude with tentative answers or hypotheses about what was observed. Since the
tentative hypotheses may form the basis of future quantitative studies designed to test the
proposed hypotheses, qualitative and quantitative approaches represent complimentary
components of the research process. Remenyi and Will.ams (1993b), who argue that
qualitative and quantitative approaches are not mutually exclusive and that research
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scientists will often work with both, support this view. Therefore, according to Remenyi
and Williams (1993b) qualitative and quantitative research approaches are best viewed as
the ends of a continuum.
Depending on the goals of the research different methods or techniques, within each
methodology, will be used for sampling, data collection, and analysis, as well as different
styles of writing and communic .ing results. According to Remenyi and Williams
(1993a) one of the methodologies most frequently used in information systems research,
when the researcher is unable to conduct an experiment and has to rely on evidence that
already exists, is passive observation', Using passive observation the researcher collects
evidence in the form of interviews, written reports, questionnaires, artifacts, etc.
(Rernenyi and Williams, 1993a).
For this research it was not possible to conduct an experiment and it was necessary to
interact with the respondents to understand and contextualise what they believed to be the
categories of Critical Success Factors (CSFs) for implementing EIS based on Data
Warehouses. Therefore, the essentially qualitative passive observation methodology
illustrated in the flowchart in figure 3.1 was used.
3.3 Developrner of the Theoretical Conjecture
3.3.1 Literature review
Since the aim of research is to add to the body of knowledge in the chosen subject area it
is necessary to have a comprehensive understanding of what the existing body of
knowledge is. Therefore, a necessary first step in the research process is to review the
published literature. The primary objectives of the literature review for this research
were:
• To reveal and understand the established facts of the situation; and
• To establish the current theories or models which have been used by previous
researchers in the field.
The literature review for this research focused on more recent literature 011 EIS and Data
Warehousing as well as on 'classic' articles frequently referred to as important in the
literature. It included a review of literature published in recognised academic and trade
journals and on Internet web pages.
During the literature review it became apparent that little had been published specific~lIy
on the issues surrounding the unique marriage ofEIS and Data Warehousing. There was,
however, a wealth of published material on the issues surrounding the implementation of
EIS. Similarly, there was also a wealth of published material on the issues surrounding
I Passive observation is used to describe activities ranging from pure observation during which the act of
observation in no way affects the situation being observed. to obscrvatlons based. for example, all
questiounalrcs in which UICact of asking and tho relationship between observer and observed may
influence Ule reply that is giVe)1(Remenyi and Williams, 1993a). ------------------Chaplet' Three: Rescn'id. Methodology
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the implementation of Data Warehouses. Therefc« the literature review was logically
split into two phases. The first phase involved ...viewing EIS oriented literature, to
identify those issues regarded as critical to the implementation ofEIS. The second phase
involved reviewing Data Warehouse oriented r>erature, to identify the issues regarded as
critical to the implementation of Data Ware'! . Where published rnaterial did refer to
the issues associated with the marriage of El:":; and Data Warehousing this information
was also recorded. The essential features of both phases of the literature review are
presented in an ordered context in chapter two, sections 2.2 and 2.3. In this context tile
relevance of these essential features is easily understood and they form a higher order
narrative (Remenyi and Williams, 1993b). The theoretical conjecture presented in chapter
two, section 2.4 is simply the formalisation of the conclusions of the higher order
narrative.
Hypotheses I Empirical Generalised
Formulation
Conflnnation of'thcory conjecture lind
development of'fuller I refined theory
Figure 3.1 Steps in the Passive Observation Research Process (Remenyi and Williams,
1993n)
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3.3.2 Assessment of established theoretical frameworks
It is possible to investigate a new aspect of a subject on which little has been published
and to establish the point of departure for the research using empirical techniques such as
grounded theory or concept discovery (Remcnyi and Williams, 1993b). For this research,
however, there was sufficient published material to generate the information required for
a narrative description of the current understanding in the field of study. without having
to explicitly use techniques such as grounded theory or concept discovery. However, in
the process of developing the narrative, categories were developed from the data, which
implicitly required invoking a process of concept discovery and recourse to an element of
grounded theory. This narrative is presented in chapter two, sections 2.2 and 2.3.
3.3.3 Theoretical Conjecture
There is no structured methodology for making a theoretical conjecture. It can be
regarded as an art:which relies heavily on the imagination of the researcher (Remenyi and
Williams, 1993a), For completeness the theoretical conjecture presented in chapter two,
section 2.4 is repeated below.
The CSfs for implementing an ElS based on a Data Warehouse are:
• A clear link between the data / information provided and the goals and performance
measures of the business;
• The use of an appropriate approach for establishing the system objectives and
business information requirements;
• The use of an iterative, prototyping approach for implementation;
• Active, demonstrated support and commitment from executives and the project team;
• Appropriate management of end user expectations;
• Appropriate management of political and cultural issues;
• The resolution of data and information security issues;
• Demonstrated value and benefit to the business;
• The provision of good quality external and internal information to end users;
• The active participation of end users;
• The provision of adequate education and training;
• Adequate flexibility to meet the specific needs of executive users, and to allow
changes to be made in response to changes in the user base and their information
requirements; and
• Ease of use.
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3.4 Empirical Generalisations
According to Remenyi and Williams (1993b):
"A theoretical conjecture alone will not be enough to allow the theory to
be operationalised in a practical and useful way. For this to happen
paradigmatic thinking is needed which requires the theoretical conjecture
to be developed into one or more nypotheses or empirical generalisations. II
The objective of developing empirical generalisations is to produce a set of clear
statements which are testable against further evidence (Remenyi and Williams. 1993a).
The empirical generalisations developed from the theoretical conjecture, which were
presented in chapter two, section 2.5 are repeated below.
• There must be a clear link bet", een the data / information provided by an EIS based
on a Data Warehouse and the roals and performance measures of the business;
It An approach, which is best suited to the specific circumstances of the business,
should be used to establish the system objectives and business information
requirements of an EIS based on a Data Warehouse;
• An iterative, prototyping approach must be used to implement an EtS based on a Data
Warehouse;
• There must be active, demonstrated support and commitment from both executives
and the project team when implementing an EIS based on a Data Warehouse;
• The expectations of the end users of an EIS based on a Data Warehouse must be
managed;
G The political and cultural issues surrounding the implementation of an EIS based on a
Data Warehouse must be managed;
It The issue of the security of data and information must be resolved when
implementing an EIS based on a Data Warehouse;
• There must be demonstrated value and benefit to the business when implementing an
EIS based on a Data Warehouse;
• An EIS based on a Data Warehouse must provide good qu Jity external and internal
information to end users;
o There must be active participation by end users when an EIS based on a Data
Warehouse is implemented;
• End users must be provided with adequate education and training when implementing
an EIS based on a Data Warehouse;
• The EIS and Data Warehouse must be flexible enough to be tailored to the specific
needs of executive users, and to be changed in response to changes in the user base
and their information requirements; and
IJ An EIS based on a Data Warehouse must be easy to use.
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3.5 Data Sample Selection
A very important aspect of the research process is selecting a sample to ensure that it is
both representative and unbiased (Remenyi and Williams, 1993a). To obtain an impartial
representation of South African organisations, and to make valid generalisations, the
sample size of respondents was as large as possible for the time available. Respondents
included practitioners at senior management level, regardless of industry sector, who
were directly involved in the provision of information to senior business executives using
Data Warehouses.
The respondents for pilot interviews were selected from the list of speakers at the Data
Warehouse and Knowledge Management '98 conference held in Sandton from 16 to 18
March 1998. These respondents were selected based on their practical experience in
implementing Data Warehouse and executive information solutions, and their willingness
to be interviewed, rather than based on a particular industry segment. At each interview,
including the pilot interviews, the respondent was asked to nominate another suitable
respondent. This approach is referred to as theoretical or snowball sampling and is an
acceptable method of collecting evidence from a group of qualified respondents
(Remenyi and Williams, 1993a). Where respondents were unable to nominate another
suitable respondent additional respondents were nominated from the list of speakers at
the conference.
Since Data Warehouse initiatives are expensive there are not many such implementations
in South Africa. The snowball sampling soon resulted in the same respondents being
recommended more than once. In the time available a total of eighteen interviews were
conducted, including three pilot interviews. Although three more potential respondents
were recommended, two of them were unwilling to be interviewed and one could not be
contacted during the interview period.
3.6 Data Gathering Strategy
When a theoretical framework is well defined it is possible to start with a clear
expectation of how a particular phenomenon is likely to behave. It is also likely that the
theoretical framework has been formalised into a model or paradigm. It is usually
obvious what data are required and they are usually collected within a tight structure.
Furthermore, the hypotheses can usually be rigorously tested using appropriate statistical
techniques. In such cases the use of quantitative data collection and analysis techniques
wilt be required (Remenyi and Williams, 1993b).
For this research there is no well-defined theoretical framework. Furthermore, while it is
possible; to speculate what the CSFs for implementing EISs based on Data Warehouses
are, it is not possible to predict their degree of generality. This research, therefore,
requires the collection of complex qualitative evidence concerning issues such as 'why',
'how' and 'who' is critical to the success ofEISs based on Data Warehouses. To this end
a semi-structured interview technique was used for data collection, while content
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~textual) and interpretive analyses were used to analyse the research data, According to
Remenyi and Williams, 1993a:
"Structured or semi-structured interviews allow detailed evidence to ee
elicited from individual informants who are encouraged to raise and
suggest issues and problems which they regard as important to the issue
being researched."
3.6.1 Refinement of the interview approach and interview guide
A draft interview guide was developed based on the literature review, and was presented
to the research supervisor for review and comment. After the research supervisor's
comments and suggestions were incorporated into the interv iew guide, three pilot
interviews were conducted with a sample ofEIS and Data Warehouse practitioners, The
objectives of presenting tl' . interview guide to the research supervisor, and of conducting
the pilot interviews. were to establish whether:
• The proposed interview guide was intelligible, unambiguous and clear (is
comprehensible);
(I The proposed interview guide was reliable and valid (checks responses for
consistency);
co The proposed interview guide covered on'y the relevant issues (is economical);
• The proposed interview guide was adequate to allow all the data relevant data to the
research question to be gathered (is complete); and
• The proposed interviewing technique would be appropriate and valid to achieve the
research objectives (is balanced),
The same interview approach that WdS proposed for the data gathering process was used
during the pilot interviews. AO:ereach of the pilot interviews the respondents were asked
to comment on the process used, including the interview technique, topics covered,
interview guide, and duration of interview, In all cases there were very few, if any,
criticisms of the approach used. Once this process was complete, and the necessary
changes were made, the interview approach and interview guide were deemed ready for
the data gathering process, The final interview guide used is attached as Appendix A.
3.6.2 Semi-structured interviews
To prevent introducing bias into the interview process the interview guide was not sent to
any of the respondents before the interview or shown to them during the interview. At
the start of the interview the respondent was reminded of the objective of the research,
and the concept of CSFs was explained to them. The respondents were then asked a
number of demographic questions after which they were asked to comment, in their own
words, and based on their own experiences, on what they believed to be the CSFs for
implementing EISs based on Data Warehouses, The fouowing probing techniques were
used to encourage respondents to raise and suggest issues they thought were important:
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• Respondents were encouraged to be specific and to explain the issues they raised; and
• The answers or explanations provided by respondents were reflected back to them to
ensure that there was a mutual understanding orthe issues raised.
The interview guide was only referred to once the respondents were comfortable that they
had covered what they thought were t:ll:' CSFs. Furthermore, the respondents were only
asked to comment on how important they thr ight the issues on the interview guide were
that they themselves had not referrc J to during the interview.
Since the respondents were left to express their opinion on what they thought the CSFs
were for implementing EISs based on Data Warehouses they sometimes raised issues not
addressed in the interview guide.
Only one respondent objected to being tape recorded, and very detailed notes were taken
during this interview. The rest of the interviews were all tape recorded, and 'itional
notes were also taken during these interviews. The answers vfthe respondents who were
tape recorded did not seem to have been affected in any way by the fact that they were
being recorded.
The average length of each interview was 60 minutes, with some lasting only -l5 minutes
and others lasting as long as 120 minutes. Ali the interviews "ere transcribed verbatim
into a 130 page document.
3.7 The Data Testing I Analysis Strategy
Since detailed research evidence was collected from a relati sly small number of
respondents, using a semi-structured interview technique, it is essentially qualitative in
nature. The data collection process lacked the required precise measurement of the
properties or performance of the subject to be regarded as essentially quantitative
(Remenyi and Williams, 1993b). Appropriate techniques for analysing qualitative
evidence are content or correspondence analysis (Rerr.enyi and Williams, 1993a).
Berelson (1952) define s content analysis to be:
"... a research technique for the objective, systematic, and quantitative
description of the manifest content of communication,"
Content analysis involves establishing a set of categories and then counting tile number
of instances in a particular logical unit of analysir' that fall into each category
(Silverman, 1993).
Silverman (1993) argues in favour of the quantitative nature of content analysis find
describes it as the favoured method of quantitative researchers. Although Remenyi and
Williams (1993b) also refer to content analysis as a quantitative data analysis techninue,
2 An example of a logical unit of analysis is an intcl'vic\_y_Lr-:lll-:-ls-:cr....:ip~t.:-- _
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they claim it to be quintessentially qualitative in character. For the purposes of this
research. however, content analysis was used in both quantitative and qualitative
contexts.
The basic unit of analysis was a logical 'theme' or category derived from each of the
empirical generalisations. A theme is an assertion about a subject matter and in its most
compact form is a simple sentence (Berelson, 1952). For example, the first empirical
generalisation states that there must be a clear link between the data / information
provided by an EIS based on a Data Warehouse, and the goals and performance measures
of the business. Each time a respondent mentioned the need to link data / information to
the goals and performance measures of the business as being critical to success, this was
counted and recorded as an instance of occurrence for that respondent. Once the
interview trnnscript for a particular respondent had been analysed ali the instances of
occurrence of a particular theme were added up for that respondent. The number of times
a respondent mentioned a particular theme is an indication of the relative importance that
the respondent places on that occurrence. Once all of the interview transcripts of all of
the respondents had been analysed the total instances of occurrence were summed to
establish the relative importance of each different theme, aggregated over the population
of respondents. This was done to establish a general view or' the importance of each
theme relative to other themes. Deductive reasoning was used to move from the existing
premise of the empirical generalisations to a conclusion about the extent to which the
research evidence supports the empirical generalisations. Therefore, in this context the
method of data analysis is essentially quantitative in nature and concludes with a
confirmation or disconfirmation of the empirical generalisatlons
New themes, not derived from the empirical generalisations, that emerged through the
analysis of the interview transcripts were also recorded for each respondent. 1hese new
themes were recorded together with their instances of occurrence and formed the basis of
further developing the theory. These themes provided additional insights and inductive
reasoning was then used to refine the theoretical conjecture. In so doing a more complete
explanation of the phenomenon being studied is provided. In this context, and due to the
interpretive nature of the analysis, the research took on a qualitative aspect.
3,8 Summary
This chapter nresented the rationale for the research approach and supporting
methodology that was adopted for this research. Furthermore, it presented the rationale
for the specific techniques used in each step of the process outlined by the methodology
chosen. Based on the data that needed to be collected to achieve the research goals, the
passive observation methodology was used for this research, It is a process that consists
of the following steps:
• An extensive literature review;
• An assessment of established theoretical frameworks;
• The development of'theoretical conjecture;
• The development of empirical generalisations;
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~ The choosing of a measuring instrument and implementation of a data gathering
strategy. Semi-structured interviews were used to collect the research evidence;
The selection of a representativ e sample of respondents. This was done using the
snowball sampling technique;
• The Implementation of a strategy to test and analyse the research evidence collected.
Quantitative and qualitative 'content analysis' was the primary technique used to
analyse the research evidence; and
• Confirmation of the theorv conjecture and the development of a fuller I refined
theory.
Chapter four presents the results of the testing and analysis of the research evidence that
was collected.
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CHAPTER FOUR: DATA ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter the argument for the research approach adopted was developed,
and the research methodology was presented. During the data gathering exercise
eighteen interviews were conducted with Data Warehouse practitioners, using the semi-
structured interview technique. Tape recordings of the interviews Were transcribed
verbatim into a 130 page document which formed tl,e research evidence for the data
analysis. A sample transcript of one of the interviews is attached as Appendix B.
This chapter presents the results of the content and interpretive analysis that was
conducted on the research evidence. The objectives of the data analysis are to:
• Determine the validity and level of support for the empirical generalisations; and
e Reveal any additional insights provided by the respondents.
i~.2 Demographic Analysis
Table 4.1 below shows a breakdown of the various industry sectors in which the
respondents who were interviewed worked. Although five respondents from the banking
industry were interviewed, three were from the same bank. Two of these respondents
worked on the same Data Warehouse project, while one worked on a different project
that was managed separately in a different part of the bank Both respondents from the
mining industry worked for the same organisation and were involved in the same Data
Warehouse project.
Table 4.1 The number of respondents from the various industry sectors
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4.3 The Interview Process
At the start of each interview the respondents were reminded of the objective of the
research, and the concept of Critical Success Factors (CSFs) was explained to them. The
respondents were then asked a number of demographic questions, after which they were
asked what they believed to be the CSFs for implementing Executive Information
Systems (EISs) based on Data Warehouses. Therefore, although all of the respondents
had been involved in Data Warehouse initiatives that had a broader purpose than only
addressing the information needs of senior executives, the interviews focused on the
executive information aspects of Data Warehousing.
To avoid biasing the views of the respondents, the interview guide was not used until the
respondents were comfortable that they had covered what they thought were the CSFs.
The data gathered, therefore, is a fair representation ofthe views of the respondents.
4.4 Content and Interpretive Analysis
The research evidence gl"',ered provided a good basis for content and interpretive
analysis, and the themes that emerged from the analysis are presented in table 4.2 below.
Where appropriate the themes have been grouped together into logical groupings.
Table 4.2 Summary of the content analysis used for the discussion
The use
Warehousing for
EIS purposes
6
The emergence of
Data Warehousing 2
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business
The approach for
establishing the
system objectives
and business
information
requirements
2
7
15
3
2
3
18
4
3
9
3
5
2
4
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The support and
commitment of
business users and
IS/IT staff
The management of
expectations
Commitment is measured by how many resources the
business is prepared to allocate, and how much it is
2
6
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Commitment is measured by how much time senior
executives dedicate to defining their information
5
8
4
5
3
There is a need for the business to take ownership and
responsibility for the quality of data that goes into the
Data
a need to correctly manage the expectations of
The management of
political and cultural
issues
Technology and data no
in a Data Warehouse environment than what they are in
a traditional IStn" pml1rnnmpl1t
2
oftcchnology can become 2
The security of data 2
and information
Demonstrated value
and benefit
2
9
2
3
11
warenouse include:
• Identification of new business opportunities:
• Ability to substantiate forecasts and suspicions;
• Reduction of manual information processing;
• More timely access to information; and
• Performance of operational systems is not
6
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The measures of success of a Data Warehouse
II Financial return, specifically ROl;
" Increase in usage; and
• User
6of
good quality external I-E!~~~~~~~~~Q!!.------ -----J_-----l
and internal
information
User participation
Educanon. training,
and support
------_.------------
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3
2.
Flexibility of the
Data Warehouse
Ease of use
2
4
10
4
2
The remainder of the chapter discusses the results of the data analysis under headings for
each logical grouping of themes. Although some themes are similar they appear in
different logical groupings depending on the context in which the respondents referred to
them.
The themes have also been split into two major sections. In section 4.5 those themes
raised by the respondents that do not relate directly to the empirical generalisations
proposed for this research, are discussed. These themes include additional insights
provided by the respondents. In section 4.6 those themes that relate to the empirical
generalisations are analysed and discussed. Section 4.6 forms the basis of establishing
the level of support for the empirical generalisations, which is discussed in greater detail
in chapter five.
Throughout the data analysis and discussion, where reference is made to a Data
Warehouse or Data Warehousing it implicitly refers to the executive information
component of Data Warehousing.
4.5 Insights Provided by the Respondents
This section discusses the themes raised by the respondents that do not relate directly to
the empirical generalisations proposed for this research. These themes create the context
for the data analysis and discussion in section 4.6, and provide useful additional insights.
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4.5.1 The use of Data Warehousing for EIS purposes
Only one respondent, from an organisation in the manufacturing industry, indicated that
his had implemented its Data Warehouse with the express intention of using it as an EIS.
The reason why only one organisation focused specifically on the EIS component of a
Data Warehouse is that most other respondents saw EIS functionality as one of the many
purposes of a Data Warehouse. They saw a Data Warehouse as an enabling component
of the overall IT infrastructure that supports a broader set of decision support needs, such
as those provided by Management Information Systems (MISs), Decision Support
Systems, and Data Mining. As one respondent from the retail industry put it:
"We haven't cFt:.::rentiated between EIS and the Data Warehouse. We see
the Data Warehouse as being the core infrastructure that is capable of
delivering the required [EIS] functionality. 11
Twenty eight percent of the respondents mentioned that their Data Warehouses were
being used to provide information directly to senior business executives, but indicated
that executive users only represent a small percentage of the total number of users. In
one case, only the financial executives were receiving data from the Data Warehouse.
Eleven percent of the respondents claimed that their executives were receiving data
indirectly from their Data Warehouse. Although thirty three percent of the respondents
felt that a Data Warehouse should be aimed at the top decision makers in the
organisation, it appears that the primary users of a Data Warehouse are middle to upper
middle managers, who need access to good quality operational and tactical information.
4.5.2 The emergence of Data Warehousing
Twenty eight percent of tile respondents mentioned that Data Warehousing as a concept
is still maturing in South Africa, and that it will be a few years before it is properly
defined. These respondents stressed that the technology is still evolving rapidly and is
not well established.
Due to the emerging nature of Data Warehousing, eleven percent of the respondents
believed that there are various interpretations of what a Data "\ alehouse really is. As one
respondent from the banking industry put it:
"Worldwide no two Dala Warehouses are the same, Everybody believes
they've got a proper Warehouse; some people are positioning their 'proper'
Warehouse at the front end of things, almost in the operational line'; oi:ler
people are positioning their 'proper' Warehouse at the MIS cube, static end
of the line; and other people adopt a position in between. A Warehouse is
a concept, not a concrete instantiation. There is no such thing as a 'real'
Data Warehouse,"
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This respondent claimed that only once an organisation sees their Data Warehouse as a
means of decision support and strategic direction, and not as a source of traditional MIS
reports, will it become a 'real' Data Warehouse. Until then its just another operational
MIS / reporting tool.
In addition to the variety of interpretations of Data Warehousing, the respondents also
mentioned that their organisations were using their Data Warehouses for a variety of
purposes:
.. Seventeen percent of the respondents indicated that they were using their Data
Warehouses as Operational Data Stores. One respondent from the banking industry
describes an Operational Data Store as:
"... a daily Warehouse. It's current at a recent point in time but it's not an
on-line Warehouse."
o Seventeen percent of the respondents mentioned that their organisations were
planning to use the data in their Data Warehouses for Data Mining purposes; and
• Seventeen percent of the respondents also indicated that they were using Data Marts
(mini, function- or subject-specific Data Warehouses) to meet the specific needs of
functional areas within their organisations.
The net effect ofthe fact that the respondents felt that Data Warehousing is still evolving
and maturing is that it will be some time before the most appropriate use of Data
Warehousing, and its value, is fully understood.
4.5.3 Successful Data Warehouses
Fifty percent of the respondents regarded their Data Warehouse initiatives as a success,
for the following reasons.
• They had received positive feedback from senior executives and business users;
II Those users who needed access to information were getting access to it;
8 Users were actively using the Data Warehouse;
• There was a demonstrated Return On Investment (ROI);
8 New business opportunities and threats had been identified; and
• There was a change in the way the business operated. For example, a change from a
financial orientation to a 'customer-centric' orientation.
Six percent of the respondents did not regard their organisations' Data Warehouses as
successes, for the following reasons:
• The Data Warehouse had not changed the way the business operated;
• The power of the Data Warehouse had not been utilised to the benefit of the business;
• There were no success stories; and
• The business was not selling the advantages of the Data Warehouse.
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4.6 Evaluation of the Critical Success Factors for Implementing an
Executive Information System based on a Data Warehouse
This section analyses and discusses the themes raised by the respon.ants that relate to the
empirical generalisations proposed for this research. It forms the basis for establishing
the level of support for the empirical generalisations, which is discussed in detail in
chapter five.
4.6.1 The link between the data in a Data Warehouse and the goals and
perfe+mance measures of the business
The respondents were involved in Data Warehouse implementations that were initiated in
response to a variety of business drivers:
• Eleven percent of the respondents indicated that their organisations needed to iespond
quickly to an emerging competitive threat. One respondent from the banking industry
claimed that his organisation's Data Warehouse initiative was driven by a business
need to understand its customers better and as quickly as possible, as it faced
potentially significant competition from international banks;
• Six percent of the respondents mentioned that the busi-ess driver for their Data
Warehouses was a pressing need for good quality intern, I. .isiness information; and
• One respondent, from the retail industry, indicated that the primary driver for his
organisation to develop its Data Warehouse was to have a cross-functional, process
view of its business so that its supply chain could be made more efficient.
Regardless of the specific business driver -I'ora Data Warehouse initiative it is important
that the initiative is linked to well defined business goals and performance measures.
There must be clarity amongst senior executives of the value of achieving the goals and
performance measures, and an associated incentive to pursue them. For example, it is not
enough for senior executives to indicate an interest in customer information. There must
also be clarity on the value of the customer information, and what business goal it will
support. Thirty nine percent of the respondents stressed the il1portance of having a
vision of what the Data Warehouse is going to achieve in the long term, from a business
perspective. As one respondent from the banking industry put it:
"Unless you start by aligning with the business and saying, 'Where do you
need to take this business"; what do you need from a Warehouse to
achieve that business objective?', you don't have a hope."
The primary focus must be on the core information that tracks and supports the goals and
performance measures of the business, rather than 011 all of the information that is
potentially important. Focusing on the key business drivers forces senior executives to
carefully consider what information they absolutely need to run the business, and ensures
that only information that has business context is included in the Data Warehouse.
Furthermore, it is critically important that the meaning of this core data. and the threats
and opportunities it identifies, are understood. Eighty three percent of the respondents
stressed the importance of identifying and populating the Data Warehouse with this core
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data. According to one respondent from the retail industry it is critical that the Data
Warehouse initiative:
... is driven by the absolutely burning issues within the organisation.
These are the problems related to the business that the executives have to
solve."
Another respondent from the mining industry stated that:
"The information that resides in the Data Warehouse must relate to a
limited number of key business driven."
The latter respondent stressed that it is critical that the vision and missior zf the business
is clear and that both the business and the project team understand what tl'l: key business
drivers are. Furthermore, this respondent emphasised that a Data Warehouse should
provide the data that tracks and supports the short, medium, and long term objectives of
the senior decision makers in the organisation.
Lack of planning and a clear link to business goals often results in the inappropriate
choice of front-end tools, the development of data models that do not reflect the structure
of the business, and the choice of a technology infrastructure that soon becomes
inadequate and cannot be expanded, Seventeen percent of the respondents indicated that
they had to go back and re-plan, re-model, and re-implement their Data Warehouses
because they had not adequately linked their implementation efforts to an overall
business purpose, and had not planned for the inclusion of all business critical
information.
The goals and performance measures of senior executives seldom focus on one functional
area within the business, to the exclusion of the organisation as a whole, If a functional
view is taken there is a significant risk that critical information will be omitted from the
Data Warehouse, or not planned for in the long term, Therefore, as stressed by seventeen
percent of the respondents, it is important to include all the affected stakeholders in
identifying the critical business information to be included in the Data Warehouse,
By allowing the business to be viewed across business functions and boundaries the data
in a Data Warehouse can provide opportunities to analyse and understand products
services, customer behaviour, and customer preferences better, One of the reasons cited
by seventeen percent of the respondents for the attractiveness of a Data Warehouse is that
it allows them to take a 'customer-centric' view of their organisational data, The
respondent from the medical aid administration industry claimed that they had:
II •. .made a shift in the business from a financial focus to a 'patient-centric'
focus ... II
Furthermore, as one respondent from the retail industry indicated, the cross functional
data in a Data Warehouse can allow senior executives not only to view product
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portfolios, suppliers and sales patterns across a single organisation but also across
multiple similar organisations. This allows collective bargaining to be done using all of
the businesses as a collective reference.
Senior decision makers in an organisation must be absolutely clear on what their goals
and performance measures are, and must be committed to achieving them. Without this
clarity and commitment there will be no incentive for them to use data that has been built
into a Data Warehouse to track and support their goals and performance measures.
However, if they do have this clarity but the data in the Data Warehouse does not relate
to their goals and performance measures, it will not have any context for them, and there
will still be no incentive for them to use it. As One respondent from the IT services
industry put it:
"It [the data] must be something that they want to use, it must be part of
their job."
If the data in a Data Warehouse is linked to the goals and objectives of the business, it
will provide senior executives with useful information that they can use to guide the
organisation strategically. Furthermore, it will provide them with a mechanism to reflect
back on how well they have achieved the goals and objectives. By being able to monitor
trends senior executives can analyse what has gone wrong, what opportunities have been
missed, and what can be done to address shortcomings. This may even result in a change
in the overall business strategy.
4.6.2 The approach for establishing the system objectives and business
information requirements
It is important to use the correct approach for establishing the system objectives and
business information requirements, for the following reasons:
• As stressed by eleven percent Jt u., respondents, it is critically Important to scope the
project and analyse the business information requirements properly. One respondent
from the IT services industry argued strongly in favour of using automated software
tools for understanding and building the data model because:
u ... there's a limit to how much of the data model you can keep on a piece
of paper. Also, you will have difficulty moving from the logical data
model to the physical data model."
• Seventeen percent of the respondents claimed that the approach taken to understand
the business' information requirements depends on the current circumstances and
management culture of the organisation. As one respondent put it:
"... within each organisation things are different. Some things you need to
do differently."
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Seventeen percent of the respondents mentioned that they had initially taken the wrong
approach to identifying the business' information requirements, and had to change it to
prevent the project from failing.
The respondents proposed various approaches for understanding the system objectives
and business information requirements. The first approach, used by thirty three percent
of the respondents, involves identifying and prioritising specific opportunities and
'burning issues' that are deemed important by the business. There is not necessarily a
tangible benefit associated with resolving these issues. As one respondent from the
mining industry put it:
"You need to look for specific once-off opportunities that you can address.
I'his is a better approach than to look at sornebody's Key Performance
Areas and Critical Success Factors ... "
The second approach, used by twenty two percent of the respondents, involves deriving
the system objectives and information requirements directly from the business goals,
objectives, CSFs, Key Performance Areas, and Key Performance Indicators of the senior
executives. Using this approach executives and senior managers across the organisation
are asked what they think are the most important issues facing the business and where
they see the business in the future. The issues are prioritised, CSFs are defined, and
measures of success are developed. Once this has been done the information required to
track and support the CSFs and measures are defined, and this forms the basis of the data
that is used to populate the Data Warehouse. This approach usually focuses on subject
areas such as customers or products, rather than on functional areas such as marketing,
finance, or sales. Although eighty three percent of the respondents stressed the
importance of implementing the core information that tracks and supports the goals and
performance measures of the business, only twenty two percent of the respondents derive
this information explicitly from these goals and nerformance measures. Although it was
not specifically mentioned, it is likely that most respondents believe that by identifying
the information needed to solve specific business problems and issues, they are implicitly
identifying the information needed to track and support the business goals and
performance measures.
A third approach, used by twenty two percent of the respondents, is a combination of the
first two. In this approach the Data Warehouse team identifies the information needed by
senior decision makers to address specific short or long term business issues, provided
there is some quantifiable financial benefit associated with resolving the issues. One
respondent from the banking industry mentioned that in their case, a team of IS/IT and
business staff from the bank undertakes a Business Discovery Process to see how the data
in the Data Warehouse can be used better to change the business or realise some value.
Only opportunities that promise significant financial returns as revealed by a complete
business benefits analysis, and that the business is prepared to pay for, are pursued.
A fourth approach, which was pursued by twenty two percent of the respondents,
involves basing the information requirements of senior business managers and executives
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on what is perceived to be important to them, by individuals within the business. In
eleven percent of the cases functional experts from the business drove this approach. In
six percent of the cases it was driven solely by IS/IT, with little business input, while in
another six percent of the cases it was driven by junior level staff who based the business
information requirements of the senior executives on the paper reports used by these
executives. In the cases where it was driven by IS/IT the respondents admitted that their
Data Warehouses were initially not a success. However, as the business became aware of
how valuable the data in the Data Warehouse was, the more it used this data. This
particular approach requires a clear understanding of the business and the executives'
information needs. Unfortunately, even if the information requirements can be derived in
this way the lack of senior management involvement is likely to create unrealistic
expectations, lack of awareness, and associated problems with long term ownership and
commitment to the initiative.
The difference between the various approaches discussed above can be subtle. There is a
risk that the first, third and fourth approaches will focus on short term issues that are
centered around achieving goals that are operational in nature, and that may not have
anything to do with the overall long term strategic goals of the business. The second
approach takes a broader, long term view aimed at assisting the business pursue its
chosen direction based on strategic, rather than operational goals. The more 'mature' the
management style of an orgarusation's ~-nior executives the more suitable the CSF based
approach become'). Ultimately, as twenty two percent of the respondents pointed out, the
level of organisational 'readiness' will dictate which approach is most appropriate
Seventeen percent of the respondents stressed the importance of using a proven
methodology to establish the system objectives and business information requirements.
The IT product sales and support and IT services industries tend to use methodologies
extensively, and all of the respondents that strongly supported the use of a methodology
were from these industries, One respondent from the IT services industry justified the
use of a methodology by claiming that the most successful practitioners in the Data
Warehousing environment all follow very similar methodologies. This respondent
claimed that most methodologies are based on the first approach mentioned above.
Although th=re is significant merit to the application of a proven methodology, it should
be approached with caution, A methodology should provide overall guidance to ensure
that all the applicable issues are considered, and in so doing should highlight and help
manage potential risk". However, it should be sufficiently flexible to allow one of many
approaches to be adopted depending on the specific needs of each organisation.
4.6.3 The approach for implementing a Data Wal'chouse
The respondents proposed two main approaches for implementing a Data Warehouse,
The first approach, supported by fifty percent of the respondents, is an iterative
prototyping approach. Using this approach the whole project is broken up into logical
steps and each step is implemented as a distinct, focused project with its own
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reliverables, Each of these steps is usually a sub.cct area on its own such as customer or
product. The reasons for adopting a prototyping ap~· oach are:
• To demonstrate visible, 'quick win' short term results to the business to ensure buy-in,
and continued business commitment;
• To be able demonstrate value on an ongoing basis as each iteration delivers results.
According to one respondent from the IT services industry:
"I try not to make my projects run longer than ninety days so that we don't
lose momentum and the users don't get disillusioned."
Furthermore, the respondent from the tertiary education institution stressed that:
"If the users can't see something, it very difficult for them to do it... "
• By implementing the Data Warehouse by subject area it can be divided up into
manageable phases and the risk of failure can be reduced. Furthermore, since there
are so few experienced Data Warehouse practitioners it allows both the users and the
implementation team to gain valuable experience while they are building the first few
prototypes.
It is important to ensure that the most pressing business information needs are met first,
and that meaningful results can be delivered to the business as soon as possible.
Therefore, seventeen percent of the respondents raised the importance of identifying and
implementing the most important business information first, perhaps as part of the
implementation of the first few prototypes.
Of the respondents who advocated a prototyping approach, fifty six percent of them
indicated that this approach should be taken in the context of an overall enterprise-wide
data and technology architecture. The reasons for this are to:
«I Ensure hardware and software scalability. There tends to be a rapid increase in the
usage and number of users of a successful Data Warehouse. Therefore, adequate
provision must be made for substantial future growth and expansion; and
" Achieve efficient data integration as the Data Warehouse is implemented. This is
particularly important when the project is broken up into separately managed phases
where each of the phases covers the data associated with a specific subject area or
business problem.
To ensure that they developed their Data Warehouse within a 'best practice' architectural
framework, the respondent from the telecommunications industry mentioned that his
organisation had bought a pre-defined data schema from one of the large Data Warehouse
vendors. This approach has the following additional benefits:
• The data schema does not have to be developed from first principles;
@ The Data Warehouse team can learn from the combined experience of the many
teams that contributed to the development of the data schema; and
• The Data Warehouse can be implemented more quickly.
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The second implementation approach, supported by only eleven percent of the
respondents, is the so-called 'big bang' approach. Using this approach, all of the
information requirements of all of the senior executives pertaining to all the
organisation's products, services, suppliers, and customers, is included in the Data
Warehouse at once. One respondent that used this approach claimed that is was adopted
in response to a significant business need for good quality operational data in the short
term. The respondent did, however, admit that the implementation effort only focused on
the most important business information, rather than on all of it. B on this admission
it is difficult to determine whether this respondent did, in fact, use g bang' approach,
or some form of prototyping. According to another respondent that claimed to have used
a 'big bang' approach:
"Vendors will tell you that you can build a Data Warehouse or a Data
Mart in three months, and they are wrong. You can build one tiny
fragmented view, in one part of the business in three months, but whether
that actually helps your business is questionable. We found that typically
if you go into a big new subject area it takes you six to nine months to do
that work. II
The view of the latter respondent must be seen in the context of the objective of his
organisation's Data Warehouse initiative, which was to provide sufficient data to optimise
the entire supply chain of the business, The respondent is employed by one of the largest
retailers in South Africa and it has a large number of isolated legacy systems. As the
respondent put it:
"In a two year period we built data from fourteen very big legacy systems
into our Data Warehouse. II
Although a pressing business reed may call for a 'big bang' approach there are significant
risks associated with it. For example:
• Depending on the scope of the project and the size of the organisation, there may be
large volumes of data involved, and the simultaneous inclusion of all of this data in a
Data Warehouse may make the project unmanageable; and
• It may be some time before all the necessary data is included in the Data Warehouse,
which increases the risk that end users will become disillusioned and lose interest in
the project, before it delivers any real value to the organisation.
Twenty two percent of the respondents stressed the importance of using a proven
methodology to implement a Data Warehouse. One respondent from the IT services
industry claimed that:
II,., if you don't follow a set methodology then there is a good chance that
you are not going to make it. II
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Fifty percent of these respondents mentioned that the methodology should cover every
aspect of the implementation process, from understanding the business information
requirements, to the post implementation review.
A methodology-driven approach can be very useful, particularly as a tool to assist the co-
ordination of the myriad activities that take place simultaneously during the
implementation of a large Data Warehouse. It can also ensure that crucial deliverables
are not omitted. As stated in section 4.6.2, however, a methodology should be
sufficiently flexible to allow the approach most appropriate to the needs or the business,
to be followed.
4.6.4 The support and commitment of business users and ISIIT staff
Fifty percent of the respondents raised the importance of business buy-in. Respondents
felt that without buy-in from senior executives, it is extremely difficult to obtain the
required support and commitment, and saw buy-in as a prerequisite to SUppOIt and
commitment. Buy-in depends on whether the senior executives agree that there is value
and benefit, and consequently merit, in pursuing a Data Warehouse initiative.
Furthermore, the business is only likely to initiate, drive and own a Data Warehouse
project when it believes in the value of a Data Warehouse. Therefore, r 3 twenty two
percent of the respondents pointed out, there is a reciprocal relationship between the level
of commitment by the business and the perceived value of a Data Warehouse initiative.
Eighty three percent of the respondents stressed the importance of having the business,
rather than ISIIT, initiate, drive and own a Data Warehouse project. As one respondent
from the banking industry put it:
"A Warehouse that doesn't have its mandate from the business is dead."
According to another respondent from the retail industry:
"... you've really got to have somebody at the top to drive it. If it's not
driven from the top it's very difficult."
One respondent from a bank in which the Data Warehouse was initiated and driven by
IS/IT felt that, at least initially, it is appropriate for IS/IT to sponsor a Data Warehouse
project. The reason for this, he felt, was that the benefits of a Data Warehouse are not
visible for a few years. This particular case serves as a good example of why the
business should initiate, drive and own a Data Warehouse project. The respondent
complained of a lack of awareness in the business community, of what information was
available in the Data Warehouse, and what the business value of this information was.
The respondent also reported that there was some confusion as to where the responsibility
for custodianship, ownership, and the quality of the business data lay. This respondent
also stressed that the business should drive the project, once it has been initiated.
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An issue associated with the commitment of senior executives .- rhe role and
responsibilities of those involved in a Data Warehouse initiative. Altho.igh respondents
called for the involvement of business champions, business sponsors, and steering
committees, they were not clear on what the roles and responsibilities of these entities
should be. For example, twenty eight percent of the respondents stressed the importance
of having a senior business champion, such as the Managing Director, while six percent
of the respondents stressed the importance of seeking executive sponsorship from the
business community, to control and lead the Data Warehouse initiative. Another six
percent of the respondents felt that a CSF for the implementation of a Data Warehouse is
the creation of a steering committee that consists of people with authority in the
organisation, such as the MIS Executive, the Managing Director, the Training Executive,
the Marketing Executive, and the Operations Executive. However, those respondents that
stressed the importance of a steering committee only mentioned that it should be
responsible for the overall guidance of a Data Warehouse initiative, and that it should
have the authority and credibility to enforce its decisions. Only one respondent
mentioned that an executive sponsor should be:
IISomebody with a fair amount of influence, a decision maker."
The inherent problem with a steering committee is that it is a mechanism for
collaborative decision making, bused on consensus. If two or more influential committee
members strongly disagree on an issue, the effect can be that no decision is taken, or a
sub-optimal compromise is made. This can undermine the credibility of the steering
committee as a whole. Another problem is that the decision cycles of a steering
committee, if not managed well, can be long and this may create unnecessary delays at
critical times during the project.
Eleven percent of the respondents indicated that a CSF for a Data Warehouse initiative is
continued, long term commitment by business executives. Although executives may
initially buy into a Data Warehouse project by committing time and financial resources to
its development, there is still a risk that it will fail in the long term if there is not
sustained investment. One of the reasons that sustained investment is necessary is that as
the business changes over time, its information requirements will change and the Data
Warehouse wiII have to be continually enhanced, or occasionally rearchitected, to
accommodate these changes. Another reason is that as the usage of the Data Warehouse
increases there will be a need !,:, upgrade its capacity and increase the number of
resources dedicated to supr-orting it and its users.
Six percent of the respondents claimed that long term commitment depends on
demonstrated ongoing value and benefit to the business. These respondents also claimed
that there is a risk that if the Datta Warehouse has demonstrated a significant once off
return the business may be content with this return and focus its investment efforts in
other areas. As one respondent put it:
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"The business could say: 'This is a wonderful thing and has given me a
huge ROI of three hundred percent. Why do I need to throw more money
at it - its already working?"
Commitment extends beyond the senior business executives, managers and other end
users to IS/IT staff as well. Thirty three percent of the respondents felt that it is equally
important that ISIIT resources are also committed tc the Data Warehouse initiative. The
respondent from the medical aid administration industry claimed that:
"IT can be the biggest barrier to the success of a Data Warehouse, it can
make or break the Data Warehouse. If IT is not keen then don't start."
The business often comes to depend very heavily on the data in a Data Warehouse, and
on its reliability and continued availability. Therefore, as thirty three percent of the
respondents indicated, it is important that there is a full-time team of competent, results-
driven business and IS/IT staff on the project. Seventeen percent of the respondents also
felt that a Data Warehouse project is too important and demanding to be a part-time job.
Putting together the best team on a full-time basis may be particularly challenging to
achieve in the light of the acute shortage of skilled and competent IS/IT resources,
especially in the Data Warehouse environment. Furthermore, the most appropriate
business staff to have on a Data Warehouse project are often the most competent, and
consequently there are great demands placed on them by the business to perform their
normal business functions. The level of commitment of senior executives is often tested
when it comes to releasing staff to work on a Data Warehousing project.
Twenty eight percent of the respondents raised the importance of having good, rigid
project management. The respondent from the medical aid administration industry
stressed that:
"Good project management is one of the biggest areas you have to get
right."
Seventeen percent of the respondents felt that project management has to be full-time,
while six percent felt that it could be part-time and ad-hoc.
The respondents proposed three different ways in which the level of commitment of
senior executives can be measured. The first measure, supported by seventeen percent of
the respondents, is how many competent resources the executives are prepared to allocate
to the Data Warehouse initiative, and how much they are prepared to spend on the
initiative, including the training of end users and IS/IT staff. One of the respondents
from the retail industry stressed the importance of having Information Providers or Power
Users within the business who can access and analyse the data in the Data Warehouse on
behalf of the business.
The second measure, supported by eleven percent of the respondents, is how much time
and effort senior executives dedicate to defining their information requirements. These
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respondents stressed that it is critically important that senior executives make the time to
define their own information needs since, as one respondent from the mining industry put
it:
"The executives steer the organisation and they need to critically evaluate
the information they need to be able to do this,"
The third measure, supported by six percent of the respondents, is the extent t"\ which
senior executives have processes put in place to ensure that the business, as owners of its
information, supports the Data Warehousing initiative. One of the respondents from the
banking industry mentioned that one of the most difficult tasks associated with Data
Warehousing is obtaining data from source systems when the business owners of these
systems, and the IS/IT staff who are responsible for their maintenance, are not committed
to extracting the data and passing it on to the Data Warehouse team.
The business should take ownership and responsibility for the quality of data that goes
into the Data Warehouse, If the quality of the data that is fed from source systems into
the Data Warehouse is poor (for example, not current or inaccurate) then the Data
Warehouse itself will not provide good quality data, This does not, however, mean that
ISIIT is not responsible for ensuring that good 'housekeeping' practices are in place to
correctly update the Data Warehouse with the data it receives from source systems, and
to ensure thsr the data in the Data Warehouse is available when required. Twenty eight
percent of the respondents raised the issue that the business, and not the Data Warehouse
team, owns and is responsible for the quality of its data.
The issue of the support and commitment of senior business executives is multi-
dimensional and can be very sensitive. Senior executives are unlikely to fully commit to
a Data Wa, house project until they fully appreciate its business value. However, the
value of a Data Warehouse is unlikely to materialise without full commitment from
senior business executives. The link between value and commitment can be difficult to
create because, as twenty two percent of the respondents pointed out, it can be difficult to
quantify the benefits of a Data Warehouse before implementation. Ultimately, senior
business executives may be required to ma'ce Ii 'hilP of faith' regarding the value and
benefits they will receive from a Data Warehou ..
4.6.5 The management of expectations
Forty four percent of the respondents stressed the importance of correctly managing the
expectations of end users, in particular those of executives. Eleven percent of the
respondents specifically cautioned against over-selling EIS and Data Warehousing
concepts, and thereby creating expectations that cannot be delivered against.
Six percent of the respondents claimed that executives are legitimately disillusioned with
EIS because such high expectations have been created that have never been met.
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The respondents mentioned that four different expectations are held by end users when a
Data Warehouse is implemented. The first, mentioned by twenty two percent of the
respondents, is that meaningful results will be visible within a few months, or even
weeks. According to the respondent from the tertiary education institution:
"We managed to deliver in eight months. If' we had done it in longer we
would have had a serious problem, we would have missed the boat and we
would have lost the end user, "
Six percent of the respondents claimed that vendors who make unrealistic promises to the
business often create this particular expectation. Many vendors do make optimistic
claims regarding the time it will take to deliver, but they base their claims on well-
defined generic subject areas that they are familiar with, such as products or customers.
However, if one of these subject areas needs to be adapted to the specific circumstances
of an organisation, it is usually regarded as a scope change by the vendor, with associated
time delays, and cost increases. At organisation with little or no Data Warehousing
experience, and that relies heavily on input and guidance from external vendors and
consultants, is more susceptible to this type of problem.
The second expectation, mentioned by twenty two percent of the respondents, is that a
Data Warehouse will make up for deficiencies in operational systems, particularly with
respect to the quality of data that will become available. However, since a Data
Warehouse depends heavily for its success on a good infrastructure of supporting
operational systems that provide good quality data, it is going to highlight deficiencies in
these systems =ther than alleviate them. Furthermore, if these deficiencies are not
addressed there ill continue to be a need for good quality operational data throughout
the business, and this data will continue to be sought in the Data Warehouse,
The third expectation, mentioned by six percent of the respondents, is that a Data
Warehouse will make the jobs of end users easier. This will only be the case if the end
users have actively been involved in specifying their information requirements so that the
data in the Data Warehouse is relevant to their jobs.
The fourth expectation, mentioned by six percent of the respondents, is that a Data
Warehouse will contain perfectly accurate transaction level data, rather than selected
management decision support data. In most instances the timeliness and relevancy of
decision support data for senior managers is more important than its accuracy. It is,
therefore, critically important that the Data Warehouse is correctly positioned with
respect to the Transaction Processing Systems in the organisation, and that its goals,
purpose and scope are adequately communicated throughout the business.
Seventeen percent of the respondents felt that business users and I8/1T need to
understand that a Data Warehouse is not a technology project. One respondent from the
mining industry admitted that a Data Warehouse initiative does involve significant 1S/1T
effort, but stressed that this is not the challenge:
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"The challenge is making sure that the business understands it is the only
one that can interpret what's hidden in the Data Warehouse. The business
is the only one that can translate the data into meaningful information."
One bank avoided creating unrealistic expectations by implementing ie Data Warehouse
before launching tn awareness campaign. It based its awareness campaign on an existing
capability to deliver. While this approach may avoid creating unrealistic expectations its
lack of user involvement introduces the following risks that increase the likelihood of
failure:
• A lack of understanding within the business of what data is in the Data Warehouse,
how it can be used, and where it comes from;
• A lack of appreciation by the business of the value and risks associated with the use
of the data in the Data Warehouse; and
• A lack of ownership of the data by the business.
Seventeen percent of the respondents felt that end user expectations could most
effectively be managed through active user involvement, continuous communication and
feedback, and effective education and awareness programs. Furthermore, seventeen
percent of the respondents felt that there is a direct, reciprocal relationship between user
expectations and user participation.
While the need for user involvement, continuous communication and feedback, and
effective education and training was recognised by the respondents, these initiatives can
be difficult to realise. All of these initiatives require the undivided attention of end users,
but if the end users do not see the value of committing time and effort to them, they will
avoid becoming involved in them.
4.6.6 The management of political and cultural issues
Forty four percent of the respondents mentioned that there are significant ownership
issues associated with the implementation of a Data Warehouse. Technology and data
ownership should be no different in a Data Warehouse environment than what it is in a
traditional ISIIT environment. The business should always own its data, regardless of
where this data resides. ISIIT can own and operate the supporting technology
infrastructure, and often serves as the custodian of business data, rather than as owner of
it. The minimum acceptable level of service expected by the business from IS/IT can be
stipulated in Service Level Agreements between the business and ISIIT. The respondent
from the manufacturing industry provides a good example of a failed attempt by an
organisation to delegate: its responsibility for information ownership, by not being in a
position to provide the necessary authority to allow this responsibility to be assume«. His
organisation created a Business Information Department and made it responsible for
initiating, driving and owning business systems on behalf of the business. This
department was meant to assume the role of business specialist, to facilitate the
establishment of the business' information renuirements. It was. -owever, facing
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significant resistance from the business and was finding it very difficult to build its
credibility, as it had little political power and did not own any business information.
The respondents mentioned six significant political and cultural issues that can lead to the
failure of a Data Warehouse initiative. The first issue, raised by eleven percent of the
respondents, is that ISfIT staff often see the implementation of a Data Warehouse as a
direct threat to the control they have over end users. By empowering end users to
directly access the': "wn data the business is less reliant on ISIIT for this data. The
respondent from til' l product sales f\nd support industry claimed that:
"... you need an open-minded IT department or an IT manager who's not
afraid that by putting in the system he is going to lose some of his
credibility or his control within an organisation. II
The second issue relates to the fact that one of the distinguishing features of a DC\td
Warehouse is that it provides access to data that crosses organisational boundaries
However, seventeen percent of the respondents felt that if users who own and control
business information perceive that by sharing this information it will undermine their
political power, it will be used against them, or it will expose poor practices in their areas
of responsibility, they will not willingly share It.
The third issue, raised by twenty eight percent of the respondents, is that the success of a
Data Warehouse initiative depends on a culture of information within the organisation.
The establishment 0!a culture of information, however, goes beyond the implementation
of a Data Warehouse. A culture of information involves recognising and rewarding the
sharing of information throughout an organisation so that it can contribute to an increase
in knowledge and organisational learning, Therefore, the sharing of information should
be actively encouraged by making the necessary financial and human resources available
and by embedding the sharing of information in the performance nranagement systems of
the organisation. One of the respondents from the mining industry indicated that the lack
of an information culture in his Organisation was possibly one of the reasons why their
Data Warehouse initiative had been a struggle. The respondents who stressed the
nportanoe of an information culture also stressed that it is one of the most difficult
changes to successfully implement, particularly when senior executives are not
completely committed to it.
The fourth issue, mentioned by six percent of the respondents, is that an autocratic
decision culture can threaten the success of a Data Warehouse initiative. A problem can
arise when senior executives are afraid of, or are not used to empowering users to make
business decisions. In such cases if a Data Warehouse is seen to be an effective
empowering tool for staff at lower levels in the organisation, senior executives will
actively resist implementation efforts and will not cooperate with information gathering
exercises.
The fifth issue, mentioned by eleven percent of the respondents, can arise if ISIIT is
divided regarding the choice of the technology for the Data Warehouse. This issue can
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relatively easily be resolved if there is an established ISIIT strategy that provides clarity
on the technology direction of the organisation, particularly when this strategy is closely
aligned t·) the business strategy.
The sixth issue, raised by six percent of the respondents, can arise when outsource
partners are required to either implement or support, or allow the implementation and
SUPPOlt of technologies of competing vendors. In such cases the outsource partners may
feel! threatened by the presence of the competing vendor in 'their' domain. Often the best
way to manage such a situation is to reinforce the principle that the business drives the
most appropriate technical solution, not the vendor.
Political and cultural issues within an organisation can be subtle, yet powerful. Political
issues can arise when a technology, regardless of whether it is a Data Warehouse or not,
does not support the decision culture of senior executives in an organisation. The
implementation of a technology may be the catalyst for changing the culture, but in itself
will not be enough. Furthermore, even if it does form the basis of successful change, it
may still fail if it is seen as the source of political leverage or sensitivity.
4.6.7 The security of data and Informatio»
Although thirty nine percent of the respondents raised the importance vii ensuring that
adequate security is in place to control access to the data in the Data Warehouse, the issue
of the security of data and information was not discussed in depth.
Eleven percent of the respondents stressed that the importance placed on data and
in. .rmation security depends on the culture of the organisation, and the industry in which
it competes, For example, the banking industry is bound legally and ethically to keep
specific client information confidential. One respondent from the IT services industry
claimed that, ill general, organisations are beginning to feel less proprietary about their
information as they begin to see the value of sharing it, even with their suppliers and
customers. Seventeen percent of the respondents felt that a Data Warehouse should be
implemented with a philosophy of information sharing. As one respondent from the
banking industry put it:
"Everything needs to be transparent. To gain knowledge you must share
your information."
Eleven percent of the respondents felt that the approach to the security of data in a Data
Warehouse should not differ from the approach used with a traditional production
system. Certain information, such as payroll information, will always be confidential and
should be treated as such. One respondent from the mining industry pointed out that:
"It is purely a matter of understanding 110tonly the power, but the danger
of giving people access to the data."
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The level of security of data in a Data Warehouse should be dictated by a legitimate
business need, such as client confidentiality or legal requirc-nents. However, there is a
danger that the cultural or political issues within an organisation can dictate the level of
security, and where these issues limit the sharing of information, they also undermine the
potential value ofa Data Warehouse.
4.6.8 Demonstrated value and benefit
Twenty eight percent of the respondents mentioned that it is important that senior
executives in the business are aware of, and believe in the value, the Data Warehouse,
and do not merely see it as a cost or as an overhead. For this to happen mechat.sms must
be developed to create the link between a Data Warehouse initiative and us value.
Measures must be developed so that the business can associate tangible business benefits
directly with the information provided by the Data Warehouse. For example, measures
such as the value of being able to optimise stock management, the value of understanding
the sales patterns of product ranges, or the value of understanding the buying patterns of
certain clients. Furthermore, when the use of the Data Warehouse has resulted ill a
benefit to the business, this benefit should be formally communicated to senior
executives.
Thirty three percent of the respondents indicated that buy-in and subsequent continued
business support and commitment depends on how much benefit can be demonstrated
and how soon this benefit can be shown. One respondent from the retail industry claimed
that when selected groups of users are using the Data Warehouse, and are deriving value
from it, this will encourage other users to use it as well. Furthermore, satisfied users will
also sell the benefits to the rest of the organisation.
Fifty percent ofthe respondents indicated that it is difficult to attach quantifiable, tangible
benefits to a. Data Warehouse initiative. One respondent from the banking industry
highlighted this by saying:
"Everybody has an instinctive feeling that the Data Warehouse is worth a
lot. Unless you've got figures on a graph it remains a warm feeling."
The respondent from the tertiary education institution claimed that their Data Warehouse
initiative is a success, but that:
"There are unfortunately no quantitative ways that I can tell you it's a
success."
There are three primary reasons why the benefits of a Data Warehouse initiative are
difficult to quantify and measure. The first reason, mentioned by eleven percent of the
respondents, is that it is often very difficult to isolate the benefits that are directly
attributable to a Data Warehouse, especially since the implementation of a Data
Warehouse is usually done in conjunction with other business improvement initiatives.
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These respondents felt that the benefits of a Data Warehouse are too difficult to measure,
and therefore did not attempt to measure them.
The second reason, mentioned by seventeen percent of the respondents, is that it is often
only possible to see all of the benefits of a Data Warehouse some time after it has been
implemented. The business must therefure make a 'leap of faith' that their investment in a
Data Warehouse is going to provide some return. As one respondent from the IT services
industry put it:
". .. there is no way of knowing how it's going to affect everybody, We all
think that it's going to make everybody's life easier, and increase
productivity, but you don't know for sure how much money its going to
save you."
The third reason, mentioned by six percent of the respondents results from the level of
management that uses the data in a Data Warehouse. Senior managers and executives
make strategic decisions based on intuition and 'gut feel' rather than on hard facts. They
wi11100k at a series of trends and projections and make high level strategic decisions that
have results that are often difficult to quantify up front. Tactical and operational
managers, on the other hand, will use standard reports from operational systems to make
decisions based on hard facts, and these decisions usually have tangible outcomes.
Despite the difficulty of quantifying the benefits, sixty one percent of the respondents
stressed the importance of proving and demonstrating a ROI, or at least some financial
benefit, from a Data Warehousing initiative. Often future expenditure on a Data
Warehouse depends on the demonstration of financial returns. Seventeen percent of the
respondents claimed that continued, demonstrated ROI is the most powerful way of
demonstrating the long term value of a Data Warehouse, and that it is also the only way
of ensuring that business executives continue to invest in it.
To satisfy the need of the business for demonstrated bottom line returns from their Data
Warehouse initiative, twenty two percent of the respondents indicated that they only
pursue projects that promise large ROI. For example, the respondent from the medical
aid administration industry stated that their financial systems are not on the Data
Warehouse because these systems do not generate any financial returns, This respondent
stressed that:
"Although we believe in the value of the Data Warehouse we want to, we
have to, prove this value."
One of the respondents from the banking industry claimed that tney will not pursve ally
projects for the business unless it is accompanied by a complete Business Benefits
Analysis, and unle, ~ the business is prepared to pay for the effort involved in solving its
problems. According to this respondent:
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"The deliverables from the Business Benefits Analysis are the business
drivers. Establishing the business drivers before doing the development
work is a Critical Success Factor."
The above approach has the following advantages:
• The business is forced to calculate t ie potential ROI associated with the solution of
its problems, before any work is actualiy done to solve these problems;
OIl! It ensures that adequate measures are put in place to evaluate whether the expected
ROI has been achieved once a business problem has been solved; and
~ It prevents the Data Warehouse from being seen as an operational reporting system
and it forces the business to look for potentlai opportunities anu velue that may be
revealed by the data.
There are, however, two main disadvantages of this approach:
• Potentially significant business opportunities and unexpected benefits can be missed
by focusing solely on defined problems with defined outcomes, and that yield only
financial results; and
• If the only measure of success of a Data Warehouse is its contribution to the bottom
line, there is a danger that only solutions to short term financially oriented problems
w' tl be sought.
Eleven percent of the respondents indicated that part of demon- 'rating value to the
business is carefully managing the co sts, There was a particularly strong focus on the
cost aspect by the respondent from the manufacturing industry who was involved in a
Data Warehouse initiative that was not driven by the senior executives of the
organisation. This focus may have resulted from the fact that the respondent did not have
a mandate from the senior executives of the business to develop the Data Warehouse. In
this case there is a significant risk that even if the Data Warehouse does have business
value it may still be vetoed. This will happen if the senior executives perceive the
development of the Data Warehouse to be insubordinate, or to indicate that there is a lack
of confidence in their ability to identify and use the information they need to guide the
business.
The respondents indicated that there are four primary benefits of a Data warehouse
initiative. Furthermore, eleven percent of the respondents indicated that there were also
unexpected spin-offs and benefits from a Data Warehouse initiative. These unexpected
benefits include people thinking differently about the business, and improved workflow
processes.
The first primary benefit of a Data Warehouse, mentioned by seventeen percent of the
respondents, is that a Data Warehouse allows the identification of new business
opportunities and new niche markets. By its nature, a Data Warehouse stores historical
data and data that is integrated across a variety of disparate systems that span traditional
business functions. Therefore, as claimed by eleven percent of the respondents, it allows
forecasts and suspicions about customer behaviour, product sales patterns, and the effect
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of external and internal variables on the business to be substantiated or disproved, As
the respondent from the medical aid administration industry put it:
"In the past we have been good at making predictions without a Data
Warehouse because of the quality of the people making the predictions
and their vast experience, but now we can back these predications up,"
The second benefit, mentioned by eleven percent of the respondents, is that a Data
Warehouse reduces the manual, boring, time-consuming process of extracting
management information from operational systems. This frees up scarce and expensive
ISIIT resources to perform other, more appropriate tasks.
The third benefit, mentioned by forty four percent of the respondents, is that a Data
Warehouse provides more timely access to information. It is quicker to access the nata in
a Data Warehouse using a front-end tool than it is to request and wait for a report to be
extracted by IS/IT. This can significantly increase the timeliness of data. The respondent
from the ISIIT product sales and support industry claimed that:
". .. timely access to data is the key justification for implementing a Data
Warehouse."
The fourth benefit, mentioned by six percent of the respondents. is that by storing and
analysing decision support data in a Data Warehouse environment, the performance of
operational systems is not jeopardiscd,
The respondents also mentioned the following four measures of success of a Data
Warehouse initiative:
• Financial return, specifically ROI. This was mentioned by seventeen percent of the
respondents;
• Increase in usage, which was mentioned by eleven percent of the respondents;
o Users have b. come so dependent on the data that the system has become mission
critical. Seventeen percent of the respondents, all from the retail industry, claimed
this to be a measure of success ofa Data Warehouse initiative; and
• Ce-tain business questions and 'burning issues' cannot be answered or addressed
without the integrated, consolidated data that is provided by a Data Warehouse. Six
percent of the respondents felt that this was a measure of success.
One respondent from the mining industry was, however, careful to point out that Data
Warehouses are well suited to the solution of information based problems, but not all
problems.
There are undoubtedly myriad benefits associated with Data Warehousing. However, a
Data Warehouse is not the panacea for the information and decision support needs of an
entire organisation. For example, it does not replace the need for detailed operational
reports provided by Transaction Processing Systems. Furthermore, it does not solve
business problems 011 behalf of the business. It does, however, provide useful historical,
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subject area specific, detailed data that spans organisational boundaries. The value of this
data depends on how it is analysed and interpreted by senior executives and specialists
from within the business. As one respondent from the retail industry put it:
"Data in a Data Warehouse on its own is not worth a lot. What you have
to do with your Data Warehouse is look for people who can use the data to
tell you something you didn't know, 0" to look at the data in a slightly
different way and to use that insight to leverage change in the business. It
is these business changes and the new things that you didn't know about
your business that really make money."
4.6.9 The provision of good quality information
The quality of information should be seen in the context of its various characteristics.
These characteristics are availability, reliability and confidentiality. The reliability of an
information element depends on its accuracy, completeness, currency, validity,
timeliness, and auditability. In general, the respondents did not discuss the quality of
information in terms of its characteristics but did refer specifically to the requirement for
the reliability of data in its broadest sense, as well as to the requirement for accuracy and
timeliness.
Fifty five percent of the respondents stressed the importance of ensuring that the data in a
Data Warehouse has the required degree of accuracy. However, the degree of accuracy
of a data element depends on its intended use, as users, other systems, and other
applications can access a Data Warehouse. On the one hand respondents claimed that all
users do not have the same requirement tor data accuracy. For example, often strategic
information can be less accurate than operational information. This was illustrated by
one of the respondents from the banking industry who claimed that eighty percent
accurate and monthly data was adequate for the strategic target-market decisions made by
the banks' marketing department, while the financial users demanded far more accurate
and up-to-date information. On the other hand, some respondents claimed that the
objective should always be to have perfectly accurate data in the Data Warehouse. For
example, one respondent from a traditionally conservative mining company, claimed that
although a lot of data in a Data Warehouse may only be summary data, whatever data is
there should be perfectly accurate. It appears, therefore, that the requirement for the
accuracy of data depends not only on the intended use of the data, but also on the culture
of the organisation.
Fifty five percent of the respondents mentioned that timely access to data is critically
important to the success of a Data Warehouse initiative. As the respondent from the
tertiary education institution put it:
"Information must be available on demand."
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One of the strengths of a Data Warehouse is that, with the right front-end tools, it can
provide senior execs tives with timely access to key corporate data, without having to
wait for IS/IT to process a request to extract data. The more proficient the end user the
more powerful the data access and analysis front-end tools can be. Seventeen percent of
the respondents mentioned that the appropriate front-end tools should be provided to
senior executives for accessing and displaying the information they need.
One bank currently does not provide its users with any facilities to access the data in the
Data Warehouse themselves. It has a central ISIIT function that generates information
from the Data Warehouse upon request from business users, and distributes it on paper.
This undermines the inherent ability of a Data Warehouse to provide timely access to
data, since the senior executives of the bank are only slightly better off than without the
Data Warehouse. They still have to formally request information from the IS/IT
department, with delays of up to three days before receiving a response. With such long
cycles the decision process is broken, and it is difficult for a decision maker to establish
and investigate trends and subtleties that are contained within the information.
Seventy two percent of the respondents stressed that it is critically important for business
users and executives to be able to rely on and trust the data presented to them. According
to one respondent from the mining industry:
"People must not be able to question that it's the latest data, that it's there,
that it's available."
Unless senior executives can rely on the data in a Data Warehouse they will revert back
to those processes they have always used to obtain access to data, and will not use the
Data Warehouse.
There should be formal 'audit' procedures in place to provide an opinion on whether the
data in a Data Warehouse meets stipulated quality criteria such as accuracy, timeliness,
and completeness. These procedures should focus on the reliability of the processes used
to populate the Data Warehouse, rather than on the quality of specific data loads. For
example, if the data loading process is rehable then the quality of data should be good,
However, if the data loading process is unreliable, the quality of data may be good at one
point in time, but there is no guarantee that it will be good after the next data load. The
currency of data loads relative to the data in source systems may also make it difficult to
give a reliable audit opinion on a specific data load. For example, since a data load is
valid for a particular point in time, this data will differ from the data in an on-line source
system that contains data that is changing on a daily or on an hourly basis.
Eleven percent of the respondents stressed the importance of testing the quality of the
data in the Data Warehouse, while six percent of the respondents raised the need for a
formal audit process.
Part of the process of providing good quality data is admitting to 'unreliable' data. One
respondent tiom the banking industry claimed that their Data Warehouse project has
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gained significant credibility by monitoring the trends, changes and reconciliations of
their data loads, and reporting these to the business. In this way the business knows how
much reliance they can place on the data in the Data Warehouse, and can adjust its
decisions accordingly,
Part of the process of ensuring that a Data Warehouse contains good quality data is the
implementation of proper 'housekeeping' practices. These are the various processes and
procedures needed to ensure that only good quality data is fed into the Data Warehouse
from source systems. The need for proper 'housekeeping' practices was mentioned by
twenty two percent of the respondents.
A Data Warehouse initiative is often driven by a need to bring information together from
a variety of disparate systems to allow an enterprise-wide, integrated view of a specific
subject area, such as customers or products. Thirty three percent of the respondents
discussed the need for a consolidated, integrated view of critical business information,
As one respondent from the banking industr-y put it:
".,. we needed to bring all the information from our little cottage systems
together so that we could get a total view of one customer,"
Similarly, according to the respondent from the medical aid administration industry:
"... the advantage of the Data Warehouse to our executives is that it
provides a comprehensive picture of what is happening in health care
environments across the country."
Thirty nine percent of the respondents specifically mentioned the importance of a 'single
version of the tmth' of critical business information. One respondent from the mining
industry stressed the importance of having:
"." one system that provides all of management's information
requirements. "
This 'single version of the truth' is important to ensure that the performance of the
business is reported in a consistent manner. One of the problems of having different
figures from different systems for the reporting of business performance, is that often the
validity of the figures becomes the central debate, rather than the significance of the
figures themselves. It can happen that poor performance in specific areas of an
organisation, or by specific individuals, can be hidden by the inconsistent manner in
which information is reported from different systems.
Six percent of the respondents stressed the importance of populating the Data Warehouse
with the appropriate level of detail of data. There is a delicate balance between the level
of detail that should be stored, the needs of the business, and the cost of storing the data.
If all data il, stored at the lowest level of detail users may only access small subsets of it.
Furthermore, the greater the level of detail the higher the cost of the infrastructure
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needed, and the lower the potential ROJ. However, if data is not stored at til" lowest
level of detail there is a risk that the ability of the business to perform analys-, ;U be
constrained, and important business opportunities or threats may be hidden. Furthermore,
as business users become more comfortable with accessing the Data Warehouse their
requirement to analyse lower levels of detail may increase. Ultimately, the level of detail
that is to be stored should be based on the value that is likely to be derived from the
detail.
A sound infrastructure of networks, and operational and tactical information systems,
such as SAP R/3 and Electron"> Point Of Sale Systems, form the supporting backbone of
a Data Warehouse. This infrastructure, as pointed out by thirty three percent of the
respondents, is critical for ensuring that good quality data is supplied to, and accessible
from the Data Warehouse. It is very difficult to provide good quality data when the
supporting infrastructure is inadequate '"leI .1· ~ source systems that feed the Data
Warehouse are providing poor quality f, however, good quality data is not
available from source systems this should .. . ...;cessarily preclude the development of a
Data Warehouse, provided users are made aware of the problems with the quality of the
data, and where these problems originate. If source systems are providing poor quality
data to the Data Warehouse they will also be providing poor quality data to the rest of the
business. The danger of implementing a Data Warehouse in an environment where the
source systems are supplying poor quality data is that the Data Warehouse could be seen
as the mechanism for solving all data quality problems, both strategic and operational.
This was illustrated by one respondent from the retail industry who claimed that his
organisation was deliberately using its Data Warehouse as an Operational Data Store in
an attempt to make up for the rack of easily accessible operational data from its legacy
Transaction Processing Systems. This respondent pointed out that:
"When the Data Warehouse came about the first thing the business wanted
was the lowest level of operational information. We are still doing a lot of
this type of work rather than focusing on the EIS type of work. II
Six percent of the respondents mentioned the importance and value of having historical
data in the Data Warehouse. Historical data is valuable because it allows users to
perform trend and comparative analysis, and allows users to:
• Understand cause and effect relationships between business variables;
• Analyse production and sales patterns ofproducts;
• Monitor the effects of improvement initiatives; and
• Understand the behavioural patterns of customers.
Twenty two percent of the respondents mentioned the importance of having a single
repository of business mctadata that is readily .lable to end users. A repository of
business metadata is where the common, agreed definitions of each of the data elements
in a Data Warehouse, is kept. Furthermore, the metadata should also identify the owner
of each data element, its source system/s, and how it is derived, so that data quality
problems can be addressed at their source. Metadata is critical to ensure that end users
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can interpret the results they obtain from the Data Warehouse. According to one
respondent from the banking indust.
"In a Warehouse the metadata is your one means of telling your business
users what is in the Warehouse. It is important to have a specific and
unambiguous description of your data that is rigorous without being too
good. If you don't have metadata then you don't have agreement on what
the Warehouse means to different people."
For the metadata to contain agreed definitions of each data element it is important that
each data element is defined through consensus, not only of the naming conventions, but
also of how the data element is made tip and how it is derived. Also, it is important that
the metadata is easily maintained, as the task of keeping it current and accurate can
become onerous and very time consuming.
None of the respondents mentioned the need to include external information in their Data
Warehouses. This may be due to one, or all, of the following factors:
• The lack of reliable sources of relevant external information;
e The availability of large volumes of data fron: the Internet;
• The required external data or information may be in from that is inappropriate for
inclusion in a Data Warehouse. For example, video clips, voice messages, or
rumours that are entered as free form text;
• A lack of awareness of what external data is available;
• A lack of clarity amongst senior executives regarding what external information they
need; and
e The use of an internally focused information gathering approach.
4.6.10 User participation
Sixty one percent of the respon fents mentioned the importance of actively involving end
users, not only in the development, implementation anel testing of a Data Warehouse, but
also in selecting the front-end tools and defining the system objectives ani information
requirements. As the respondent from the IT services industry put it:
"... you should involve users in every single non-technical decision that
there is to make. II
If users are adequately involved throughout the project their expectations should
automatically be managed, and they should also be fully aware of the value and
usefulness of the Data Warehouse. Active user participation should create a common
vision, both within the business and within the project team, of the scope and objectives
of the project. For these reasons seventeen percent of the respondents felt that there is a
reciprocal relationship between user participation and user expectations. As one
respondent from the IT services industry remarked:
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"If you have continuous user involvement you can control expectations."
According to another respondent from the retail industry:
"By involving the users throughout the development cycle they [the users]
were seeing what it is going to look like, what it can do, and what it can't
do; so there was no big surprise at the end when we gave it to them. They
knew exactly what is was going to look like because they had built it."
Eleven percent of the respondents suggested that an effective mechanism for ensuring
active participation at all levels is a steering committee. However, in addition to the
disadvantages of a steering committee discussed in section 4.6.4, there are other problems
associated with relying on a steering committee as the only mechanism to achieve user
participation. If it is the only mechanism, there may be a temptation to include as many
stakeholders on the steering committee as possible. A steering committee should not be
allowed to become too large for the following reasons:
• The decision cycles may become too long;
• There may be too many conflicting interests to accommodate;
GO There may be a loss of focus on core issues;
.. It may be difficult to coordinate the attendance of all members; and
" Meetings may become long and ineffect. 'I •
Furthermore, it may not be practical to have a steerin; committee comprised of staff from
all levels within the organisation.
Eleven percent of the respondents stressed the importance of carefully selecting the end
users that should be involved in the project. To ensure that the project achieves it
objectives the following types of users should be chosen:
• Those who are willing and able to devote a substantial amount of time to the project;
• Those who are enthusiastic to help realise meaningful results;
.. Those who can offer constructive criticism and are aligned with what the project aims
to deliver;
• Those who can effectively articulate the business needs;
• Those who can make, or have key business decisions made quickly; and
• Those who will communicate progress throughout the organisation,
One of the respondents from the banking industry mentioned that the mechanism they use
to ensure user participation is to appoint a full-time Data Warehouse specialist in each
business unit. These specialists supervise the work the Data Warehouse is doing for their
particular business unit.
Involving end users in 1'. Data Warehouse initiative can have significant benefits for 7rp
project, but should be managed carefully. It is not practical or desirable to include all
affected stakeholders, because accommodating all of their needs will make the project
unmanageable, Only those users that will add value and will help achieve acceptance of
the Data Warehouse, should be chosen.
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4.6.11 Education, training, and support
seventy two percent of the respondents stressed the importance of educating and training
end users. Education and training should not only cover the use of the various Data
Warehousing front-end tools, but should also cover what data is available, how to access
and extract it, and what to do with it. This will not only empower users to extract and
analyse data themselves, but will also give them the confidence to do it on their own. As
one respondent from the IT product sales and support industry put it:
"... if you want to make sure that managers aren't daunted they must be
trained. "
According to another respondent from the mining industry:
"... the business expertise needs to be made aware of the power of the tool
and how to use it."
Training should also create a more general awareness of what technology can do for the
business and how various technologies relate to each other. For example, one respondent
mentioned that his organisation had developed training and awareness programs that deal
with Windows 95, spreadsheet usage, SAP Rl3, and the front-end tools associated with
their Data Warehouse.
Seventeen percent of the respondents stressed the importance of correctly timing the
training As the respondent fro.n the telecommunications industry put it:
"Training must be done at just the right time. Train people too long before
and they lose in.crest before they can use it, and you can't really roll out if
you haven't trained."
Twenty two percent of the respondents mentioned the need for adequate support
personnel who are always available to assist end users. Twenty two percent of the
respondents also suggested that part of the education process was the need for a form of
'hand-holding', especially of executive users. One of the respondents from the mining
industry suggested that an appropriate way of doing this is to employ a number of expert
Information Specialists who understand information, and who understand business.
These Information Specialists can guice senior executives in the use of the front-end
tools, as well as the data in the Data Warehouse. The .ole of these Information
Specialists is to create an awareness, communicate, and empower business users to
effectively use the Data Warehouse front-end tools. There is a risk that executives can
come to rely 011 these Information Specialists, and that it will be difficult to phase them
out after a while.
Seventeen percent of the respondents mentioned that education and training of end users
is an ongoing, repetitive process, rather than an event. This is because there are always
new users wanting to gain access to the data in a Data Warehouse, new data being loaded
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into a Data Warehouse, and new and improved software being introduced. The need for
ongoing, repetitive training can be dealt with in a number of ways. In the absence of
sufficient capacity within an organisation, use can be made of external independent
training facilities. However, the disadvantages of this approach are numerous:
• Training courses can be superficial;
• Users may not be trained using 'real' data from their organisation, 0)' even from their
own industry. This can leave them feeling uncomfortable with their ability to use the
software in their own environment; and
• Examples used can be superficial or specifically tailored to highlight the strengths,
and not the weaknesses, of the software tools and the Data Warehouse.
Alternatively, a 'train the trainer' approach can be used where designated, competent
individuals from the business are trained in the use of the various software tools. These
individuals then develop training courses based on the organisation's data, and using
relevant examples. An important advantage of this approach is that a trainer is
theoretica.lly always available on-site to deal with specific training issues. Six percent of
the respondents mentioned that their organisations had an in-house training capability.
One of the respondents had received extensive training on the front-end tool used by their
organisation and is now responsible for training newcomers and for doing 'refresher'
courses.
Twenty two percent of the respondents felt that today's executive is not adequately
computer literate, and in some cases is afraid of technology. According to one
respondent from the banking industry this situation stems from the fact that many
executives have not grown up with personal computers and do not really know how to
use them. The respondent claimed that this represents a significant barrier to the
acceptance and ultimate success of a Data Warehouse initiative. All twenty two percent
of these respondents believed that this 'generation gap' is likely to fall away as younger
managers, who are more comfortable with using technology in their jobs, work their way
into executive positions. There were two diametrically opposed views regarding whether
executives should be trained to use software front-eud tools to access the data in a Data
Warehouse themselves. Six percent of the respondents felt that it was necessary and that
the front-end tools are available and are sufficiently easy to use. Another six percent,
however, felt that executives should not be forced to lise Data Warehouse front-end tools.
These respondents felt that alternative ways should be sought to make any useful data
that resides in a Data Warehoui available to executives as and when they need it. One
way of addressing the fear of existing executives is to make them aware of the potential
value of the technology, specifically in terms of tlv. information that can be provided to
them for improved decision making. Ultimately, the decision as to whether senior
executives should be trained to I'Ge front-end tools should be made by the executives
themselves. The decision should only be made once the executives have been given
adequate opportunity to see the value of the data in the Data Warehouse, and the use of
the front-end tools to access this delta.
.Lleven percent of the respondents stressed the importance of not only training end users,
but also ISIIT staff. This will enable ISIIT staff to effectively and efficiently implement
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and maintain the hardware, software and front-end tools associated with a Data
Warehouse. Although Data Warehousing is not a new concept, the technology and
techniques surrounding it are fairly unique, such as the complexity of data modelling for
a decision support environment. Furthermore, these technologies and techniques have
advanced rapidly over the last few years.
The respondents mentioned three approaches that can be used to train ISIIT staff. The
first approach, mentioned by six percent of the respondents, is where vendors or
independent training institutions present formal training.
The iecond, mentioned by eleven percent of the respondents, involves adopting a
philosophy of 'learning by doing' Technical staff are provided with minimal training and
develop their Data Warehousing skills through practical 'hands on' experience. Although
eleven percent of the respondents strongly advocated the 'learning by doing' approach, all
these respondents were from the same bank. Therefore, their view may be the result of a
perceived need to defend the approach adopted by the bank, rather than from a sincere
beIiefthat it is the most appropriate approach.
The third approach, mentioned by six percent of the respondents, is where the training of
IS/1T staff is done through a process of 'knowledge transfer'. In this approach technical
staff work with experienced practitioners to learn the required skills and techniques.
However, the respondents expressed a concern at the lack of such experienced Data
Warehousing practitioners, especially in South Africa. As a result of the lack of local
experienced consultants, use is often made of international consultants with a view to
learning from them. Unfortunately, when an iterative, prototyping approach is used to
implement a Data Warehouse there: is often not enough time for thorough knowledge
transfer to take place, especially if the consultants are only involved in implementing one
or two of the prototypes. It is also often not possible to retain the services of a good
consultant for more than a few months due to the demand for their services.
One way of reducing the training burden is to select a front-end tool that users are already
familiar with. Six percent of the respondents mentioned that one of the criteria for
selecting their data analysis front-end tool vas that users were already familiar it. This
approach will, however, only apply to SItuations in which users have already had some
exposure to data access and analysis front-end tools. This is why seventeen percent of
the respondents mentioned that they had, or were in the process of choosing Internet
technology to provide users access to their Data Warehouse, not only because it is easy to
use, but also because most users' familiarity with the technology and its interface reduces
the training burden significantly.
Eleven percent of the respondents stressed that training and education creates awareness.
When business users are aware, not only of the value of a Data Warehouse but also of its
limitations, their expectations will be more realistic. Therefore, there is a reciprocal
relationship between education and training, and end user expectations.
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Ongoing education, training and support is no less important in a Data Warehouse
environment than what it is for any other ISIIT project. However, since a Data
Warehouse is designed to improve the effectiveness of decision making, rather than the
efficiency of business processes, it has an additional challenge associated with it. This
challenge is making senior executives not only aware of the value of the data in the Data
Warehouse, but also encouraging them to access and use this data themselves.
4.6.12 Flexibility of the Data Warehouse
Eleven percent of the respondents raised the importance of ensuring that the technical
solution caters for the ongoing addition of data to meet the information requirements
dictated by long term business needs. The scalability of the technical solution chosen is
critical for a number of reasons:
• The more a Data Warehouse is used, and as its user base increases, the greater the
need for additional data, and the more the Data Warehouse must be able to grow; and
It One of the factors that differentiates a Data Warehouse from a Transaction Processing
System is that historical data is stored that allows trends to be followed and
comparisons to be made over time. Therefore, to be able to store more historical data
the Data Warehouse must be able to grow.
Twenty two percent of respondents raised the importance of having a thoroughly planned
and well designed data architecture. A poorly designed data architecture will limit future
flexibility in terms of system scalability and data analysis capability, and is likely to
reduce potential ROL The data should be stored at the lowest possible level of detail,
within given practical and cost constraints, to allow the business maximum flexibility to
do analysis. When data is stored at the lowest level of detail it is easy to summarise it for
specific views, but it is not possible to drill down into a level of detail lower than that
which has been stored in the Data Warehouse. However, storing data at the lowest level
of detail also increases the volume of data significantly and this in turn increases the
demands on the Data Warehouse to efficiently store and retrieve the data. The factor that
complicates the data architecture of a Data Warehouse and differentiates it from the data
architecture of an operational system is the time dimension. Each data element stored in
a Data Warehouse is time stamped after which it is not changed or removed. This allows
a history of the datu element to be built up over time. Even if the data architecture is well
designed it may still have to be enhanced, or even rearchitected over time to respond to
changes in the business and its information requirements. As one respondent from the
banking industry put it:
"Everyone says that the dimensions of the Data Warehouse are so stable.
What can change? Customer, products, geography, time - nothing can
change there - Wrong! Our customer is already a different model from the
customer that we started the Data Warehouse with."
Eleven percent of the respondents admitted that their organisations had to reconstruct
their Data Warehouses a number of times as a result of poorly designed data
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architectures. For example, one of the resp- idents from the banking industry regarded
the storing of summarised data in their Data warehouse as a setback because when the
time Came to analyse their data at transaction level it was not possible, because their data
had not been stored at this level. The bank then had to re-design and re-implement its
Data Warehouse so that it contained transaction level data.
Fifty five percent of the respondents pointed out that different users have different
information, analysis, and presentation requirements. Some users require highly
aggregated data that does not always need to be up-to-date, while others need very
accurate, up-to-the-minute information. Each type of user may prefer different report
formats and layouts and different methods of data analysis. Various users may require
different Ievek. of analysis sophistication and complexity. For example, executive users
seldom require sophisticated analysis functionality; middle managers and technical staff
often require the capability to do complex, in-depth analysis; and well trained, highly
skilled technical staff may need to do Data Mining, The Data Warehouse and its
associated front-end tools should be flexible enough to accommodate such a wide variety
of needs and preferences. This often points to the need to provide different front-end
tools to different users. As the respondent from the tertiary education industry put it:
"It is critical that users are allowed to have the tools they can best work
with. It
Twenty two percent of the respondents felt that data access front-end tools based on
Internet technology are a good solution for providing inexpensive, flexible access to the
data in a Data Warehouse environment. These front-end tools contain user defined
dynamic reports, with various analysis capabilities including 'drill down' and 'drill across'
functionality. Furthermore, these front-end tools allow the user base to be increased
substantially in a very short period of time with minimal, if any, disruption to the
business. One of the reasons for the scalability and ease of implementation of data access
<nd analysis front-end tools based on Internet technology is that no sophisticated software
is required on client Personal Computers. One respondent from the retail industry
claimed that:
"You can go from one hundred to five hundred users in a day if you had to
because it's totally scalable. II
Although respondents did mention the importance of the flexibility of a Data Warehouse
and its associated front-end tools it was generally regarded as more of a technical issue.
With the appropriate teC'\qlhal skills and competencies and the correct choice of technical
infrastructure, flexibilit, ;,. of lesser importance than the 'softer' issues such as senior
management commitment, information quality, and demonstrated value.
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4.6.13 Ease of use
Many of the front-end tools associated with Data Warehousing provide a variety of
features such as an EIS interface, 'slice and dice' capabilities, drill down functionality,
reporting features, and graphical, tabular as well as textual interfaces. However, the
respondents seldom mentioned the need for specific features and the key criterion cited
for the acceptance of a specific front-end tool was its ease of use. Seventy eight percent
of the respondents specifically stressed the importance of providing easy access to data in
the Data Warehouse. In general, it was felt that ease of use directly affects the usage of a
specific front-end tool.
Ease of use does not only apply to the front-end tools used to access and analyse the data
in a Data Warehouse, Six percent of the respondents stressed that it also applies to the
software tools used to provide access to business metadata.
Various users may require different levels of analysis sophistication and complexity. In
general, the more complex a front-end tool the more difficult it will be to use. Therefore,
as seventeen percent of the respondents pointed out, different levels of functionality and
ease of use should be provided to different types of users. One respcndent from the retail
industry claimed that the level of computer literacy of a user should not bf.l used as an
excuse for not giving them an appropriate front-end tool to gain access to the data in a
Data Warehouse. As this respondent put it:
"At each level as long as you provide them [users] with the right tools and
the right technology they will be fine."
Twenty eight percent of the respondents suggested that Internet technology is an
effective, easy to use solution for providing data access to a wide variety of users in a
very short period of time. One respondent from the banking industry felt that the use of
Internet technology may encourage executives who are not comfortable with technology
to access the data in a Data Warehouse,
The targeted user population should dictate how easy a front-end tool must be to use.
Specifically, executive users seldom require sophisticated analysis functionality and are
unlikely to access the Data Warehouse every day. Furthermore, executives often prefer
graphs to tables and text so that they can see trends, patterns, variances and abnormal
situations at a glance. Therefore, the front-end tools provided to them must be graphical
and so easy to use that they are intuitive, and require little or no training.
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4.7 Conclusion
The preceding analysis and discussion of the research evidence focused at a detailed level
on the issues raised by the respondents. Although the issues raised were discussed as
logical groupings of themes there is a strong overlap between logical groupings, and the
following relationships are evident:
• The approach to establishing the system objectives and business information
requirements is not necessarily independent of the approach used to implement a Data
Warehouse. For example, in a prototyping approach the development of a prototype
takes place in parallel to, and as a means to establish the business information
requirements;
II There is a link between the commitment of senior executives to a Data Warehouse
initiative and its value;
• There is a link between user expectations and user participation;
61 There is a link between political and cultural issues, and senior management
commitment;
• There is a link between the commitment of senior executives to a Data Warehouse
initiative and the quality of data that resides in it; and
• There is a link between user expectations, and education and training.
Each logical grouping in section 4.6 relates directly to the empirical generalisations
proposed for this research. Furthermore, each empirical generalisation represents a
proposed CSF for implementing an EIS based on a Data Warehouse. The strong
relationships between the logical groupings indicate that the empirical generalisatio'
need to be revised to be more useful.
Chapter five takes a broader view of the content analysis by relating it, at a higher level.
to the empirical generalisations to establish the level of support for the empirical
generalisations. Chapter five also reviews the research results against the aim and
objectives of this research.
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONFIRMATION AND REFINEMENT OF THE
RESEARCH
5.1 Introduction
Chapter five reviews the research results against the aim and objectives of this research,
as presented in chapter one, and against the theoretical conjecture and empirical
generalisations presented in chapter two. The objectives ofthis chapter are to determine
the extent to which the aim and objectives of the research have been achieved, and the
level of support for the empirical generalisations. Based on the support for the empirical
generalisation a refined theoretical conjecture is proposed.
The first step of the research process was an extensive literature review to assess
established theoretical frameworks. This, together with the research problem, was used
to postulate the theoretical conjecture, from which the empirical generalisations were
developed. The next section presents the rationale for establishing the level of support
for the empirical generalisations. The section after it discusses the extent to which the
research evidence supports the empirical generalisations.
5.2 ContentAnalysis
5.1.1 Link to chapter four
This chapter takes the discussion in section 4.6 further by using it to establish the level of
support for the empirical generalisations. The content analysis presented in section 4.4 in
chapter four is presented at a higher level of abstraction in table 5.1. Only that part of the
analysis that pertains to establishing the level of support for the empirical generalisations
is presented here. Furthermore, although more than one theme supports each empirical
generalisation as shown in table 4.2, these themes have been omitted from table 5.1.
Table 5.1 shows the empirical generalisations that were proposed in sections 2.5 and 3.4,
in the left hand column, numbered from one to thirteen. For the sake of clarity, the
mapping that indicates which number corresponds to which empirical generalisation is
presented in table 5.2.
Table 5.1 also shows the number of respondents that mentioned that a particular
empirical generalisation was critical, the total number of times the empirical
generalisation was mentioned, and the average number of times the empirical
generalisation was mentioned. Although rankings have been shown they do not represent
the importance of each empirical generalisation relative to each other. This is because
each empirical generalisation represents a Critical Success Factor (CSF) and, by
definition, each and every CSF is critical on its own and, if not achieved, will result in
failure. The rankings indicate the level of support for each empirical generalisation and
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are intended to help provide clarity on the meaning of the results of the content analysis,
from different perspectives. Furthermore, the rankings are intended to highlight
potentially significant findings that would not be immediately obvious if the results were
to be viewed from a single perspective.
Table 5.1 Summary of the content analysis used to establish the level of support for the
empirical generalisations
* EG =: Empirical Generalisation
** The average was taken over the number of respondents who mentioned the issue as critical,
not over the total number of respondents interviewed.
Table 5.2 Numerical values corresponding to each empirical generalisation
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The values listed in table 5.1 are presented graphically in figures 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4.
Figures 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 show the different perspectives used tv understand the
results of the content analysis.
No of respondents who mentioned an empirical
generalisation
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Figure S.l The number of respondents who mentioned an empirical generalisation
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No of times an empirical generalisation was
mentioned
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Figure 5.2 The total number of times each empirical generalisation was mentioned
To allow a broad.er perspective to be taken on the extent to which an empirical
generalisation is supported, it is necessary to look at both how many respondents
mentioned an issue and how often it was mentioned. For example, a particular issue may
have been regarded as critical by all respondents, such as the first, eighth, and ninth
empirical generalisations in figure 5.1. However, viewing the results from this
perspective only is not enough. Figure 5.2 illustrates that even though the first empirical
generalisation was mentioned by all of the respondents, the fourth empirical
generalisation was mentioned more often, even though it was not mentioned by all of the
respondents. A combined view is illustrated in figure 5.3. In figure 5.3 it can be seen
that, in general, when a respondent felt that an issue was critical, they tended to raise it
often. For example, if they felt that the ninth empirical generalisation (the provision of
good quality external and internal information to end users) was important they would
mention it repeatedly, often using examples to illustrate their point.
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Figure 5.3 The number of respondents who mentioned an empirical generalisation
compared to the total number of times it was mentioned
To better understand how important each respondent felt a particular empirical
generalisation was, the total number of times an empirical generalisation was mentioned
was divided by the number of respondents that mentioned the empirical generalisation.
The total number of times an empirical generalisation was mentioned was not divided by
the total number of all respondents, as this would give a false impression of how
important the respondents felt an empirical generalisation was. The results are shown in
table 5.1, as well as in figure 5.4.
Ave no of times mentioned per respondent
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Figure 5.4 The average number of times an empirical generalisation was mentioned by the
respondents who mentioned it
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5.2.2 EstabJishing the levels of StlPP:>J't
To define the level of suppc t for a particular empirical generalisation three somewhat
arbitrary 'levels' were selected: Strongly Supported, Moderately Supported, and Poorly
Supported.
To establish what 'level' an empirical generalisation falls into, the highest average value
for an empirical generalisation was selected from table 5.1 (17.65 for the fourth empirical
generalisation). This value was divided by three to represent each 'level', as shown
below:
.. Poorly supported= an average value of less than or equal to 17.65/3 = 5.88;
• Moderately supported= an average value of more than 5.88 but less than or equal to
11.77; and
• Strongly supported = an average value greater than 11.77.
The numeric values separating each level were then used as a guide to establish the level
of support for each empirical generalisation.
5.3 Review of the Empirical Generalisations
Throughout the discussion that follows, where reference is made to a Data Warehouse or
to Data Warehousing, it implicitly refers to the executive information component of Data
Warehousing.
5.3.1 First empirical generalisation
There must be a clear link between the data / information provided by an
EIS based on a Data Warehouse and the goals and performance measures
of the business.
The importance of a clear link between the data ; information provided by a Data
Warehouse and the goals of the business was stressed by all of the respondents. It was
mentioned a total of 155 times by all of the respondents, which represents an average of
8.61 t'rnes per respondent. From table 5.1 it can be seen that although thi~ issue was
mentioned by all of the respondenn as critical, the number of times it was mentioned was
only fourth highes., whilst the average number of'times it was mentioned, per respondent,
was only sixth highest.
Based on its average value, there is moderate support for this empirical generalisation.
This is lower than expected especially since all the respondents mentioned the importance
of the link between the data in a Data Warehouse, and the goals and performance
measures of the business. However, as the respondents did not mention this empirical
generalisation often, they may not have fully appreciated its significance. This lack of
appreciation may be or of the primary reasons for the relatively low number of
successful Data Warehouse implementations reported by the respondents (as shown in
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section 4.5.3 only fifty percent of the respondents regarded their Data Warehouses as a
success)
Most of the respondents stressed the importance of identifying the information that
supports the goals and performance measures of the business, but did not specifically
discuss the goals and performance measures themselves. These goals and performance
measures must be clear, well defined, and senior executives must be committed to their
achievement, to the extent that they are built into, and entrenched in the measurement
systems of the organisation. Without this clarity, the data ill the Data Warehouse may, at
best, loosely allude to these goals and performance measures. Without commitment to
the achievement of the business goals and performance measures, there will be no
incentive for the executives, or their subordinates, to use the data in the Data Warehouse.
The result is that there is an increased risk that the Data Warehouse initiative will fail.
The unexpectedly low level of support for this empirical generalisation may be the result
of the management style that currently prevails in the respondents' organisations. When
the data in a Data Warehouse is directly linked to well defined, meaningful strategic
goals that are actively pursued by the most senior executives ill an organisation, it is
expected that there will be a better appreciation, and a correspondingly stronger support
for this empirical generalisation.
5.3.2 Second empirical generalisation
An approach, which is best suited to the specific circumstances of the
business, should be used to establish the system objectives and business
information requirements of an EIS "B.sedon a Data Warehouse.
The approach for establishing the system objectives and business information
requiremen ts was mentioned as critical by ninety four percent of the respondents. It was
mentioned a total of 125 times by all of the respondents, which represents an average of
7.35 times per respondent. From table 5.1 it can be seen that the number of times it was
mentioned was seventh highest whilst the average number of times it was mentioned, per
respondent, was eighth highest.
Based on its average value this empirical generalisation is moderately supported. On the
one hand this IS surprising, since, in an unstructured decision environment such as that of
a senior executive, the approach needed to establish the system objectives and business
information requirements often depends on the personalities, management styles, and
culture within an organisation. These can vary significantly from organisation to
organisation. Under such circumstances it is likely that a number of different approaches,
and combinations of approaches, should be followed to understand the decision
environment and supporting information needs.
On the other hand, the moderate support for this empirical generalisation is not too
surprising considering that often Data Warehousing projects are led by independent
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consultants. Consultants frequently sell their services based on a promise to use 'world
best practice' methodologies that are tailored to the specific needs of each organisation.
In such cases the leadership. management and application of the methodology are left to
the consultants and become of lesser importance to the remainder of the project team An
inexperienced project team ;s also often not in a position to question the validity of the
manner in which consultant-led methodologies are applied. Unfortunately, despite
promises of vast experience and tailor made, best practice methodologies, the failure rate
of Data Warehouse projects remains high.
Twenty eight percent of the respondents felt that Data Warehousing as concept IS still
maturing (Section 4.5.2). In an environment that is evolving rapidly, it is conceivable
that there will be many approaches for establishing the system objectives and business
information requirements. However, few of these approaches will be well embedded, or
generally accepted. The high failure rate of Data Warehousing projects is a dear
indication that well defined, robust approaches have yet to emerge. Since the success of
a Data Warehouse depends on the data stored in it, how well this data relates to the issues
faced by the business in general, and the senior executives in particular, is of paramount
importance. Therefore, the approach to understanding the data is itself critical. The
application of an approach should depend on the specific circumstances, personalities,
and culture that prevail in an organisation. As time passes and Data Warehousing
matures, so will its associated approaches and methodologies, and there should, therefore,
be stronger support for this empirical generalisation.
5.3.3 Third empirical generalisation
An iterative, prototyping approach must be used to implement an EIS
based on a Data Warehouse.
The approach to implementing an EIS based on a Data Warehouse was mentioned as
critical by eighty three percent of the respondents. Itwas mentioned a total of 146 times
by all of the respondents, which represents an average of 9.73 times per respondent.
F .n table 5.1 it can be seen that the number of times it was mentioned v..lS fifth highest,
whilst the average number of times it was mentioned, per respondent, was fourth highest.
Although the importance of the approach to implementing a Data Warehouse was
mentioned by eighty three percent of the respondents, the need for an iterative,
prototyping approach was only mentioned by fifty percent of the respondents (Sectie 11
4.6.3). Those respondents that stressed the importance of adopting all lterauve,
prototyping approach did, however, mention it often. There is, therefore, moderate
support for this empirical generalisation,
A 'big bang' approach was endorsed by eleven percent of the respondents (Section 4.6.3),
Those respondents that endorsed the 'big bang' approach did not mention it often.
Furthermore, they were involved in Data Warehouse projects that either implemented a
limited subset of data across the entire organisation, or implemented the data for a
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complete subject area in (11Ie part of the business. Therefore, although these approaches
may not have been iterative, and may not have involved prototypes, it is questionable
whether they were in fact 'big bang' approaches.
It is surprising that there was not a stronger level of support for this empirical
generalisation. There is strong support for the fourth and eighth empirical generalisations
(Sections 5.3.4 and 5.3.8) which deal with senior management commitment and
demonstrated value. Furthermore, thirty three percent of the respondents stressed that
buy-in and subsequent continued business support depends on how much benefit can be
demonstrated, and how soon this benefit can be shown (Section 4.6.8). A prototyping
approach is well suited to obtaining appropriate end user involvement and demonstrating
meaningful results in the short term, and in so doing encouraging the commitment of end
users. Therefore, as the approaches to implementing Data Warehouses mature and Data
Warehouse practitioners see the benefits of a prototyping approach, there should be
stronger support for this empirical generalisation.
5.3.4 Fourth empirical generalisation
There must be active, demonstrated support and commitment from both
executives and the project team when implementing an EIS based on a
Data Warehouse.
The importance of the support and commitment of both business executives and users, as
well as ofTS/iT was stressed by ninety four percent of the respondents. It was mentioned
a total of300 times by all of the respondents, which represents an average of 17.56 times
per respondent. From table 5.1 it can be seen that this is the second highest number of
times that an issue was mentioned, which tranelates into the highest average number of
times that it was mentioned, per respondent.
Although this empirical generalisation was not mentioned by all of the respondents, those
who did mention it mentioned it often, and for this reason there is strong support for it.
The level of support for this empirical generalisation is not surprising since the issue of
commitment is multi-dimensional and far reaching. The importance of commitment is
reflected by the fact that fifty percent of the respondents stressed the need for business
buy-in, and eighty three percent felt that the business should initiate, drive and own the
Data Warehouse initiative (Section 4.6.4). Furthermore, thirty three percent of the
respondents also felt that IS/IT resources should be ccmr iitted to the project (Section
4.6.4). Without senior management commitment the following risks may materialise:
• The business will not initiate, drive or own he project;
• The business will not commit adequate time or resources to the project;
• The data in the Data Warehouse will not relate the goals, or the issues facing senior
executives;
• There will be 110 incentive to ensure that good quality data is stored in the Data
Warehouse;
" The Data Warehouse will not deliver any value;
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• There will be no incentive for the business to use the Data Warehouse; and
,. IS/IT staff will not be committed to the project.
The importance of commitment is further highlighted by the fact that twenty two percent
of the respondents felt that there is a reciprocal relationship between the level of
commitment by the business and the perceived value of the Data Warehouse initiative. It
is significant, therefore, that the eighth empirical generalisation, which deals with the
value ofa Data Warehouse, is also strongly supported (Section 5.3.8).
5.3.5 Fifth empirical generalisatiou
The expectations of the end users of an EIS based on 8. Data Warehouse
must be managed.
The importance of' managing the expectations of the end users was raised by sixty seven
percent of the respondents. It was mentioned a total of 103 times by all of the
respondents, which represents an average of8.58 times per respondent. From table 5.1 it
can be seen that the number of times this issue was mentioned as critical was eighth
highest, whilst the average number of times it was mentioned, per respondent, was
seventh highest.
Seventeen percent of the respondents felt that end user expectations could be effectively
managed with the following mechanisms (Section 4.6.5):
f!t Active user involvement;
• Continuous communication and feedback; and
• Effective education and awareness programs.
These are all recognised change management techniques that should form part of a good
project management approach. Seventeen percent of the respondents felt that there is a
reciprocal relationship between user participation and involvement, and user expectations
(Section 4.6.10), and eleven percent of the respondents felt that training and education
creates awareness (Section 4.6.11), which will lead to more realistic expectations.
Therefore, the moderate level of support for this empirical generalisation may stem from
the fact that the respondents fed that with adequate project management, user
participation and involvement, and effective training and education, the issue of user
expectations falls away.
5.3.6 Sixth empirical geueralisatlon
The political and cultural issues surrounding the implementation of an EIS
based on a Data Warehouse must be managed.
The importance of managing the political and cultural issues surrounding the
implementation of an EIS based on fL Data Warehouse was raised as critical by seventy
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eight percent of the respondents. It was mentioned a total of 128 times by all of the
respondents, which represents an average of9.14 times per respondent. From table 5.1 it
can be seen that the number of times this issue was raised as critical was sixth highest,
whilst the average number oftimes it was mentioned, per respondent, was fifth highest.
Based on its average value there is moderate support for this empirical generalisation.
Those respondents that raised political and cultural issues mentioned them in the context
of technology and data ownership, the tr.reat oflosing control, the fear of losing political
power, the lack of an information culture, an autocratic decision culture, the choice of
technology, and the management of outsource partners.
The issue of technology and data ownership is relatively easily resolved through
education and training programs. Furthermore, the choice of technology and the
management of outsource partners is also relatively easily resolved through competent
management. The remaining issues all relate to the management style and culture of the
organisation, that extend far beyond the implementation of a Data Warehouse, but that
directly affect its likelihood of success. These are not issues that can be resolved within
an implementation project, unless there is strong commitment at the highest levels within
the organisation, not only to the project, but also to the overall organisational changes
required for it to succeed. A Data Warehouse will not succeed in an environment where
the sharing of information is not actively encouraged and rewarded, and where political
power is based on infon .....tion that can be closely guarded by key individuals within an
organisation. This i is, therefore, inextricably linked to senior management
commitment in its broadest sense.
5.3.7 Seventh empirical generalisation
The issue of the security of data and information must be resolved when
implementing an EIS based on a Data Warehouse,
The issue of addressing the security of data and information was raised as critical by fifty
percent of the respondents. It was only mentioned a total of 48 times by all of the
respondents, which represents an average of 5.33 times per respondent. From table 5.1 it
can be seen that the number oftimes it was mentioned was only twelfth highest, whilst
the average number of times it was mentioned, per respondent, was only eleventh highest.
This empirical generalisation is poorly supported. This may be due to the fact that the
respondents may not have fully understood the issue. For example, they may have
thought that it relates to the software and hardware mechanisms for controlling logical
access to sensitive data, rather than to the philosophy that should be applied to the sharing
of information, This is supported by the fact that only seventeen percent of the
respondents believed that a Data Warehouse should be implemented with a philosophy of
informaticn sharing (Section 4.6.7). A Data Warehouse that is implemented in an
envirorunent where the sharing of information is not actively encouraged and rewarded
will fail. This issue, therefore, relates strongly to the information culture within an
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organisation, and the level of commitment of senior executives to establishing this
culture.
5.3.8 Eighth empirical generalisation
There must be demonstrated value and benefit to the business when
implementing an EIS based on a Data Warehouse.
The importance of demonstrating value and benefit to the business was raised by all of
the respondents. It was mentioned a total of 286 times by all of the respondents, which
represents an average of 15.89 times per respondent. From table 5.1 it can be seen that
the number of times it was mentioned was third highest, whilst the average number of
times it was mentioned, per respondent, was also third highest.
This issue was mentioned by all of the responder.cs was mentioned often. Therefore,
there is strong support for this empirical general! This is not surprising since there
will always be a strong link between the commitment of senior executives to an initiative,
and the financial return they believe they will be receiving from it. Senior executives of
commercial organisations are implicitly or explicitly measured on the value they add to
the shareholders of the organisation. They will, therefore, always continue to seek ways
of improving the bottom line. This is supported by the fact that although there are myriad
intangible benefits associated with Data Warehousing, sixty one percent of the
respondents stressed the importance of demonstrating financial return (Section 4.6.8).
5.3.9 Ninth empirical generalisation
An EIS based on a Data Warehouse must provide good quality external
and internal information to end users.
The provision of good quality information to end users was mentioned as critical by all of
the respondents. It was mentioned a total of 306 times by all of the respondents, which
represents an average of 17 times per respondent. From table 5.1 it can be seen that, in
addition to being mentioned by all of the respondents as critical, the number of times it
was mentioned was the highest, whilst the average number of times it was mentioned, per
respondent, was seccud highest.
All respondents mentioned the importance of good quality information, and mentioned it
often. Therefore, there is strong support for this empirical generalisation. Senior
executives must feel comfortable that the data they are basing their decisions on has the
required reliability, availabii.tv and '~('llf.idt:nti.i\ity. If they have any doubts about the
data they will not use it, and will revert back to their traditional mechanisms for gathering
and interpreting the data they need. Furthermore, there will be no reason for them to
continue to support, and commit to a Data Warehous= that does not meet their
information requirements. The fact that seventy two percent of the respondents stressed
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that it is critically important that senior executives can rely on, and trust the data
presented to them (Section 4.6.9), supports this.
Surprisingly, not one respondent mentioned the importance of including external
information in the Data Warehouse (Section 4.6.9). This may be due to one, or all, of the
following factors:
• The lack of reliable sources of relevant external information;
• The availability of large volumes of data from the Internet;
• The required external data or information may be in from that is inappropriate for
inclusion in a Data Warehouse. For example, video clips, voice messages, or
rumours that are entered as free form text;
• A lack of awareness of what external data is available;
• A lack of clarity amongst senior executives regarding what external information they
need; and
• The use of an internally focused information gathering approach.
5.3.10 Tenth empirical generalisation
There .. ust be active participation by end users when an EIS based on a
Data Warehouse is implemented.
The :"~portance of the active involvement of end users in the implementation of an EIS
based on a Data Warehouse was mentioned by sixty one percent of the respondents. It
was only mentioned a total of 60 times by the respondents, which represents an average
of 5.45 times per respondent. From table 5.1 it can be seen that the number of times it
was mentioned Was only tenth highest, whilst the average number of times it was
mentioned, per respondent, was also only tenth highest.
Based on its average value there is poor support for this empirical generalisation. As
stated in section 5.3.5, user participation is a recognised change management technique
that should form part of a good project management approach. Therefore, the
respondents may feel that it should be adequately dealt with in a good project
management approach. Furthermore, fifty percent of the respondents supported the need
for an iterative, prototyping approach (Section 4.6.3), and implicit in such an approach is
the active participation of end users in defining and refining their requirements. These
respondents may, therefore, have felt that user participation was already dealt with and
did not need to be raised again.
5.3.11 Eleventh empirical generalisation
End users must be provided with adequate education and training when
implementing an EIS based on a Data Warehouse.
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The provision of adequate education and training was mentioned as important by ninety
four percent of the respondents. It was mentioned a total of 125 times by all of the
respondents, which only represents an average of 7.35 times per respondent. From table
5.1 it can be seen that the number of times it was mentioned was seventh highest, whilst
the average number oftimes it was mentioned, per respondent, was eighth highest.
Based on its average value, this empirical generalisation is moderately supported. The
level of support for this empirical generalisation is lower than expected for the following
reasons:
.. Twenty two percent of the respondents felt that today's executive is not adequately
computer literate (Section 4.6.11), and effective, focused training and education is
one way of addressing this problem;
• Seventeen percent of the respondents recognised that one of the ways of managing
end user expectations is effective education and training (Section 4.6.5); and
• Twenty eight percent of the respondents felt that senior executives should be aware of
the value of a Data Warehouse (Section 4.6.8). Furthermore, twenty two percent of
the respondents felt that there is a reciprocal relationship between the level of
commitment by the business and the perceived value of a Data Warehouse initiative
(Section 4.6.4). Eleven percent of the respondents felt that training and education
creates awareness (Section 4.6.11). Education and training can, therefore, be used to
create the required awareness, which in turn can positively affect the level of
commitment of senior executives.
As stated in section 5.3.5, education and training may be seen as a change management
technique that forms part of a good project management approach. The respondents may,
therefore, have felt that with adequate project management, the issue of training and
education falls away, and this may explain the moderate level of support for this
empirical generalisation.
5.3.12 Twelfth empirical generalisation
The EIS and Data Warehouse must be flexible enough to be tailored to the
specific needs of executive users, and to be changed in response to
changes in the user base and their information requirements.
The need for a flexible EIS based on a Data Warehouse was mentioned as important by
sixty seven percent of the respondents. It was only mentioned a total of 54 times by all of
the respondents, which represents an average of 4.5 times per respondent. From table 5.1
it can be seen that the number of times it was mentioned was only eleventh highest,
whilst the average number of times it was mentioned, per respondent, was only twelfth
highest.
Based on its average value this empirical generalisation is poorly supported. This level
of support may be an indication that the flexibility of a Data Warehouse is largely a
technical issue that is relatively easily dealt with using sound design approaches, and the
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use of appropriate hardware and software. Although twenty eight percent of the
respondents felt that Data Warehousing is still maturing (Section 4.5.2), the availability
of a wide variety of powerful front-end tools, some of which are based on Internet
technology, makes this issue of minor concern.
5.3.13 Thirteenth empirical generalisation
An EIS based on a Data Warehouse must be easy to use.
The need for an easy to use EIS based on a Data Warehouse was mentioned as critical by
seventy eight percent of the respondents. It was mentioned a total of 83 times by all of
the respondents, which represents an average of 5.93 times per respondent. From table
5.1 it can be seen that the number of times it was mentioned was ninth highest, whilst the
average number of times it was mentioned, per respondent, was ninth highest.
There are a wide variety of powerful, user friendly front-end tools available for viewing
and analysing the data in a Data Warehouse. Many of these front-end tools are now
based on Internet technology, which presents users with a familiar, easy to use interface.
Therefore, ease of use is no longer a key differentiating factor between the various front-
end tools. It is, therefore, not surprising that there is moderate support tor this empirical
generalisation. One reason why this empirical generalisation is not poorly supported is
that, even with the availability of easy to use front-end tools, it can still be difficult to
understand and use a poorly designed data structure in a Data Warehouse.
5,3.14 Summary of the level of support for the empirical generalisations
The research evidence indicates that the respondents, to some extent, supported all of the
empirical generalisations. However, the empirical generalisations need to be refined to
be more useful, for the following reasons:
• There is varying support for each empirical generalisation; and
It There are interdependencies between the empirical generalisations. Each empirical
generalisation represents a proposed CSF, and each CSF should stand on its OWn.
This is because failure to achieve one CSF will result in the failure of a Data
Warehouse project, regardless of whether the other CSFs have been achieved or not.
Therefore, the interdependencies between the empirical generalisations should not
exist.
Since the empirical generalisations are reflected by the theoretical conjecture, the
theoretical conjecture should also be amended to be more accurate. The level of support
for the empirical generalisations is summarised in table 5.3.
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Ta J'.! 5.3 The level of support fOI' the empirical generalisations
5.4 Refinement of The Theoretical Conjecture
5.4.1 Revised theoretical conjecture
Based on the analysis and discussion of the research evidence and the varying level of
support for the empirical generalisations, the theoretical conjecture proposed in sections
2.4 and 3.3.3 has been refined, and is presented below. The rationale for the amendments
is discussed in the next section.
The Critical Success Factors for implementing an EIS based on a Data Warehouse are:
• A clear link between the data information provided and the goals and performance
measures of the business;
" The use of an appropriate approach for establishing the system objectives and
business information requirements;
• The use of an iterative, prototyping approach for implementation;
" Active, demonstrated support and commitment from senior executives and the project
team;
.. Demonstrated value and benefit to the business; and
III The provision of good quality information to end users.
5.4.2 The ~~llsisfor the proposed revisions to the theoretical conjecture
The need to manage end user expectations has been removed from the original
theoretical conjecture, not due to the lack of support for it, but because it should fail away
as a specific issue if the following change management mechanisms are in place:
III Active end user involvement and participation;
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o Continuous communication and feedback; and
, Effective education, training, and awareness programs.
Furthermore, all of these change management mechanisms should form part of a good,
holistic project management approach, and ;.1 should not be necessary to isolate them as
specific issues. For this reason, active participation of end users and the provision oj
adequate education and training have been removed from the original theoretical
conjecture. This rationale is partly jusnfieo by the poor and moderate support for the
tenth and eleventh empirical generalisations respectively. The application of good
project management is assumed to be a minimum pre-requisite for the successful
completion of any systems development project, not just a Data Warehouse, and has
therefore not been added to the theoretical conjecture nroposed above.
The management oj political and cultural issues, which was moderately supported,
been removed from the original theoretical conjecture. It is critically important that tne
appropriate culture and political environment is in place for a Data Warehouse to
succeed, but the establishment of this environment extends beyond the Data Warehouse
initiative itself. Furthermore, the resolution of cultural and poutical issues requires
significant commitment from senior executives at the highest level, and is therefore
encompassed, to some extent, in the empirical generalisation dealing with the
commitment of senior executives,
The resolution oj data and security issues has been removed from the original theoretical
conjecture due to poor support for the empirical generalisation,
The provision oj good quality external and internal information to end users has b...en
changed to the provision oj good quality information to end users. 1 lis was done as
none of the respondents specifically mentioned the need to include external information
in a Data Warehouse. However, since the quality of data depends on how well it meets
the needs of senior executives, these needs may highlight the importance of external
information in the future,
The need j01' flexibility of the Data Warehouse has been removed from the original
theoretical conjecture due to poor support for the empirical generalisation.
Ease of use has been removed from the original theoretical conjecture, despite its
moderate support, primarily because of the number of easy to use front-end tools
available to end users. As the various front-end tools evolve and the demand for ease of
use persists, it is expected that this will become less of an issue.
5.5 The Critical Success Factors for Implementing Executive Information
Systems based on Data Warehouses
The aim of this research is to identify, from a practical business perspective, those critical
factors that will contribute to the successful implementation of EISs based on Data
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Warehouses. Therefore, the refined theoretical conjecture, together with the results of the
data analysis and discussion, has been used to develop and propose the following
minimum set of CSFs that must be achieved to successfully implement EISs based on
Data Warehouses:
• There must be a clear link between the datil. I information provided by an EIS based
on a Data Warehouse, and the goals and performance measures of the business;
Q> An approach, which is best suited to the specific circumstances of the business,
should be used to establish the system objectives and business information
requirements of an EIS based on a Data Warehouse,
• An iterative, prototyping approach must be used to implement an EIS based on a Data
Warehouse;
to There must be active, demonstrated support and commitment from both senior
executives anu the project team when implementing an EIS based on a Data
Warehouse;
'" There must be demonstrated value and benefit to the business when implementing an
EIS based on a Data.Warehouse; and
• AI, EIS based on a Data Warehouse must provide good quality information to end
users,
5.6 Review of The Aim and Objectives of The Research
To ensure that this research is complete, it is necessary to formally review and evaluate
the extent to which both the stated and implied research objectives have been achieved.
Table 5.4 lists the research objectives together with an assessment of their level of
achievement and indicates that, as a whole, the research satisfies its aim and objectives.
Tnble 5.4 The level of achievement of the research objectives
research
Put guidelines for consideration
when implementing EISs based on Data
Warehouses
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5.7 Summary
Chapter five reviewed the extent to which the aim and objectives stated at the outset have
been achieved, and the extent to which the research evidence supports the empirical
generalisations.
There was varying support for the empirical generahsations, as well as interdependencies
between them. Therefore, although all of the empirical generalisations were supported to
some extent it was necessary to amend them, and to propose an amended theoretical
conjecture. Based on the revised theoretical conjecture, the CSFs for implementing EISs
based on Data Warehouses have been proposed.
Chllptel' Five: Conlil'motion and Iteflnement ofThe Reseurch
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CHAPTER SIX: LIMITA TrONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH
6.1 Introduction
Chapter six highlights some of the limitations of the research and provides suggestions
for further research.
6.2 Limitations of the Research
This research has provided the following valuable insights:
• It has provided practical and theoretical guidelines regarding what factors have to be
achieved, as an absolute minimum, to ensure the successful implementation of
Executive Information Systems (E1Ss) based on Data Warehouses; and
II It has increased the current understanding of what is required for the successful
implementation ofEISs based on Data Warehouses.
It is, however, recognised that there are limitations to the research, brought about by the
time available to complete it, and the relatively narrow scope. These limitations are
discussed below.
6.2.1 Researcher's interpretations
To avoid biasing the views of the respondents, the interview guide was not used until the
respondents were comfortable that they had covered what they thought were the Critical
Success Factors (CSFs) for implementing an EIS based on a Data Warehouse, The
interview guide was only used to prompt discussion on those issues that were identified
in the literature review as important, that the respondents did not raise. Furthermore,
during the analysis of the data, every care was taken to ensure that an objective view was
taken of the themes that emerged. However, it is recognised that a primarily qualitative
research study will always reflect the inherent biases, and interpretations of the researcher
at the time of the study. Therefore, it is conceivable that other interpretations of the
results could exist, and other deductions could haw been made.
6.2.2 Sample size
Although the sample size of respondents was as large as possible for the time available it
was only possible to conduct eighteen interviews. Therefore, the research results cennot
be generalised to the entire population of Data Warehouse implementations. While it
would have been better to conduct forty to fifty interviews this would not have been
possible for two reasons:
• The time constraint; and
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• Many respondents estimated that there is a maxi! 'ill of thirty Data Warehouse
implementations in South Africa.
Although the sample size is limited, the research results stand up to scrutiny because the
respondents raised all of the issues identified as important in the literature review, and
also provided additional insights.
6.2.3 Data collection
The respondents interviewed were from a variety of organisations in different industry
sectors. In total fifteen different organisations, from nine industries were represented.
There were five respondents from three different banks, and four respondents from four
different organisations in the retail industry. Therefore, the banking and retail industries
were most strongly represented and the research results may have been biased towards
the issues that prevail in these environments. However, the respondents from the
organisations in these industries did not raise any issues over and above the issues raised
by the respondents from the other industries, and it is felt that any r: ts they may have
introduced is minimal.
6.2.4 Sample selection
The respondents for the pilot interviews were selected from the list of speakers at the
Data Warehouse and Knowledge Management '98 conference, and additional respondents
were nominated using the snowball sampling technique. Using this approach it is not
possible to generalise the research results across the entire population of Data Warehouse
implementations. A random sampling technique may have been more appropriate, as all
potential respondents would have had an equal likelihood of being selected, and the
results could then have been more general.
6.2.5 Type of respondents
Nine of the respondents had an IS/IT background and the other nine had a business
background. Most of the respondents were at an upper middle, or senior management
level within their organisation. Unfortunately, it was not always possible to inter-lew
senior business executives, because potential respondents at senior executive level were
not always available, or were not prepared to be interviewed. It is, therefore, possible
that valuable insights may not have been mentioned. While this may have been a
limitation for this research it provides Fl potential area for further research, viz. to
investigate the difference between what senior business managers and executives, and
IS/IT managers believe to be the CSFs for implementing EISs based on Data
Warehouses.
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6.2.6 Data analysis
Three 'levels' were used to establish the support for the empirical generalisations:
Strongly Supported, Moderately Supported, and Poorly Supported.
The choice of the number and naming of the levels, as well as the method used to define
the bounda '.,etween these levels was somewhat arbitrary, There is a risk that some
empirical generalisations could have been incorrectly classified by being supported to a
greater or lesser extent than was discussed in chapter five. This risk Was minimised by
taking a holistic view of the support for the empirical generalisations, based 011 the
analysis and discussion in chapter four, and by using the 'levels' as a guide, rather than as
a rule.
6.3 FurtherResearch
6.3.1 The most appropriate use of a Data Warehouse
Twenty eight percent of the respondents felt that Data Warehousing as a concept is still
maturing. Furthermore, only one respondent indicated that his organisation had
implemented its Data Warehouse with the e)'?ress intention of using it as an EIS.
Initially it was felt that the research study WO'JI~:be too broad if it focused on all of the
potential uses of a Data Warehouse. However, the research results suggest that the
respondents saw Data Warehousing as an enabling element of an overall technology
infrastructure, rather than as a technology for a specific application. Therefore, it is
necessary to investigate the primary use of Data Warehousing, and then to establish the
Critical Success Factors for implementing a Data Warehouse for this purpose This may
reveal subtleties that were not revealed by this research.
6.3.2 Approach to understanding the system objectives and business information
requirements
The respondents mentioned four approaches that can be used to establish the system
objectives and business information requirements. The specific management style and
culture within each organisation tha.t adopted a particular approach was not discussed, as
it was outside the scope of this research. However, since the approach adopted is a eSF,
and certain approaches may only be appropriate to certain management styles and
cultures, it is necessary to investigate which approaches are most appropriate to which
management styles and cultures. Taking a broader view, the relationship between the
management style and culture within an organisation, and the success of Data Warehouse
implementations should also be investigated. This may reveal that when certain
management styles and cultures prevail there is an increased risk of failure of a Data
Warehouse initiative.
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Initially it was felt that the research study would be too broad if it focused on all of the
potential uses of a Data Warehouse. However, the research results suggest that the
respondents saw Data Warehousing as an enabling element of an overall technology
infrastructure, rather than as a technology for a specific application. Therefore, it is
necessary to investigate the primary use of Data Warehousing, and then to establish the
Critical Success Factors for implementing a Data Warehouse for this purpose. This may
reveal subtleties that were not revealed by this research.
6.3.2 Approach to understanding the system objectives and business Information
requirements
The respondents mentioned four approaches that can be used to establish the system
objectives and business information requirements. The specific management style and
culture within each organisation that adopted a particular approach was not discussed, as
it was outside the scope of this research, However, since ~he approach adopted is a eSF,
and certain approaches may only be appropriate to certain management styles and
cultures, it is necessary to investigate which approaches are most a,o},:,"priate to which
management styles and cultures. Taking a broader view, the relationsuip between the
management style and culture within an organisation, and the success of Data Warehouse
implementations should also be investigated. This may reveal that when certain
management styles and cultures prevail there is an increased risk of failure of a Data
Warehouse initiative.
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6.3.3 Consultant-led implementation approaches
Two of the respondents were from consulting organisations in the IT services indus Ty
that concentrated on impiementing Data Warehouses These respondents argued strongly
in favour of a methodology driven approach to the implementation of Data Warehouses.
A comparison should be made between what consulting organisations believe to be the
CSFf; for implementing Data '" .rehouses and what non-consulting organisations, that
have: implemented Data Warehouses, believe to be the CSFs. Furthermore, the relative
success achieved by each type of organisation should be investigated.
6.3.4 Long term success of Data Warehousing
Most of the respondents interviewed were involved in Data Warehouses that were being
implemented, or that had recently been implemented. The number of Data Warehouse
implementations in South Africa will increase, and existing Data Warehouse
implementations will begin to reveal the issues associated with ensuring their long term
viability. An area for research is to compare the CSFs required for the successful
implementation cf a Data Warehouse with the CSFs required for continued post-
implementation success. However, it will only be practical to conduct this research a few
years from now.
6.3.5 Interrelationships between themes
The content and interpretive analysis revealed a number of themes that the respondents
felt were important. These themes were grouped together into logical groupings, based
on whether they were related to:
• Additional insights provided by the respondents, which were not revealed by the
literature review; or
• The empirical generalisations.
The analysis revealed that there were interdependencies between themes within each
logical grouping, and between themes in different logical groupings. The theoretical
conjecture was refined to reflect the insights revealed by the data analysis to make it
more useful. However, to better understand the interdependencies, isolate the dependent
variables from the independent variables, and to obtain greater clarity on the contribution
of these variables to the success of EISs based on Data Warehouses, the following
research should be conducted:
• Investigate the relationship between the approach to establishing the system
obieotives and business information requirements, and the approach to implementing
an' EIS based on a Data Warehouse;
• Investigate the relationship between the actual and perceived value of a data
Warehouse, and the commitment of'senior executives to its implementation;
tI Investigate the relationship between the quality of data that resides in a Data
Warehouse, and the commitment ofsenior executives;
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II Investigate the relationship between user participation and user expectations;
• Investigate the relationship between user expectations, and education and training;
and
.. Investigate the relationship between political and cultural issues, and senior
management commitment,
Furthermore, each of the themes mentioned by the respondents listed in table 4.2.
(Section 4.4) could form the basis ofa research study on its own.
6.3.6 Further refinement ofthe empirical generalisations
In chapter two an extensive literature review was ccnduc Led. The results of the literature
review were presented as a narrative description, which wa.s used as the basis for
developing the theoretical conjecture. Empirical generalisations were developed from the
theoretical conjecture and were tested against the research evidence collected. From this
a refined theoretical conjecture was developed and presented In chapter five. Since the
research process is iterative, the refined theoretical conjecture should form the basis of
empirical generalisations that should be tested against further research evidence.
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ApPENDIX A: INTERVIEW GUIDE
1.1 Section One: Demographics
J. Name of organisation
2. Industry sector
3. Name of interviewee
4. Positional title of interviewee
5. Area / department of interviewee in the organisation
6. Size of organisation
6.1. Number of employees
6.2. Number of divisions
7. No ofEIS users
8. No of Data Warehouse users
9. EIS and Data Warehouse hardware and software plat.forms (including analysis and
decision support tools)
1.2 Section Two: Use of the Data Warehouse
1. What is your understanding of an EIS?
2. How long has your organisation been using a Data Warehouse?
2.1. How long did it take to implement the Data Warehouse and is the
implementation complete?
3. Is your Data Warehouse being used as an EIS, and why (i.e. what are the
advantages of using a Data Warehouse rather than a bespoke developed or
packaged EIS)?
3.1. How long has it been used as an EIS?
4. Ifnot, could your Data Warehouse be used as an EIS?
4,1. Are you planning to use your Data Warehouse as an EIS?
~,{OTE: Critical Check Point N decide whether interview should continue if the Data
Warehouse is not and will not be used as an EIS
5. What else is the Data Warehouse being used for?
6. Was the project conceived and approached as an EIS project or as a Data
Warehouse project?
6.1. Has this made any difference to the approach or success of the project?
6.2. Was it a strategic project'?
1.3 Section Three: Critical Success Factors
1. How important is the achievement of business objectives?
1.1. To what extent have the business objectives / user requirements been achieved
(i.e. is the system valid / useful?)?
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2. How important is the approach used to establish the system objectives and business /
information requirements?
2.1. What approach was used?
2.2. Who should be involved in establishing the business requirements?
3. How important is the approach to implementing the system (e.g. prototyping vs big
bang)?
4. How important is active, demonstrated support and commitment to the project
(Championship, ownership, and sponsorship)?
4.1. Who should sponsor and own the project?
4.2. Who should champion the project (who should drive it - Business or IT)?
4.3. How important is it to clearly define and allocate system, and information I data
ownership and to whom should this be allocated?
5. How important is effective communication?
5.1. How should interest / awareness be generated, maintained?
5.2. Who should be involved in communications (e.g. all stakeholders vs key
stakeholders)?
6. How important is it to manage the expectations of the end users?
6.1. How should this be done?
7. How important is it to manage the politics?
7.l. What type of political issues are generally involved?
7.2. Who should resolve political issues?
7.3. How should they be resolved (e.g. what should be done if there is a lack cf
appreciation of the system I information and its worth, and what should be done
if there is a high degree of resistance to change?)?
8. How important is it to address information / data security issues?
8.1. What data / information access philosophy should be adopted (e.g. 'information
is a resource' vs 'need to know')?
8.2. Who should decide this?
9. How important is it to demonstrate value / benefit to the business?
9.1. Is your EIS a. success?
9.2, How is this success measured?
9.3. Who measured this success (IT vs business)?
9.4. What value was added (tangible and intangible)?
9.5. What were the actual vs predicted benefits?
9.6. How important is it to demonstrate economic value add or ROI? (i.e. that the
system cost Jess than the value it provides)?
9.7. How important are tangible deliverables?
9.8. How important is it to measure the benefits?
10. How important is it to provide good quality information (i.e information that is
available, confidential and reliable)?
10.1. What form of information should be included (text, image, graphics)?
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10.2. What type of information should be included (external, internal, hard,
soft)?
10.3. What level of detail should be included?
11. How important is user participation?
11.1. Who are the users?
'7 Who should the users be (everybody vs a select few)?
11.2.1. If the user base should be a select few, who should they be (senior
executives, business analysts)?
When should they be involved to SDLC)?
How should they be involved?
How important is the identification of the correct target market and why?
11.3.
11.4.
11.5.
12. How important is education and training of the user base?
12.1. How should this be done?
13. How important is the quality of the front-end tools provided?
13.1. How important is it that EIS functionality and capabilities should be
customised for each user?
13.2. How important is it to standardise on a user interface (e.g. one suite of
tools versus many)?
13.3. How important is functional richness vs ease "fuse?
14. How important is the flexibility of the EIS / Data Warehouse (i.e. ability to change
with changes in the user base and market requirements)?
1.4 Section Four: Issues Specific to the Use of Data Warehousing for
EIS Purposes
1. What specific issues arose out of using a Data Warehouse rather than another
architecture for your ms (what were the disadvantages)?
2. If you could develop your EIS again would you lise a Data Warehouse?
2.1. What would you do differently?
3. In your experience are there situations where Data Warehouses are particularly
well suited to EIS?
4. In your experience are there situations where Data Warehouses are not appropriate
for use as EIS?
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APPENDIX B: EXAMPLE INTERVIEW
During the interview each respondent was assured of complete confidentiality.
Therefore, all means of identifying the respondent or the organisation he / she works for
have been removed from this interview transcript.
1.1 Section 1: Demographics
1. Name of organisat
2. Industry sector:
3. Name of interviewee:
4. Positional title of inter viewee:
5. Area! department of interviewee in the organisation:
6. Size of organisation
6.1. Number of employees:
6.2. Number ofdivisions:
7. No of EIS users:
8. No of Data Warehouse users:
9. EIS and Data Warehouse hardware and software platforms (including DSS and
ROLAPIOLAP tuols)
9.1.Data Warehouse:
9.2.Front End tools:
1.2 Open Discussion
Interviewer
Tell me about your involvement in Data Warehousing?
Interviewee
I got involved in Data Warehousing back in 1991, for Company A at the time. Back then
we never really had much of an idea; Data Warehousing wasn't as formally defined as it
is today. Back then a lot of people didn't even know about Data Warehousing. There
weren't really any products around, and the relational databases weren't as up to scratch
as they are today. At the time the team followed the Bill Inmon approach to Data
Warehousing. It was quite a success and we got invited to speak at the Arlington Data
Warehousing conference in Washington. Since then I went to work in the States, and
built quite a few Data Warehouses for some really interesting companies. One was a
fairly large company called Company B, who distribute music videos; they distribute just
about anything to do with the entertainment world. I built quite a few Data Warehouses
for a couple of the Telcos: I was involved with the Company C one, and with the
Company D one. I then came back here and got involved in the Company E Data
Warehouse. I've been in the Data Warehousing field for quite a while now and have
built some small Ones and some big ones.
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Interviewer
Have you only been involved in the Company A and Company E Data Warehouse
initiatives, in South Africa?
Interviewee
No, through Company F we've been involved in quite a few other I "l.taWarehouses
around the country. In fact we've just finished one at Company G. We Ie been busy at
Company H, and at Company I, Company J down III Cape Town, and Company K.
These are really the ones that I've been involved in. Company F has been quite
extensively involved in the Data Warehouse arena. Last year Company F hosted the Data
Warehouse conference in Swaziland.
Interviewer
Tell me about Company E
Interviewee
Company E is in most segments of the retail market. It consists of three companies:
Company L, Company M and Company N. They're part of the Company 0 group.
Company 0 owns Company E in conjunction with owning Company P and Company Q.
Interviewer
What isyour role in the project?
Interviewee
I'm the Data Warehouse Architect here at Company E.
Interviewer
What does your role entail?
Interviewee
I look at all the aspects pertaining to the Data Warehouse: the front-end, the back-end, the
transformation tools, and the strategic direction of the Data Warehouse.
Interviewer
How many people does Company E employ?
Interviewee
We've got round about 18 stores around the country. You've been to the Company L
store; there's a good few hundred people in each store, and then this is really the head
office, this is just the Company L one. In Company M they've got about 30 odd stores
with a good few hundred people in each of those stores as well. That gives you a fairly
large retailer. Company N as you know is involved in stationery and that type of thing.
I'm not sure how many stores Company N has - they've recently been acquired by
Company E. Because the Company N acquisition is so new at this point the guys are
really trying to figure who's going to be responsible for what, and how's it going to work
within Company E.
Interviewer
How many EIS users do you haw?
Interviewee
We don't have very many EIS users. We've currently got 12 and we plan to have 20.
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Interviewer
Who are they?
Interviewee
They would be our execr : '''! management level people and Strategic Business Unit
executives.
Interviewer
How many Data Warehouse users do you have in total?
Interviewee
On the rest of the Data Warehouse we've currently got 200 users and we need to bump
that up by another 50 users. This is certainly excluding Company N since they weren't
on board with this particular initiative. We built this first phase of the Data Warehouse
only for the Company L users, for the Company L division. It does not include Company
M at this stage, Or Company N.
Interviewer
What are your plans with respect to Company M?
Interviewee
We really are lead by the business needs of the organisation and the business would like
us to attack some other areas within Company L before we move on to Company M.
Within the next 6 months we won't be taking on Company M. Company M is also busy
with some SAP development of their own. They are busy moving over to SAP; which
they'd like to sort out before they get involved in Data Warehousing.
Interviewer
Tell me about the tools and technology you are using
Interviewee
For our executive users we provide a Visual Basic like front-end developed in a product
called DSS Agent. It's the DSS EIS front end, and it has really big buttons, 'Fisher Price'
buttons, and provides the guy with click-the-button, see-the-report, click-the-button, see-
another-report on the business, on various functions within the business. The front-end is
pre-built, fairly static. They can request other functionality on the front-end, but then it
would require some development from our side. Although the development can be very
quick (the turnaround) essentially it's not something dynamic that they can change
themselves automatically. They seem pretty happy with that. The front end for the
executives runs off a Windows-based tool. It's a GUI tool so there's nice pictures and all
that type of stuff on the top, very visual. It's used for visualisation of trends,
visualisation of patterns, visualisation of reports, that type of stuff. The reports are quite
high-level, for example, the top three selling products in the stores, top selling stores
within the country, hot spots in the country, all that type of thing.
Then for the rest of the 200 odd users we provide them with a Web-based tool called DSS
Web. They've got quite a lot more reports that they can run. The reports are dynamic
and they can construct to a certain extent, and do analysis over the Web through the
reports. Its dynamic HTML, dynamic Java applets that run and generate the various
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reports. It allows drill down, drill across, that type of stuff over the Web. The reason for
using the Web, certainly a thin client, is that they don't need any sophisticated software
on their PCs. They just need a browser and a TCP/IP connection and they're A for
Away, which is really great. Because it's also centrally co-ordinated in a centralised
architecture as opposed to a distributed one, the scalability of it is significant. You can
go from 100 to 500 users In a day if you had to because it is totally scaleable and the cost
is certainly absolutely minimal.
The users, not the executive users, do a lot more in-depth type of analysis work. That
goes all the way down, from the middle management, which includes regional buyers,
regional managers, etc., right down to the actual store manager himself. He can manage
the store himself and get information about the stores; what's selling, what's not selling
in the stores. Then we've got another group of users that we are setting up right now,
what we would call our data mining aspect, and those are our real power users. We've got
a data mining tool called RedBrick that we can use. We haven't implemented it yet, w~
are thinking about it, but it is an automated toot that would go against the database to
bring out clusterings, associations, means, mods, modes, types of data patterns. This is
generally something that a very small group of very well trained people use, We foresee
these people as being involved in the "statistician" type of work. At that level of analysis
you can really make the data say anything you like. You know the data could be right but
depending on what type of regression analysis technique you use Oil that data, you can
turn it into anything. You need to know what you doing in the data mining arena
otherwise you could end up in some serious trouble. That's really our user profile and
how we see our users using the Data Warehouse, the executives and all the rest.
Interviewer
What do you believe to be the Critical Success Factors for implementing all EIS based on
a Data Warehouse? These are the minimum factors that you absolutely must get right to
succeed
Interviewee
Certainly, it's driven by the business. The Data Warehouse is housed in IT, but
essentially the whole process is driven by the business, the business' needs, and their
absolutely burning issues within the organisation. Whatever's burning the business and
stuff that the execs have to solve, things relating to the business, those are the issues. A
lot of them can be resolved from the Data Warehouse, and only from the Data
Warehouse. If you think about the types of decisions that need to be made, whether you
need to open another store in another area, you need a lot of information pertaining to
that from an executive point of view; what type of customer profile is going to visit the
store; is it really needed", what are the sales patterns in the areas around where you
propose to put the store?. what's the buying patterns of those people"; who's this going to
service"; what are the products you're going to stock in the store? Those types of things
are almost impossible to answer without a Data Warehouse. Even on your sales and
category management - it's pretty crucial.
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Interviewer
How did you go about establishing the executives information requirements and how
important is the approach that is used to do this?
Interviewee
We had a number of workshops initially because what we wanted to do was get an idea
of the size of our Data Warehouse by the end of the 1st year and the end of the 2nd year.
We then held a number of workshops with the various levels of management, the
executives and the SBUs, and we asked them what their burning issues were. They came
up with many, and we then asked them to identify which ones were the top ones. They
gave us the top ones and we did a similar thing with the executives. Eventually by going
between them we got them to identify which ones they would like resolved, and they
said: "If we can resolve this, we're in business." We asked them how much Return On
Investment (ROI) they estimated making at that. They said: "That's very difficult," but
we asked them to just give us an idea. We told them we need to have some idea and so
we got some ROI ideas, what they were looking at by the end. So we said to them: "Fine:
if we resolve this, provide you with that, this is the potential ROI that we are going to be
getting back from this thing, or this is the ROl area that we can be looking for results
from." So we had a measurement thing for ourselves, we knew we would know when
we've done it and we would then be able to look either in areas for ROI to see how well
we did it, or we'd have some actual facts on how much we brought back, how much the
Data Warehouse brought back.
Interviewer
How do you measure the success of your Data Warehouse?
Interviewee
We looked at the ROI achieved and we got back to the. executives. That's what we're
doing right now, we're into our next session, if you like, where we go back and say:
"Fine, we might have accomplished those ROI's but in the business, how's it changed the
business?" But we've seen an impact that the Data Warehouse has had within the
business itself, and it's changed peopJe's thinking in the business, which wasn't there
before.
Interviewer
In what way has it changed people's thinking?
Interviewee
In workflow, and in workflow within the actual business. People are using it to do their
various business functions that before we never thought would be included in this thing,
at" that they would ever consider using the Data Warehouse for this function or th ,
furlct:r, .r whatever it is. Those really are actual benefits themselves, spin-off benefits
that Y II ,!'~n't nntioipate getting back.
Interviewer
What else is critical for the success of the Data Warehouse?
Interviewee
Once you understand what the burning issues are, and what you need to do to resolve
them, you obviously need a methodology to follow, to take you from point A to point Z,
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to do this thing. You need to follow a methodology that works, and you've proved it does
work, which we did. We had a methodology, we've got a methodology in Company F
that we follow. It covers every aspect of the Data Warehouse right from the beginning, in
fact. That includes the workshops to the actual end result of doing a post implementation
review to find out if you met your project Critical Success Factors, and what some of the
ROI's were that you received.
Interviewer
What specifically does that methodology cover?
Interviewee
Obviously the whole bang shoot. Our methodology is prescriptive in the deliverables and
descriptive in the processes of obtaining those deliverables. There are some results that
you have to have achieved by the end of each phase, but within each organisation things
are different. Some times you need to do things differently, so we say: "As long as by the
end of doing this we land up with that document or we land up with that as being your
end product to this particular phase, that's fine". As long as you ve got those things,
because without those things you're not going to continue and achieve success.
Interviewer
Would you regard your implementation as being a success in the eyes of the executives?
Interviewee
We would like to see it corne from the business, to say whether it's been a success or
whether it hasn't. From our point of view certainly we've done everything that we
should have, and we've met what was required of us to do, but beyond that really it's a
business thing. You can be given a spec, run off to some little room somewhere and
write a program and come back and say: "Here's the program that you asked me to write.
Has it been a success'!" From your point of view it's a success because you've done what
you were asked to do. Is it really a success in the overall picture of the business? If while
you were doing this they had a change, and you never consulted them and you weren't
working with them, and they can't use this thing then it wasn't a success. So its really for
the business to determine whether you were successful or not.
Interviewer
What feedback have you had/rom toe business?
Interviewee
We've got a lot of feedback in that respect. The types of things we judge rurselves being
successful at is in the other ROI that's been coming from the business. Things like when
the store gets new PC's and their PC's haven't rot a browser they can't access the
system. Well, they say they can't continue working without access to the .)ata
Warehouse. You suddenly realise WOW!, this is that important. This h.-s become
mission critical, I've now given the business something that's mission critical, that's
equally important as having a Point Of Sale system in your store. Then you can honestly
say to y.nirself "I've given real value to the organisation".
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Interviewer
Is there any thing else that you regard as critical?
Interviewee
No.
1.3 Discussic 1of Critical Success Factors Cited in the Literature
Interviewee
What I wc.uld like to do now is go through those issues that are highlighted in the
literature as critical to the success of Executive Information Systems and Data
Warehoi ses. I will only raise those issues that we have not yet discussed as I would like
your op.nion 011 how important they are. For example, in your opinion. how important is
the imilementation approach?
Interviewee
Our methodology prescribes that you have to do it piece-n.eal and I've never built a Data
Warehouse where you build the whole Data Warehouse for every single subject area all
r.t once. I haven't read any literature where that's been a resounding success. The rest of
the guys out there that are doing it as well, reckon you do it subject by subject area. Pick
a particular subject area and do that, and you then add it on within the overall architecture
that you have. I would say that's pretty important and almost a given. I have never come
into a situation where someone said: "1 want to do this thing one shot!". That's real
foolish.
Interviewer
How many people are currently working on the J:. Warehouse?
Interviewee
We've currently got two support personnel, who support our users. We've got two
developers that develop new phases of the Data Warehouse, and we've, got myself, the
architect, and we've got one project manager to make sure WI'; all keep talking to each
other; that we don't beat each other u}'.
Interviewer
HOlV important is effective communication?
Interviewee
Oh yes, it's critic-u. If you don't get user involvement from the start, and keep them
involved you've got problems. It's been one of our absolute priorities, a given thing in
our case, that our users are involved at all times. Even in the selection of our tools, the
whole development cycle, we involved the users very heavily at all times.
Interviewer
What about the expectations oj the end users?
Interviewee
With their heavy involvement, that sort of took care of their expectations as well because
we had a prototype and then we built on the prototype. Initially we built a strawman,
then we continued fattening out the strawman so the users were seeing, as this thing was
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being developed, what it looks like, what its going to look like, what it can do, what it
can't do, so there was no big surprise at the end when we gave it to them. That didn't
happen, they knew exactly what it looked like, they had in fact built it. We provide the
expertise behind it, but essentially the users built it, so they got what [hey wanted.
Interviewer
Were there any major political issues that you had to manage?
Interviewee
That wasn't a problem here. We had buy-in from the too all the way down, and with our
user involvement the executive team knew where we were going. They filtered that
down to the rest of their teams, so we all knew where we were going and we all knew
why we were going in that direction, and where we were going to land up, and what we
were going to be doing at the end. So we never experienced anything like that.
Interviewer
How important is providing good quality trformcaionfrom the D~wJ Warehouse?
Interviewee
I think it's a \ ery difficult thing to do. Do you say: "Well, we're going to improve the
quality of the information first before we build the Data Warehouse"?, or do you provide
them with the data that is in the organisation that they using at the time? I strongly feel
that you provide them with the information and then provide a mechanism for them to get
that data up to scratch. A lot of the users have never been able to see the data as such.
They've seen some of the data in the form of reports and stuff that comes out on a regular
basis, but it's effectively been hard-coded to COme out in a particular form, or its
produced from a screen or something like that, but they haven't seen the actual raw data
as such. The quality of data is very important, but if you make the user aware that this is
the data they are using, and this is their data that they are seeing every day, and you
ensure that what you are showing them is the real data, and you have your audit
procedures it place, the users take it on themselves to improve the quality.
Interviewer
How Important is the training of end users?
Interviewee
The training has never stopped, and will never stop. From when w(.; initially had our
session with users and the training of what a Data Warehouse is, what it can do, to getting
their hands on a tool, to start using a mouse, to start pointing and clicking, that whole
training cycle is a never-ending thing. New people come into the organisation and join ill
and they don't know what the Data Warehouse is. Then you have upgrades of software.
The training issue is never-ending; you never end training your users.
Interviewer
How important is the level of computer literacy of end users?
Interviewee
Kids of three can use technology if it's put across correctly. No matter what level of
computer literacy your user's at, you can make your system so that he can use it.
Granted, you have to be able to read but certainly I don't think its any excuse to say:
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"Well my users need to be computer literate or they need to be at that stage of literacy",
or whatever it is. Some of our users are more advanced than others, but we've got the
tools in place for them to use. The ones that just want to click the button, they can do
that. The others that want to go and create their own reports and 00 their own analysis
and drill off into the never-ending future, they've got the tool to do that as well. So at
each level a • long as you provide them with the right tools and the right technology they
will be fine. Their job is not to take over some IT function of being an SQL guru so they
can write SQL, just as much as the IT guys are not moving into the business so that we
can do financial planning. I would rather leave the financial planner over there and leave
the DBA over here; each has his own task to do.
Interviewer
Whodoes the training?
Interviewee
Our two user support people do the training. The training is done on a one-on-one basis,
and usually involves a couple of hours, in some cases a couple of days.
Interviewer
Who's involved in the scrubbing, cleaning. and loading of the data into the Data
Warehouse?
Interviewee
Essentially that's our support team. Our daily routines that run every day are probably
about 95% automated. The whole loading procedure, through the transformation tool, the
scheduling of it and '·.il that type of stuff takes place automatically. In the morning we get
an audit report of what ran the previous night, what didn't run etc., etc. It moves the data
from the source all the way through into our Data Warehouse and then does all the
balances and checks and everything else to make sure that it's all up to scratch. We've
got a repository where we store that type of information, so if anyone needs 10 go and
look at it they can see exactly what happened with that job that ran here, that ran there.
That all runs at night in an automated fashion. The whole process takes about 2 hours to
run.
End of interview
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